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This report describes the processes and procedures used by the Florida Telctraining 
Project (FT?) to reconfigure five military courses for delivery over the U.S. Army's Telctraining 
Network, TN ET. The five courses were presented to personnel from the U.S. Army Reserve 
Component, U.S. Navy, U.S. Marine Corps, U.S. Coast Guard, and lhe Air Nat ional Guard. 
Three U.S. Army MOS·awarding courses and two U.S. Navy special lopics short courses 
were assigned to the FT? to be reconfigured for TNET. The MOS-awarding courses were 
adapt.ed from U.S. Arm y Reserve Component Configured Courseware (Re): 71 LlO, 
Administrative Specialist; 76YIO. Unit Supply Specialist; and 95 810, Military Police. The two 
special topics courses were adapted from U.S. Navy Total Quality Leadership (fQL) and 
Hand li ng Hazardous Waste~-Activity Level (HazWaste) courses. 
Overall project management was performed by the Defense Institute for Training 
Resources Analysis (DITRA). The Institu te for Simulation and Training (1ST) at the University 
of Central Florida served as the project's prime contractor. 1ST provided the contracted 
managerial, technical, design, and evaluation tasks of the projecl. 1ST subcontracted with the 
Florida Community College at Jacksonville (FCCJ) to serve as the lead community college for 
developing and offering instruction to the military personnel. FCCJ subcontracted with two other 
Florida community colleges, St. Petersburg Community College and Valencia Communi ty 
College in Orlando, to provide two remote (receive) sites and instructional personnel requi red 
for course deli very. FCCJ provided a th ird remote si te, referred to as FCCJ2. 
For the MOS~award i ng courses, mi litary subject matter experts, who also participated in 
course delivery, were provided to the project from the 3391s1 Army Reserve Forces (USARF) 
School. Military instructional coordinators who assisted in course delivery at the remote sites 
were provided by the 3391s1 and the 3388th USARF Schools located in Jacksonville and Tampa, 
Florida, respectively. 
Proponent schools provided existing materi als and expert review for the three MOS~ 
awarding courses. These were: U.S. Army Soldier Support Center, Fort Benjamin Harrison, 
IN (7IL IO), the U.S. Army Quartermaster School at Fort Lee. VA (76Y IO), and the U.S. Army 
Military Police School, Fort McClellan , AL (95810). 
For the special topics courses, subject matter experts and the military instructional 
assistants were provided by Naval Air Stalion, Cecil Field in Jacksonville, F lorida (HazWaste) , 
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) in Orlando, Florida (TQL), and the Little Creek 
Amphibious Base in Norfolk, Virginia (TQL). 
There are three primary sections of this report. The first section presents a review of the 
literature on distance education, instructional systems design (ISD), media selec tion , design, and 
III 
use, and describes tbe tclctraining research conducted by the military. A descr iption of TN ET 
is also included. Some of the key lindings from the review of the literature are: 
• The courses se lected for presentat ion via video lelclraining (VTr) should be 
shorter rather than longer in length, be primarily cognitive rather than 











VTT courses must be highly planned and organized; instructional systems design 
should be implemented for this planning. 
VIT courses should use sound instructional techniques, e.g., feedback and 
interaction, thai are grounded in learning theory. 
Vl T cou rses should use a va riety of media, e.g. , graphics and visuals, that 
support the instructional message. 
Vir courses should be pilot tested and the in structional materials should be 
validated . 
Instructors must learn to teach over a Vir system, and students must Jearn how 
to learn from Vir. 
Contingency plans (e.g. , for system outages) are crucial to the success of VTf. 
It takes a team of people to des ign and deliver good VTr instruction. These 
inc lude at a minimum: a management team , instructional designers, course 
developers, subject matter experts, VTT instructors, site faci litators, graphic 
artists, word processors, and evaluators. 
A staff training program is required for all personnel involved in the design and 
delive ry of VTT courses. This training must include inst ruction in the technology 
to be used and in VTT course design and delivery. 
Record-keeping procedures and scheduling requ irements must be coordinated for 
all personnel and students. 
Roles and responsibilities of all personnel must be carefully del ineated and in 
large scale projects the various management and organizational funct ions must be 
coordinated. 
The second section of this report describes the conceptual model that served as the basis 
for reconfiguring the five courses. The five-component Systems Approach to Train ing (SAT) 
model was adapted for use in recon fi guri ng the courseware . In the adapted model, the same five 








































Evaluation. Two functions were added: Revise Instruction and Management. These functions 
were added to the model based on the li te rature review and due to the complexity of the 
reconfiguration effort. The adapted model is based on learning and instructional theory, 
specifically Ihe cogni tive information processing approach described by Roben M. Gagne in TIle 
COllditions oj Learning (Gagne, 1985). The adapted model is presented in Figure 3 in the 
report. 
In general, the adapted SAT model includes lhe same tasks and is lIsed in the same 
iterative manner as the SAT model. ThaI is, the reconfiguralion process started with the 
Analysis phase, and then proceeded to Design, Development, and Implementation. However, 
Ihe instruction was revised at several different times during the reconfiguration process, not just 
during Development as shown in the SAT model. The Revise Instruction phase was added to 
make this explicit. A Management phase superimposes the entire model. It was added to the 
model because the coordination of personnel and tasks in a project of this complexi ty could not 
be left to chance. 
In the third section of this report, each phase of the reconflguration process is described 
in detail. Major tasks tha t were completed, personnel required to perform the t.asks, and the staff 
training that was provided during each phase, if any, are described. Summary tables are also 
provided in the body of the report for each phase where there were ex tensive tasks to be 
completed. The major tasks completed during each phase were: 
• 
• 
Ana I)'sis: The five courses that were to be reconfigured in the Florida 
Teletraining Project were assigned by the government. Therefore, traditional tasks 
performed during this phase of the SAT model were not conducted during this 
project. However, six factors were used to analyze the five courses in regards to 
their suit.ability for presentation over TNET. These factors were: length of the 
course, whether the course was primarily cognitive rather than psychomotor, 
whether the course had high demand/throughput, how appropriate the course was 
fo r video teletraining, how appropriate each course was for the expertise of 
community college personnel, and the ex tent to which the instructional 
components that were included in the courseware received from the military were 
adequate. This analysis was used to formulale the design procedures for course 
reconfiguration, e.g., how to develop courses that were interactive, motivating, 
provided instructional feedback, etc. 
Design : During this phase, the military Plans of Instruction (POls) and syllabi 
were analyzed to determine the adequacy of the course materials from an 
inst ructional design perspective. Minor modifications were made to the courseware 
when needed. Global media and instructional strategy . selections were made that 






Stafr training was conducted to teach the course developers Instructional Systems 
Design ( ISO) skills, the capabilities of TNET, and to desc ribe VTT instruct ional 
learning activit ies and st rategies. The len tasks performed during the Design 
Phase are listed in Table 11 in Ihe report. 
Deve lopment : All course materials were developed during this phase of 
reconfigurat ion. Complete instructor, inst ructional coordinalOT, and student 
interactive study guides were produced. Daily lessons plans were developed and 
included in the instructor and instructional coordinato r guides. All screen and 
print g raphics and all support med ia were also produced. Initial validation and 
approval of the courseware from the appropriate military agency we re obtained. 
On-the-job staff training for the course developers! teleteachers was implemented 
and training was begun fo r all remote (distant) si te personnel. Table 14 
summarizes the tasks performed during this phase. 
Implem cnt at ion : Preparation fo r the delivery of instruction was the primary goal 
for this phase of the reconfiguration process. There were a number of critical 
tasks that had to be performed to prepare for deli very of training. These included 
acquiring all mil itary and instructional mate rial s and equipment, scheduli ng labs 
and fac il iti es , organizing fo r instruction, includ ing planning for contingencies, 
preparing all paperwork and record -keeping , and delivering all courseware in 
sufficient quantities to the remote sites. 
Final staff training was conducted fo r all project personnel at the orig ination and 
re mote sites. This training focused on the roles and responsibilities of the various 
part icipants. Ove r-the-network training was al so provided to give all part icipants 
a "dry run" in implementing the courses prior to actual delivery. The seven key 
tasks performed during this phase are listed in Table 17 in the report. 
Revise instruction: T his phase was added to the adapted model because there 
were several revision and validation cycles that were pe rfo rmed during the 
reconfiguration process. The functions of this phase are continuous , not discreet. 
The specific tasks performed during this phase are li sted in Table 18 in the report. 
• Duri ng Ihe Design phase, minor modifications were made to Ihe military 
POls and syllabi to align the Objectives, performance test items, and 
practical exercises. 
• During the Development phase, process (e.g., readabi lity) and product 
(e.g., performance) data were collected during several expert rev iews of 
the print and non-print course material s, and during trial runs of some key 
instructional strategies . Prototype un its were validated by the Arm y 










































performing this task. Final versions of the course materials were prepared 
during this phase. 
• During the Implemen tation Phase, a pilot-test sile, called an Intensive Site, 
was establ ished at the remote site, FCCJ2. The purpose of this site was 
to collect data so that the courses could be modified and revised during 
delivery. Final courseware revisions were made to each course after the 
training was delivered. 
Management : This phase was added to the adapted SAT model because of the 
complexity of this project. The major tasks performed during this phase were to 
(a) coordinate all personnel and functional groups associated with the project, 
e.g., the community colleges and the military organizations, and (b) manage all 
project tasks. c.g., pre-course development, course design and development, 
implementation of the courses, and the evaluation component of the project. 
Evaluation: This phase of the SAT and the adapted model are not specific 
components of the reconfigu ration process. While it was included in the model 
to reinforce its importance in a project of this magnitude, evaluation, in the 
context of the model, refers to broader project evaluation issues, such as 
conduct ing an iIllernal and external evaluation. 





Ana lysis: An expert instructional designer, a military tral!ll11g expert, an 
instructional manager, five course developers, and experts in the technology. 
Des ign : For converting the courseware: all of the above, plus five military 
subject matter experts; for staff training: a consultant in VTT design strategies 
and experts in TNET. 
Development: The following personnel were added to design and development 
teams to complete the reconflguration: a second instructional designer, graphic 
artists , word processors, an editor and proofreader, TV studio personnel who ran 
the equipment duri ng microteaching sessions, and video technicians for producing 
the videotapes. 
Implemcnllltion : All personnel needed to conduct the courses at the origination 
site had been on the project since the Design phase. However, a production and 
distribution manager and one assistant were added at the origination site to insu re 
that all materials were reproduced in sufficient quant ities and delivered to the 
remote sites. During this phase, all remote site personnel were in place. Each 
remote site had the same personnel : civilian and mil itary site faci litators, 
technical personnel, a facilities coordinator, and an administrative POe. 
VII 
• RC\'isc Inst fil e t iOII : All personnel needed to deliver the instruction were available 
at the origination and remote si tes. These were described above. However, for 
validating and revising the instruct ion, an evaluation expert and the respecli ve 
proponent school and Navy school training personnel participated in this task. 
• M;lIlngemcnl : No new personnel we re added to perform this phase. These tasks 
were performed by the project manager at DITRA , the 1ST project director, and 
Ihe FCC] project director and the FCC] logistics manager. 
In summary, thi s report presents the adapted SAT model and processes and procedures 
used by the FT? to reconfigure live military courses fo r delivery over TNET. A review of the 
literature is included in lhe report that presents the key factors that should be and were 
considered when converting courses 10 VTT. The tasks performed and Ihe personnel needed 10 
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FLORIDA TELETRAINING PROJ ECT: RECONFIG URATION OF MILITARY 
COURS ES FOR VID EO TELETRAINING DELIVERY 
FOR EWORD 
Scope of Work 
Tile Department of Defen se (000) was directed by Congress in the FY 1991 Department 
of Defense Appropriations Bill to conduct a pilOt program to test the feasibility of using a 
telecommunications trai ning network 10 deliver military programs of instruction to the armed 
services in Florida. The bill states that the pilot program could be developed and implemented 
by two-year col leges in collaboration with armed forces schools. 
Having been tasked to carry out the project, the DoD determined that the pilot program 
would satisfy the congressional direction by using a teJet raining network 10 deliver military 
programs of instnlction (a) to both the Active and Reserve Components of the services and (b) 
that add ress specific military duties. In addition , it was di rected that the program should have 
a scientifically valid evaluation. The project was directed to identi fy, collect , and evaluate 




ascertain the merit of using telecommunications training provided by non-military 
sources for training military personnel 
quantify the va lue of the instruction received 
guide futu re government and 000 dec isions related to distance learning. 
Purpose of the Proj ect 
The purpose of this project was to assess the feasibility of using two-year communi ty 
colleges to offer mi litary programs of instruction tha t add ress specific military duties and content. 
These programs of instruction were presen ted over a telecom munications network. For this 
project, the personnel were professors and staff at a community college, the mi litary programs 
were courses for three U.S. Army Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) and IwO special 
topics short courses designed to serve students from all services. The special topics courses were 
reconfigured using U.S. Navy courseware. The telecommunica tions network utilized by the FTP 
was the U.S. Army Te1etraining Network (TNET) (Schall, 1991 ). 
Five courses were reconfigured for delive ry on TNET. The three MOS-awarding courses 
were U.S. Army Reserve Component Configu red Courseware (RC)) : 71L10. Administrative 
Specialist; 76YIO. Unit Supply Specialist; and 95B 10, Military Police. These courses were 
delivered once each to Army National Guard and Army Reserve soldiers who were seeking to 
be reclassified in these MOSs. The two special topics courses were: Total Quality Leadership 






































joint services needs and were made available to members of interested services and components, 
i.e . , National Guard, U.S. Marines, Air Guard and U.S . Navy . TQL and HazWaste were 
offered two and three times respectively. 
Two Qut-or-stale sites partic ipated in the project during the final administrat ion of the 
special topics courses. The Rhode Island National Guard and the Alabama National Guard 
provided TNET sites and students for the final admi nistrations of these courses. Both TQL and 
HazWaS1C courses were presen ted in Rhode Island. Only HazWaste was presented in Alabama. 
In Rhode Island, the students who part icipated in the project werc from four different branches 
of the military: Rhode Island Army National Guard, U.S. Marines , Rhode Island Air National 
Guard and U.S. Navy. In Alabama, the students enrolled in the course were Alabama Army 
National Guard and U.S. Marines. 
Project Management 
Overall project management was initially assigned to the Defense Training and 
Performance Data Center (TPDC). With the September 1992 closing of TPDC the project was 
reassigned to the Defense Institute for Training Resources Analysis (DlTRA). These two 
agencies provided overaJJ project management The Institu te fo r Simulation and Training (1ST) 
at the Universi ty of Central Florida served as the project's prime contractor. 1ST assisted by 
performing the con tracted managerial, technical , design, and evaluation tasks of the project 1ST 
subcontracted with the Florida Community College at Jacksonville (FCCl) 10 serve as the lead 
community college for developing and offering instruction over the leletraining network. (FCCJ 
al so provided one of the three remote si tes). FCCJ in turn subcontracted wi th two other 
community colleges in Florida to provide classroom si tes to receive courses offered by the 
project. St. Petersburg lunior College (SPl C) and Valencia Community College (VCe) in 
Orlando participated in the project in thi s manner . 
Purpose of th is Report 
The purpose of this report is to describe the conversion process that the Florida 
Teletraini ng Project (FTP) used to reconfigure the five courses for delivery over TNET. 
Included in the report is: (a) a discussion of the relevant research and literature upon wh ich the 
conversion process is based , (b) a desc ription of the conceptual model used by 1ST and FCCl 
to reconfigure the courses, and (c) a description of the reconfiguration procedures, including the 
checkl ists and guidel ines that were developed and used to reconfi gu re the courses. 
This report specifically addresses the course conversion process. The evaluation design 
fo r the project, incl uding instrumentation, methodology, and data collection to assess the value 
of the instruction provided as a result of course conversion, and the .result s of the evaluations, 
will be described in other project reports. 
2 
Developi ng a Course Reconfiguratioll Process 
The process of developing a plan for converting military courseware for delivery via 
video teletraining requi res a comprehensive understanding of military training. instructional 
design, distance learning strategies, and TNET system capabilities. To thi s end and in order to 
design a viable process for reconfiguring military courseware, 1ST and FCC] personnel 
conducted an extensive review of relevan t literature, contracted with an expert consultant in the 
conversion of mi lilary courses for teletraining delivery, visited several key miliuuy tcletraining 
facilities, and were trained by personnel from the U.S. Army Extension Traini ng Directorate 
(AETD) on the technical and instructional use of TNET. The consultant , Dr. Thomas Cyrs, 
Director, Center for Educational Development and Professor, Educational Managemenl and 
Development , at New Mexico State Universi ty, presented a two~day workshop for the project 
staff. 
Site visits were made to four primary military teletraining network fac ilities and to two 
U.S. Army proponent schools responsible for the MOS courses that were to be converted . The 
three network facil ities visited were: (a) U.S. Army Training Support Center (Fort Eustis, VA) , 
TNET, (b) Satel li te Education Program (SEr), U.S . Army Logistics Management College 
(ALMC) , Fort Lee, VA. , (c) U.S. Navy Chief, Nava l Education and Training (CNET) 
Electronic Schoolhouse Network (CESN) (Dam Neck , VA) and (d) Fleet Training Center, 
Mayport, FL. Two proponent schools were also visi ted: the U.S. Army Quartermaster School 
at Fort Lee, VA (76YIO) and the U.S. Army Military Police School , Fort McClellan, AL 
(95 81 0). Representatives from the U.S . Army Soldier Support Center, Fort Benjamin Harrison, 
IN (71 L IO) met with project staff in Florida. Project staff also visited the Naval Air Station , 
Ceci l Field, Jacksonville, Florida to prepare for the Handling Hazardous Wasle~ · Activity Level 
course and met wi th representatives of the U.S. Navy at the Naval Training Systems Center 
(NTSC) in Orlando, Florida to prepare for the Total Quality Leadership (TQL) course. 
Informa tion from the activities above provided valuable background for the design of the 
conversion plan. 
General Issues: Course Reconfiguratioll 
The overall course design and reconfigu ration plan was influenced by several factors. 
First , a ponion of the courseware selected for reconfiguration contained military content atypical 
of courses offered by community colleges. For example, a majority of the Program of 
Instruction (POI) for 76YIO, Unit Supply Specialist, is not offered at community colleges. By 
contrast, many aspects of 95810 , Military Police, are addressed in general law enforcement 
programs at community colleges. However, each of the five selected courses contained a 
mi litary component not present in the community college curriculum. For this reason, it was 
necessary to include military subject matter experts (SMEs) to provide the necessary context and 








































Second, a great deal of coordination was needed alllong participating military groups and 
between civ ilian and military groups (Table 1 lists some of the military groups who participated 
in this project). As an example of the complexity of these relationships , the need for military 
expertise, the requirements for selecting students and facilitating their participation in courses, 
and validating and approving the courses resulted in the necessity for the significant involvement 
of a number of key military groups. The involvement of military organizations such as the U.S, 
Army Trai ning and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), U.S. Army Reserve Forces (USARF) 
schools, Army proponent schools, and CNET was required for project success. These agencies 







identified the students 
arranged fo r student participation 
selected appropriate SrvlEs 
provided needed course and reference materials 
provided mi litary con tent and doctrine review 
defined and established the approval processes for the reconfigured 
courses, and certified the instruction. 
The responsibilities of the various organizations and their respective roles influenced 
course and system selection , timelines, and virtually all other aspects of the project. Adaptations 
and modification of the course conversion procedures were made on the basis of these needs. 
Third , the telctraining system selected by OITRA , TNET, is a two-way audio and two-
way video distance learning system. The TNET system is operated by the AETO at Fort Eustis, 
VA. TNET video is compressed and digitized. The system is configured to facilitate interaction 
among students and instructors by allowing them to see and hear one anothe r. This feature of 
TNET simulates face-to-face instruction. 
The origination and remote sites were identically configllred except for a set, special 
light ing fo r the instructor, a multimedia computer to send graphics, a VCR to play videotapes, 
an aud io cassette to play music, and an exira video moni tor to preview video from the graphics 
stand housed only at the origination site. Each site included the following equipment: 
• two 35" monitors 
• a graphics stand with camera 
• a desk- lop controller unit 
• a PC 
4 
TABLE I 
I' ROJ ECT I'ARTlC II'ANTS 
(Panial Li sting) 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
Force Management and Personnel (OASO/FM & P) 
Defense Inst itute for Training Resources Analysis (D ITR A) 
National Guard Bureau 
U.S . Forces Command (FORSCOM) 
U.S. Army Reserve Command (USARC) 
2nd Army 
8 1st Army Reserve Command (81st ARCOM) 
Florida Army National Guard (FLA RNG) 
U.S. Army T raining and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) 
U.S. Army Training Support Center (ATSC) 
U.S. Army Extension Training D ireclOrate (AETD) 
U.S . Army Military Pol ice School 
U.S. Army Quartermaster School 
U.S. Army Soldier Support Center 
Chief, Naval Education and Training (CNET) 
Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) 
Commander, Naval Aviation Activities. Jacksonville 
Orlando Naval Training Center (NTC, Orlando) 
Naval Air Station, Cecil Field, Jacksonville 
Headquarters, U.S. Air Force 
Marine Corps Combat Development Center 
CIVILIAN EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS 
University of Central Florida, Institute for Simulation and Training 
Florida Community College at Jacksonville 
Valencia Community College 











































a remotely con trolled camera 
a LIlli! fo r encoding and decoding the compressed digit i zed signal 
transmillcd at 256 kbps. 
an an tenna and feedhorn. 
• an audio system (including student microphones) 
During instruction, students viewed a motion image on one telev ision monitor (e.g., an 
instructor, or videotape). On the second monitor students saw still graphics (e.g., slides, 
transparencies, print copies of pages, photographs, illustrations, or computer generated still 
frames). The instructor used the same set of equipment. On the Illotion monitor, the instructor 
saw one selected remote classroom. The instructor could switch among the siles as desired or 
needed. On the graphics monito r, the instructor saw exactly the same graphics thaI the students 
saw. The instructor also had the option of seeing a piclUre·in-picture (PIP) of what the students 
were seeing on their motion monitor. 
The selected teletraining technology influenced the overall design of the instruction. For 
example, motion media, such as videotapes, had to be carefully selected to be used effecti vely 
over the system, that is, to be compatible with the video transmission rate. In addition, student 
fatigue can be a problem when training sessions are too long. Care had to be taken to insure a 
variety of inst ructional activities were used and that the selected activities met the requirements 
of the military POI. 
Finally. course design was also affected by other factors. These included: 
I. Three remote si tes, with a maximum of 15 students at each si te, were selected for 
delivery of the instruction for the MaS-award ing courses. (During the final course delivery, TQL 
was offered at four sites; HazWaste at fi ve sites.) Participating or di recting interactive course 
ac tivities in a classroom with 45 + students is difficult; the problem is compounded in a 
teletraini ng mode with the same number or more students divided among several remote sites. 
Site facilitators were requi red to assist the course instructor and were trained to perform 
instructional support roles. 
2. The possibility of system failures during course delivery had to be addressed. 
Contingency plans were required. Thus alternative instructional strategies and activities were 
designed and developed. 
3. Course content and objectives for the MaS-awarding courses had to be consistent with 
the establ ished military POI to satisfy the course certifi cation and validation processes. Since 
lhe pals had already received formal approval by TRADOC and the respec ti ve proponent 
schools, the task of the project was to reconfigure, not redesign. the courses for use over TNET. 
Changing objectives or test items was not feasible since thi s would necessitate are-certifica tion 
of the courses. While no formal certification process existed for the special topics courses, these 
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courses also had to be consistent with established standards and approved for li se in the pi lol lest 
by the appropriate Navy agencies. 
Summary 
The purpose of Ihis report is to describe the procedures lIsed to reconligure live military 
courses for presentation over TNET. A variety of inputs influenced the design of the course 
conversion process (e.g., reviews of research literature, site visits, and expertise from several 
consultams, and the experience and expertise of lhe project staff). Given a number of 
constraints, the conversion process was designed using an instructional design model, the Army's 
Systems Approach to Training (SAT), that was modified fo r use wilh TNET. This model 









































R EV IEW O F LITERAT URE 
lilt r-oduci ion 
One of the key characteristics of good distance education courses is that they be carefully 
planned and designed. Instructional Systems Design (ISO) is an accepted method for planning 
and designing educational courses and programs including those fo r distant learners and sites. 
The military services have proposed increasing the use of distance education as a strategy 
for bringing training to soldiers when and where they need it (McDonald, Weisenford, Fleeton, 
Kreinger, & Hodak , 1990; TRADOC, 1987, 1989). Among the conclusions of several 
comprehensive studies on distance education conducted by the military (Bai ley , Sheepe, Hodak, 
Kruge r, & Smi th , 1989; Bramble, 1990; Bramble & Bauer, 1991, 1992; Harbour, Dave line, 
Wells, Schurman, & Hahn, 1990; McDonald , et aI., 1990; Sheppard , Gonos , Weisneford, & 
Hodak, 1990) is the findi ng that dislaIlce courses must be carefully designed and must apply 
principles of learning and instruction to be effective. 
Distance educat ion is usually defined as any teaching-leaming environment where the 
learner and the teacher are phys ically separated. Thus, distance educat ion could include the 
range of possibilities from print correspondence courses to courses delivered by satellite 
television. The current interest in distance education results in part from the fact that new 
communication s technologies are available to educators to facilitate interactive inst ruction for 
students at remote (distant) locations. 
Most distance education systems share the following: (a) communication between the 
teacher and learners even though they are physically separated , (b) an organization responsible 
for planning and delivering the di stance learning program, and (c) a technology-based delivery 
system inCluding print, audio, video, or multimedia that carri es the content of the instruction to 
the learner (Batey and Cowell, 1986; Keegan, 1986). 
The need for carefully planned diSlaIlce courses and programs has prompted several 
authors (Cyrs & Smith, 1990; Gibson, 1985; Jorgensen, 1986; Moore, 1990) to apply the models 
and principles of ISO speci fi cally to distance education. Jorgensen (1986) made a strong case 
for using instructional design principles to design distance learning programs when he stated , ". 
.. but I assert that Illost of the teleconferences I have participated in were in tended 10 be learning 
experiences and suffered most from lack of instructional design" (p. 8). Gibson (1985) 
recommended Ihal distance educators use tile work of learning psychologist, Robert M. Gagne, 
to produce the most effecti ve learning. 
Listed below a re eighteen heuristics of instructional systems design (ISO) applicable to 
all types of distance education courses derived from the current research and literature in ISO 
and distance education (Cyrs & Smith, 1990; Gibson, 1985; Jorgensen, 1986; Moore, 1990). 
These heuristics can be broken down into several broad ca tegories: course design considerations, 
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course and inst ructional management, and personnel. Each of these categories will be add ressed 
in subsequent sections of this review , but are prescmcd here as an overview: 










Di stance learning requires better planned learning activities, strategies, and media 
than are required for platform instruction. 
Di stance educat ion programs should be developed using a systems approach 
including assessing needs, planning strategies, designi ng objectives, organizing 
objectives, and evaluating resuhs for redesign. 
M eaningfulness must be establi shed fo r the learning tasks. 
Learners must have the necessary prereq ui si tes for learning 10 occur. This will 
add 10 their motivat ion and to their success in the learning envi ro nment. 
Commun icat ions, presented either by a human or by technology, must be clear 
and speci fi c. Learning objectives should be clearly stated, imporlant relationshi ps 
should be shown , and demonstrations should be explicit. 
Learning must be active with oPporlunit ies for learners to respond. 
Practice should be dist ributed over time. 
Instruction should be presented in shorl segments. 
Distance delivery systems that use a variety of media or a total learning strategy 
approach will be most successful. 
10. Feedback and reinforcement are essential to sllccessful learning. Alternative 
routes to reach objectives are desirab le. 
11. Students need a "mindset" for instruction , e.g .. an int roduction , an advance 
organizer, etc. so that they know precisely what to look for during the distance 
learn ing program. 
Course and Inst ructional Managemem Considerations: 
12. Structured notes or outlines of the coment should be provided; these will serve to 
guide the students through the content that is covered during the instruction. 











































Opportunities should be provided for the learner to interact with the teacher, other 
students, and the instructional materia ls. 
The instruction should be humanized by creating an environment that breaks down 
the distance and facilitates rapport between all the participants in the program •• 
inst ructor > students, and site facilitator. 
Instructional materials should be piloHcsted and validated prior to being 
implemented. 
Personnel Considerations: 
17. InstruclOrs and site facilitators need training on how to leach in a distance 
environment and how to use the technology_ 
18. A design team, including the course developer, the instructor or presenter, a 
subject mailer specialist , and production and technical personnel must work 
together for the academic integrity and instructional quality of the final product. 
These heuristics for inst ructional design for distance education are presented here as an 
introduction to the instruc tional factors necessary for an effective distance learning course or 
program. These heuristics have served as useful guidelines for designing the five video 
teletraining courses for this project. Each one will be discussed in more depth throughout the 
remainder of this report both in the review of literature section and in the discussion of the 
procedures used to reconfigure the courseware. 
Distance Learning 
"In sum, distance education ought to be regarded as education at a distance . All of what 
consti tu tes the process of education when teacher and student are face to face also 
constitutes the process of education when teacher and student are physicall y separated. 
... The task of distance education is to find means by which to introduce these necessary 
conditions, or to simulate them so Closely as to be acceptable proxies" (Shale, 1988, p. 
26). 
The application of educational principles to distance education courses is the first and 
most important consideration when designing distance courses. Shale (1988) and others (Clark; 
1983; McCleary & Egan, 1989) argue that it is the educational variables and the design of 
distance education courses and programs that are important and account for the success of 
distance education programs, not the di stance factor. The fact that education occurs when 
teacher and lea rners are physically separated is merely one variation of the myriad ways that 
education can be conducted . 
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Moore (1993) contends that distance education programs should be thought of as total 
systems with many integrated parts thai interact wilh each other. The components "should be 
thought of as a network of knowledge sources, processors, managers. communication media, and 
students" (p. 4). A systems perspective of distance education means organizing, or reorganizing, 
all educational resources into a IOtal delivery system in order to maximize the effectiveness of 
distance education. 
Successful distance education programs can be characterized by a set of factors that fait 
in to two primary ca tegories: organizational and instructional/educational. While the two 
categories are not dist inct , the ol'gn nizn tiona l fac tors relate more broadly to the administ ration 
of a distance education program and the particular technology system selec led for providing the 
program. The educa tional chal'acteristics relate more specifically 10 the design and 
development of specific courses and programs . These general organizational and educational 
factors of successful distance education programs arc summarized in Table 2. 
Educational Characteristics for Distance Educa t ion 
The research on distance learning breaks the educational characteristics of successful 
programs into three broad and sometimes overlapping categories: instruct ional considerations, 
management of the in struction, and personnel. The omission of a specific technology from the 
list of educat ional characteristics mi rrors what instructional teChnologists have long contended; 
that is, technological delivery systems are merely a means 10 an end (Clark , 1983; 1989). While 
new del ivery systems may make an educational program more cost efficient, more effective, and 
may enhance the quality of the instruction, ultimately il is how the instruction is designed and 
developed to make the best use of the technology, nOt Ihe technology itself, that is the major 
factor in successful educational programs and courses. Based on research in distance learning, 
the important educational variab les are l isted below. The instructional considerations are simi lar 
to some of the heuri stics of ISD for distance education presented earlier. 
Instructional Characteristics : 
J. Distance educat ion programs require instruction that is more highly planned, 
organized, and delivered than traditional instruction. Goal s and objectives should be clearly 
defined . (Atman; 1987; Barker & Platten. 1988; Cyrs & Smith. 1990; Howard, 1987; M cCleary 
& Egan, 1989). 
2. Inter act ion is a key element of any educational program. Distance students tend 10 
experience Jess involvement, less abi l ity to ask questions, and less overall enjoyment of the 
instruction, even though their performance may not be adversely affected (Ritchie & Newby, 
1989; Will is, 1989). Therefore , di stance education programs must strive to provide as much 
interaction between Ihe students and the instructor, among the students, and between the student 
and the inst ructional materials as possible to increase student s...1tisfaclion and learni ng (Moore, 
1989; Stoffel, 1987). Group activi ties, asking and answering questions. and taking nOles are 









































ORGANIZATIONAL AND EDUCATION AL FACTO RS 
FOR SUCESSFUL DIST ANCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS 
O RGA NIZATIONAL FA CTORS: 






Initia l capital and sustained funding 
Start small, expand with experience and acceptance 
Cooperative ventures among various agencies at differelll levels 
Careful planning including well·organized management and programmatic 
support 
Staff development and in-service training for: 
' he ,echnology 
educational applications of distance education 
EDUCATIONAL FA CTORS: 
• Application of current educational theory and practices 
• Use of multimedia programs 
• A motivated, energetic, and knowledgeable instructor 
• Methods of facilitating student interest and involvement 
• Methods of involving the learner with: 
other students 
the instructor 
the ed ucational materials 
~ Condensed from Ba,ey & Cowell. 1986; Bramble 1990; OTA. 1989. 
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3. Providing appropriate instrll cti onnl reed back 10 learners at a distance is of critical 
importance to insure that student learning outcomes are achieved and that students have positive 
perceptions of the instruction (Howard, 1987; McCle."y & Egan, 1989; Stoffel, 1987). 
Feedback should be designed to take into account the type of objective bei ng taught , whether the 
feedback is given during pract ice or after evaluation, and whether immediate feedback is 
appropriate for the task . Feedback should be used frequen tly and in varied format for all 
distance courses. 
4. The use of nd "'HI CC OI'ga nizc l'S, over views, and other devices designed to orient 
di stance learners to the learni ng task is needed in all distance education programs (Marland & 
Store, 1982). 
5. M otil'a tion is an important element in any distance education program. Students must 
often immerse themselves in the instruction and provide their own intrinsic rewards (Alman , 
1987). The provision of immediate feedback is one way to enhance motivation. Two·way 
communication wi th distan t students aJso enhances motivation and student enjoyment of a course 
(Holmberg , 1983). Quick pacing keeps students interested and focused. 
6. COUI"SC chnnlctcl'ist ics affect student performance in distance education cou rses. One 
study (Diehl, 1987) found that longer courses are problematic for distant learners and length 
should be a major consideration in course construction. Similarly, cou rses with mUltiple 
segments should be presented with shorte r segments first, longer segments toward the end of the 
course (Willis , 1989). 
Pel"Sonncl: Setting up and organizing a distance ed ucation program takes a myriad of 
personnel with a variety of different skills. There are staff at the organizational or institutional 
level, instructional and course development personnel , technical installers and operators, and 
remote site personnel. While each has an important function to perform, in this section we 
address only the four key personnel direc tly related to instruction. 
I. Coul'Se developers are those who either (a) take an ex isting cou rse and redesign it 
for distance education or (b) design a new course. They must synthesize the princ iples of 
learning and instructional design, distance education, and the specific technology into an effective 
and efficient course (McCleary & Egan, 1989). 
2. The importance of the instl'uctor in a distance education program cannot be 
overemphasized (Batey & Cowell, 1986; Bradshaw, 1989; Chllte, Bathazar, & Poston, 1988; 
Cyrs & Smith, 1990; Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), 1989; Shale, 1988). Good 
teach ing is good teaChing wherever it occurs and good training is essemial to good teaching. 
Distance inst ructors often require new or refined skill s for distance teaching . Some of these 
skills are: (a) understanding the basic principles of learn ing theory , (b) ability to organize and 
manage the learning environment and the materials, (c) ability to manage course structure, (d) 
subject matter expertise, (e) ability to project themselves and their personality into the teaching. 








































skills including questioning strategies, use of student involvement activities. appropriate pacing 
of the lesson, providing appropriate feedback, and motivating students. 
3. The site facilitator is another key figure in a distance education program (Batey & 
Cowell, 1986; eyrs & Smith , 1990; OTA , 1989), How the faci litator works with the instructor 
influences Ihe style of the inst ruction and also affects its success . Cyrs and Smith (1990) state 
that a facilitato r' s role falls into two categories: secretarial /adm in istrative/ technical and 
academicltulorial. Faci litators need 10 be prepared to direct and manage the students , the 
classroom, and the technology by: (a) presenting or facilitating classroom activities, (b) 
troubleshooting the equipment , (c) providing remediation and make-up instruction, (d) evaluat ing 
students, and (e) performing a variety of record keeping tasks. 
4. A technica l or systems managel" at the originat ion site and at each remOle site are 
the final key players in presenting a successful di stance education program. Depending on the 
situation, th is person can be an engineer, an administrator. someone from an instructional 
resources center, te levi sion, or production facility, or al the remote sile, the faci litato r can 
perform this role. As Wi ll is (1989) states, there \ViII be technical problems. These problems 
can stall a system for hours , even days, delaying the inst ruction and frustrating the students and 
instructional personnel. Whoever is responsible for insuring that the system is operative must 
be ready at a moment's notice to provide technical assistance. 
Ma nagement/Organizationa l Factors: These factors relate to managing and organizing 
the instruc tion, nOl the broader management issues of distance learning programs previously 
listed in Table 2. 
1. One of the key management factors is how to quick ly a nd efn cientl)' r espond to 
student questions and how to provide fast and immediat e feedback (Stoffel, 1987). While 
there are some technological means, such as audio and video feedback and facsimile machines , 
to facilitate responses to students and to provide corrected student work, addi tional means should 
be developed by each distance program. 
2. There are a number of fac tors in this category related to humanizing or pe rsonal izing 
the instruction for the learners (Batey & Cowell, 1986; Moore, 1990; OTA, 1989). Such 
considerations as getting to know the students and lening them get to know the instructor, 
treating students as much like you would sllldents in a non-distance setting, asking students at 
each site to respond, and possibly even making a site visit to each remote si te are ways to 
personalize the instruction (Willis , 1989) . 
3. Contingency pla ns must be made in the even t there are equipment fai lures. Willi s 
(1989) states that technical problems will occur when using technology. It is important to be 
prepared for this and to have instructional contingencies planned. 
4. Typica lly, it will take longer to present a coul'Se in a distance education mode than 
in the traditional education mode (Willis, 1989). Care must be taken not to rush throug h the 
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content. Students must also be given adequate lime to respond to questions and to interact with 
the instructor and other students. 
5. St udent record keeping pl"occdul'cS that are manageable and not greatly limc-
consuming need to be developed (Baiey & Cowell, 1986). 
6. Opponunilies must be provided for instructors to comm unica te with sit e fa cilit ators 
(Batey & Cowell, 1986; OTA, 1989). Instructors and site facilita tors are key instructional 
personnel. They must discuss the success of the program, whether changes need to be made, 
how to help students who need it, plus issues related to evaluation, the equipment , elc. A plan 
for promoting interaction between them is needed in every distance education program. 
7. Scheduling instruction is also a major fac to r in distance programs (Baley & Cowell, 
1986). Some of the key factors related to this a re establishing lines of responsibil ity and 
authori ty, scheduling classes and staff, managing program changes and updating content, 
cooperating with technical and remote site personnel, and supervising students. 
8. Certifying a nd acc rediting new types of programs and instructors is requi red of 
many distance education programs (Batey & Cowell, 1986) . Distance programs may not be 
considered business as usual by anyone of a number of people or organizations. Coordination 
of disparate groups and formalizing agreements with key un its may be a major organizational 
factor at the instructi onal level. 
Summary 
Distance education is broadly defined as instruction presented when the teacher and the 
learner are physically separated. Successful distance education programs can be characterized 







The quali ty of course design is as important, if nOt morc so, than the technology, 
Inte raction, student inVOlvement, and providing feedback are crucial to an 
effective program. 
Without effective teachers, distance education courses are doomed to failure. 
Instruction must be personal ized and students must be motivated to get the most 
out of a distance educatjon program. 
Equipment failures occur. Contingency plans must be prepared. 
T here are a number of organizational and record keeping functions that must be 








































Inst ructiona l Design 
Overview of Instruction .. l Des ign 
Instructional systems design (ISO) is an approved method for developing good educational 
programs; it can be used to plan effective distance education courses, programs, and systems. 
ISO, as defined by Briggs (1977), is "the entire process of analysis of learning needs and goals 
and the development of a delivery system to meet the needs" (p. ;(X). Briggs includes in his 
definition the development of instructional materials, tryout and revision of instruction, and 
learner evaluation strategies. Romiszowski (1981) states that ISO must include three main 
characteristics: the presence of precise goals and objectives, careful preplanning, and test ing out. 
ISD is based on and grounded in learning and instructional theory, primarily the 
behavioral and information processing theories. The fundamental application of behavior theory 
to instructional design is the reliance on behavioral objectives and criterion-referenced testing 
(Richey. 1986). 
Information processing theory has been used extensively by Robert M. Gagne, a noted 
educational psychologist. to design a theory of instruction applicable to ISO. In his book, The 
Con(ii/ions of Learning (Gagne, 1985), he makes two points of particular interest 10 instructional 
designers. First, he maintains that there are five different categories of human capabilities -- the 
learn ing of (a) verbal information, (b) intellectual skills, inCluding the categories of concepts and 
rules, (c) motor skills, (d) attitudes, and (e) cognitive strategies. He maintains that different 
instructional strategies are required to promote learning in each of the five categories. Gagne 
refers to these different strategies as the conditions of lea rn ing . These conditions govern the 
occurrence of learning and remembering and promote a change in learner performance. Table 
3 gives an example of a different instructional strategy used to promote each of the five types 
of learning. 
Second, Gagne contends that internal processes of learning occur in phases, i. e., 
attention, expectancy, retrieval, selective perception, encoding, responding, reinforcement, and 
retrieval. During learning, instructional events must be designed for each learning phase in order 
for instruction to be successful. He refers to these as the events of inst ruction and states that 
instructional designers must ca refully develop instruction to take into account these events (See 
Table 4). 
In summary, ISO is a process that can be used to design effective distance learning 
courses and programs. II is based on behavioral and information processing theory. The key 
aspect of behavioral theory used by instructional designers is the specification of behavioral 
objectives and criterion-referenced testing methods. Gagne (1985) has made two important 
applications of information processing theory to ISO: the conditions of learning and the evenlS 
of instruction. Gibson (1985) has Slated that both the conditions of learning and the events of 




CONDITI ONS OF LEARNING FOR FIVE CAT EGORIES OF O UTCOMES 
Lea rn ing O utcome 
Intellectual skill 




Note: T ake n from Gagne ( 1985). 
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Instruc tiona l Tcdln ique 
Give varied concrete examples of 
concept or rule 
Provide verhal description of strategy, 
foll owed hy example 
Elaborate content hy relating 10 
larger hodies of knowledge: use 
images mnemonics 
Human model descibcs or 
demonstrates ac tion choice, followed 
by observation of rei nforcemen t of 








































T ABLE 4 
THE EVENTS OF INSTRUCTION 














~ Taken from Gagne (1985, p. 304). 
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Informing learner of the 
objective; activiating 
motivation 
Stimulating recall of 
prior knowledge 







Enhancing retention and 
transfer 
Instructional Design Models 
The purpose of a model is to abstract and simplify a specific referent system (Hayman, 
1974). In the case of inst ructional design models, the primary purpose is to describe, predict, 
or explain effective instruction. That is. if the activlIies of the instructional design model arc 
followed, the in tended learning will or should occur. 
In their review of over 40 models of instruct ional design, Andrews and Goodson (1980) 
observe that models come from industry. military, education, and a variety of other sources. 
A key characteristic of any ISO model is that it must grounded in gene ra l systems theory. This 
means that the components of the model arc interdependent and interrelated and a change in one 
component requires a concomitant change in the other components. 
Andrews and Goodson list 14 common components that are necessary for effective 
instructional design and should be included in all ISO models (p. 5): 
I. Formulation of goals and objectives stated in observable terms 
2. Development of a pretest and poSHest matching the goals and subgoaJs 
3. Analysis of the goals for types of learning/skills req uired 
4. Sequencing goals and subgoals to facilitate learning 
5. Characterization of the learner population 
6. Formulation of instructional strategy to match subject matter and learner 
requirements 
7. Selection of media to implement strategies 
8. Development of courseware based on strategies 
9. Empirical tryout of courseware with learner population, diagnosis of the results , 
and courseware revision 
10. Development of materials and procedures for installing , maintaining, and 
period ically repairing the instructional program 
11. Assessment of need, problem identification , occupational analysis, competence, 
and training requirements 
12. Consideration of alternative solutions to instruction 
13. Formulation of system and environmental descriptions and identification of 
const raints 
14. Costing instructional programs 
One of the major problems that instructional designers face when selecting a model to use 
is the proliferation of ISO models. Andrews and Goodson suggest that users select a model that 
matches their context and is firmly grounded in systems theory. While the authors do not 
endorse any particular model, they do state that the models reported by Bishop (1976), Briggs 
(1975), Briggs and Wager (1979), Gagne and Briggs (1974), Roberts (1978), Scanland (1974), 
and Teague and Faulkner (1978) provide enough information and data Ihat potential users can 








































S),stcms Appro:lch to Trai ning. The instructional design and development model used 
by the Army is the Systems Approach to Training (SAT) (fRADOC, 1988). (Figure I). 
TRADOC states that the SAT is applicable \0 all training developed or conducted in any Army 
institu tion or unit whether it is individual or collective, resident or nonresident, active or reserve 
component, peacetime or mobiliz.:,\lion. The basic goal of Army training is to develop the skills, 
knowledge, and attitudes of its mili tary and civilian personnel. It is intended that the application 
of the SAT will resull in soldiers with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes to win on any 
battlefield (fRADOC, 1988). 
The SAT is a systematic training process that prescribes policies for the development of 
training programs and materials. The SAT is an orderly process for gathering and analyzing 
performance requirements and responding to identified needs. There are five interrelated and 
in terdependent processes or phases of the model: Evaluation, Analysis, Design, Development, 
and Implementation. In addition, the model is characterized by feedback loops among the 
phases. Use of the model should result in effectively and efficiently determining who, what, 
where, when, why, and how tasks should be taught. 
The SAT model, with its five phases and multiple subcomponents, plus the management 
system that supportS iI, is an instructional design model that is based on systems theory. It 
includes the 14 common components olltlined by Andrews and Goodson (1980). Whi le it is not 
readily apparent from TRADOC Reg 350-7 (TRADOC, 1988) whether or not the SAT is 
grounded in a particular theory of learning or instruction, nor whether the model has been 
formally validated, the SAT has had widespread use (Knirk & Gustafson, 1986). Coupled with 
in struclicnal design principles grounded in learning theory and applied to distance learning, the 
SAT appears to be a valid and useful instructional design model adaptable to this project. 
Med ia Select ion, Des ign , and Use 
One of the components of all ISD models is the selection , design, and use of media to 
support the instruction. In the SAT model media selection occurs in the Development Phase. 
Because distance learning programs are highly dependent on media for their success, an 
understanding of media selection criteria is important. 
Researchers have often attempted to determine if a particular medium is best suited to 
teaching various types of behavioral objectives. Typically the results have not been definitive 
(Reiser & Gagne, 1983; Wilkinson, 1980). That is, when two or more media are used to present 
instruction , students often learn eq ually wel l from either or any of them. There have been a 
number of reasons given for tllese rather consistent finding s: (a) the research has been poorly 
conducted, (b) the wrong questions have been asked, or (c) the research reflects the actual 
situation, i.e. , there is no one best media (Reiser & Gagne, 1983). Gagne ( 1970) has even stated 
that "most instructional functions can be performed by most media" (p. 364). Clark (1983) 
concurs, but also states that the wrong questions have been asked in the research. He contends 
that it is the instructional design elements incorporated into an instructional program that are 
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Figure I: Systems Approach to Training Model (SAT) 
important when comparing different media, not the media themselves. The media are simply 
delivery devices. 
Although a major contention of instructional media theorists is that there is not one best 
media for a given objective. Schram m (1977) states that thi s does not mean that one medium may 
nOt be morc useful than another in a given situation. For example, given a speci fic group o f 
learners, and a speci fic objec ti ve or sCt of objectives, various media may differ in terms of their 
instructional e ffecti veness. Based on that premise, a number of media selection models have 
been developed. 
Media Selection Models 
Media se lection models usually appear in one of three formats: fiowcharts. matrices, or 
wo rksheets. All are intended to be decision-making models . Reiser and Gagne ( 1983) state that 
the flowchart models are typically eas iest to use. These models assist the user in narrowing 
down the choice of appropriate media from which to select. 
Media selection models usually require the designer to consider three different factors: 
(a) the physical attributes of the media , e.g., sound, color , (b) the learner, setting, and task 
characteristics, e.g., reading ability, classroom size, and (c) practical factors, e.g., cost. These 
factors are summarized in Table 5. 
One of the media selection models used by the military is a fl owchart model , the Media 
Elimination & Design Intelligent Aid (MEDIA) Version 2.1 (TRADOC, 1990b). The model is 
computer based and is intended to provide media recommendation s based on the task, the 
learners, the environment , type of imeract ion, equipment required , fac ilities, etc. The manual 
states, "The MEDIA system does not try to produce a single best medium .... Studies indicate 
that even media experts will often disag ree as to the one best medium for teaChing a specific 
Objective .... MEDIA is designed as an aid to the training developer. MEDIA provides 
recommendations to training developers who then utilize their own experti se and knowledge to 
make their final selections which they will recommend to the training manager for review" 
(TRA DOC, 1990b. p. 2). 
Since most experts believe that no one best media can be selected for a part icular learn ing 
task, it is useful to unde rstand prinCiples of media selection a nd use that relate directl y to 
particula r systems. Romiszowski (1988) states that media must be selected with in the context 
of instruct ional systems design. It is nOI so much which medium is used, but the way it is used 
and for what purpose that determines its effectiveness. 
Illustra tions, Graph ics, and Audio Visual Packages 
The teletraini ng system being used in this project , TNET , simulates conventional 

















































FACTORS IN MEDIA SELECTION 
Ph)'sic~ 1 Attributes 
Includes the attributes of the media: audio. visual. color. sound, and 
motion capabilities. 
Rule of thumb: If a learning task is dependent upon a particular attribute 
of a medium. then that medium should be employed. 
Learner, Setting, a nd Task Characte ristics 
Leamer: Characteristics such as reading ability, age . gender, ethnic or 
racial group, physical or mental handicaps, etc. 
Setting: Characteristics include aspects such as grou p vs. ind ividual 
instruction, classroom size, number of students. personnel, etc. 
Task: The type of learning outcome to be trained, e.g., concept, rule, 
attitude, etc. 
Rule of thumb: Media should be selected after it has been determined that 
the media can support a particular event of inst ruction . 
Practical Factors 
Includes things such as cost, equipment availability, and convenience. 
Rule of Thumb: The first and most important consideration when selecting 
media must always be that the media promote the desired learning outcome. 
~ Condensed from Reiser & Gagne (1983). 
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and learners. The instructor is presented U\'e . in real time, by a technology delivery system. 
The instructor can also use a wide varicty of media wilh the system (see Table 6). Because 
graphics can be used extensively, the principles related to selec ting and using graphics and olher 
visuals are very important. In general, illustrations and graphics can aid in the comprehension 
and recall of information when they present essen tial information. They are best when they are 
simple rather than complex and when they reinforce the ideas in the lext or presentation. 
Audio-visual packages refer to courses or programs that lise a combination of media or 
a media mix, 10 present or rein force instruct ion. TNET can be thOllght of as an audio visual 
package because of i ts capability to use combinations of media. Audio-visual packages are most 
effecti ve when high quality visuals are used to highligh t important information , when the 
information to be learned is presented in small segments, and when learners are guided through 
the material with overviews and summaries. 
Specific pri nciples fo r the effective use of illustrations are summarized in Table 7, 
graph ics in Table 8, audio-visual packages in Table 9. These principles can serve as useful 
guidelines for designing a distance learning course using TNET. 
Television , Video, Inl eract h'c Television 
The key finding from the research on television, video, and interactive televis ion is that 
students can and do learn from these media. In a major study by Chu and Schramm (1967), 
Learning from Television, the authors stated, "The effectiveness of television has now been 
demonstrated in well over 100 experiments, and several hundred separate compari sons, 
performed in many parts of the wor ld, in developing as well as industrialized countries, at every 
level from pre-school th rough adult education, and with a great variety of subject mailer and 
method" (p. I). 
Interactive television, also known as two-way interactive telev ision and video teletraini ng, 
is an applicat ion of distance education presented via a two-way audio and two-way video system. 
Using a myri ad of media--print , audio, video, computers, supplementa l technologies (e.g., the 
telephone and facsimi le machine), and off-l ine equipment (e.g., video players)--provides 
i nstructors and students with a means for com municating and learning that may be almost as 
good as being there. 
At the core of interactive television is the concept of interaclivity. Interactive telev ision 
is defined by the fact that good instruction, whether it is presented in a classroom or at a 
distance. st resses interaction among the partic ipants in the teaChing- learning process. Moore 
(1989) states that there are three primary types of interaction: student to teacher , teacher to 
student, and student to student. Each type should be planned for during instruction. Stof fel 
(1987) also slates that student interaction with the instructional materials leads to positive 
outcomes in satisfaction and achievement. Some investigations have shown that in classrooms 
with higher levels of interaction, students have higher levels of achievement and more posi tive 
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PRINC IPLES OF MED IA SELECTION: ILLUSTRAT IONS 
lIIustralions that provide le.r/-re(/lmdal11 if1for/1/(J/ion will inCf{'QS{' learning. 
Pictorial embellishments no! related to content will nOt enhance learning. 
Relevant illustrations can aid ill cnmprlJ/wIISiol/, recall. and lransler of 
injonnofiofl. 
Illustrations can someti mes be effecTive SUbSf"ffll('sjor words or ideas. 
Photographs, diagrams, drawings, maps, and other visual fo rms can carry 
some kinds of information more effectively than words. 
Complex illuslraf;OI1J may nor be u.\'('d ('.ff('(;(il'('l), if Ihey are not brought to 
the learners' attention and if learners are not prompted \0 use Ihem 
appropriately. 
Illustrations are a good change of pace and often increase mo/ivation and 
/aci/iJafe posilive alliwdes toward the instruction. 
Ill ust rations may be especially l/('fp/uf for poor r('(ufl'rJ, 
It is better to provide a good i/iusfrm;O!1 fhan fa ask It'tlmers fa design aile. 











































TABL E 8 
MESSAGE DES IGN PRINCIPLES: GRAPHICS 
Include only essellfial inform{/fioll in graphics: eliminate extraneous 
informat ion. 
Link new in/onnOfiofl with what studenls already know. 
Use short cOf/cise Srafeml'llfS at an appropriafl' reading h'\'el. 










Use bullets, numbers, or while space to separate and focus attent ion on key 
ideas and words. 
Simpliciry is very important in graphs and diagram s for instructional use. 
Complex diagrams should be buill in stages over several figures. 
Do nor use diagrams rhat have 110 real function as they do not enhance 
understanding or motivation. 
Limit the number of poinrs to be made in a visual employing words. 
Use key words, not sentences. 
List items in columns. 
Research shows that color Crl'(l(es interest and that people prefer color to 
black and white . 
Use color and highlighting 10 emphasize relevant cues, to emphasiz.e 
important information, and to make di stinctions in content. 
~ Condensed from Romiszowski (1988), Visual design principles such as letter 
size and composition are not included here because they are typically dependent on a 
speci fi c technology. 
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T ABLE 9 
MEDIA DES IGN I'R fNC II'LES: AUDIO-VISUAL PACKAGES 
• Use a logical organization and dividi' comphJx 111!ormariol/ jl1lo small units. 









Use visual and \'erhal CIll'S pIlls r('perjfioll to emphasize key points. 
Be sure the visual (llId 1'('riJoI Il/l'SS(I/f.l'J are cOl11lllunicming the same 
message. 
Use familiar examp/(>s and the /l'Clrtll'rS' pOilll oj vit'lV. 
Use questiolls 10 increase morivmion and il1\'O/v('Inent. 
Use variarions in size, c%r, shape, and hrighrness to attract attention, 
hold interest, and emphasize important material. 
Use moderately complex rather than very simple or very complex visuals. 
High quality graphics and visuals can increase rhe expl'Clarion filar rhe 
malerials being presemed is imporrolll. 
When using a film , videotape. or audiotape as a componelll of an AV 
package, introduce the media TO the learners. direct 111(~ir offention to what 
is importam, and provid(J a summary or follolV-up after the presentation. 








































Interaction during instruction delivered using V'IT Illllst be carefully planned because 
distance students lend to experience less involvement , less opportunity to ask questions, and less 
overall enjoyment of the instruction, even though they may perform the tasks required of them 
adequately (Ritchie and Newby, 1989; Willis, 1989), During the design and development of the 
instruction, opportunities must be provided that encourage and facilitate students aSking and 
responding to questions, participating in group activities, discussing ideas , and taking notes. 
eyrs and Smith (1990) endorse the use of an interactive study guide with word pictures 
to ensure that students are involved in the learning process when taking a teletraining course. 
Word pictures are graphic representa tions of the content with key words omitted; students fill 
in the important points as the instruction progresses. (See Figure 2 for an example). 
No research exists that spec ifies how extensive note lak ing can or should be during 
reletraining. Whi le it may be importanl for students 10 be actively involved in learning by 
writing down key poillls as the lesson proceeds, it is also important to remember that students 
can only do so much while engaged in televised instruction. Heinich , Molenda, and Russell 
(1990) state thai students should not be asked to take more than an occasional note. 
Romiszowski (1988) states that in order to effectively use television and film students should be 
briefed and debriefed about what to look for in the program. Regard less of whether note taking 
is used when a television, film, or video sequence accompanies classroom instruction or whether 
it is used during video teletraining, it is important to remember that if students take extensive 
notes while participating in a televi sion program they are bound to miss some of what is said. 
The word picture concept was designed to promote active learning, facilitate some notetaking 
while provid ing a complete set of student notes, and at the same time reduce the possibility that 
students would miss important content. 
Another key factor for successful video teletraining is that instructors must involve and 
motivate learners. Cyrs and Smith (1990), in their book, Teleclass Teaching: A Resource 
Guide, li st a number of different activities and strategies for presenting content and involving 
learners. Some of the most common st rategies presen ted by Cyrs and Smith (1990), Ostendorf 
(1991) in her book, The Two-Way Vid(~o Classroom. and the Defense Language Institute (1992), 
Video Telerraining Straregies are: visualized lectu re, interview, panel discussion, physical or 
visual demonstration , case study, role play, brainstorming, reading. answering wriuen or oral 
questions, on-line discussion . off-line discussion. instructional games, theatrics, and multimedia 
presentations. such as watching a videotape or slide presentation. 
Effective teletraining courses are similar to other effective distance education programs. 
Among other things , they must be well-designed, provide opportunities for interaction and 
inVOlvement , make good use of visuals, and be media based. The principles specified in Tables 
7,8, and 9 are applicable to the design of interactive television courses. Because the principles 
for designing successful video teletraining courses are similar to the design principles for other 
types of distance learning already discussed, Table 10 is included to summarize the components 
fo r successful VTT programs and courses. 
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Specific Gravity (S. G.) 
.S.G. < I 
I~~""'= 
1~:';:1F~E; . (S.G . " 1)* 
methylene chloride 
Specific Gravity and Spills 
-Oi l 
- Specific gravity < 
- Not water (soluble) * 
• Can spread great distance on 
(surface)' of water 
• Deadly to water fowl 
*Student fills in word as shown on the 
screen graphics . 
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Teletraining course typically require milch morl' detai/c'd pn'·plann;ng than 
trad itional courses. Student activities and strategies, including the questions 
that will be asked, must be pre-planned for maximum effectiveness. 
InSffflctors for a reierrainillg course may provide rhe highesT rare of refUm 
of any investment that can be made for a telecourse, and they require 
considerable training and practice 10 be effective. 
Instructors in a teletraining course must intentionally initiate illleracrioll 
with students at the distant sites. 
The provision of feedback to students is crucial in developing instructional 
programs using two-way interactive television. 
A srudenr study guide should be provided for srudenrs. The intent of the 
study guide is to focus the learners' attention on important information 
presented in the materials and also to keep the learners motivated. 
Visual materials mUSf be used fa supparf fhe presenfOfion. Use of visuals 
will improve learning and motivate students. Visuals should be speci fically 
designed to make the best use of the technology being used. 
Teletraining courses must be designed fO be appealing/motivating to the 
learners. 
Care must be laken to humanize the instruction when it is presented via 
two-way interactive television. It is easy to make "second class" citizens 
out of the learners by not involv ing them or speaking directly to them 
through the camera. 
Clearly defined roles and responsibilifies for the sife facilifOfor must be 
gIven. 
~ Condensed from Barker & Platten , \988; Bramble, 1990; Chute, Balthazar, & 
Poston, 1988; Cyrs & Smith, 1990; McCleary & Egan, 1989; Ostendorf, 1991. 
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S Ullllll a ry 
Media selection is typically a process of narrowing down a list of possible media 10 suit 
a particular learning task, students, and environment. In general , there is not OJle best medium 
for a given task. However, media can be selected based on the physical attributes of the media, 
the characteristics of the task, learners, and setting, and on some practical factors such as cost 
and availability. 
Research has shown that the re are important principles of media des ign, selection, and 
use that make a given medium effective. For example, illustrations and graphics should 
reinforce [he verbal or oral message, complex graphics should be broken down into digestible 
units. graphics should be logically organized , and well designed visuals can be used to a11n1C\ 
attention, motivate learners, and high light important information. in addition, the research has 
shown thaI learning is possible via television. However, students should not be asked to take 
extensive notes at the expense of attend ing to the televised presentation. 
Telet l"a ining Research ill the M ilital'Y 
Recent interest has been shown by the military in methods of distributed training, i.e .• 
courses of instruction packaged for delivery at remote locations, including video teletraining. 
The primary purpose of proposing to increase the use of teletraining is to enable the military 
services to train soldiers when and where they need i!. TRADOC (1990a) states that the goals 
of a distributed train ing st rategy are 10 "increase training opportunities, improve the quality of 
instruction. increase standardization, and reduce the time soldiers spend away from their units" 
(p.2-16). 
Two of the key reasons for re liance on a dist ributed training strategy are (a) the 
importance and size of the reserve component (RC) and (b) dwindling resources. It is estimated 
that the RC constitutes more than half of the Army's combat arms units and more than two·lhi rds 
of the Army's combat support and combat service support units (TRADOC, 1990a). These 
soldiers must be trained to active component standards, yet they do not train on a da ily basis. 
Training mUSI be developed 10 meet both the Army's needs and the time frames available 10 train 
RC soldiers. 
The need for cost effective solutions to tralllmg has prompted the military services, 
industry, and academics to research several different dislance education strategies, includi ng 
audio teleconferencing, computer·based teleconferencing, and video teleconferencing. While the 
research is in its in fancy and many of the studies have limitations, researchers have drawn two 
primary concl usions: (a) studenls typically do as well on learning outcomes using these methods 
as they do when taught by conventional methods and (b) student satisfaction is equal or higher 
than classroom instruction (DeLoughry, 1988; Fah l, 1983; Grimes, Neilsen, & Niss, 1988; 








































The need 10 find cost effective and efficient learning strategies has led to conclusions 
abou t what technolog ies arc viable and effect ive, what courses should be selec ted fo r video 
telclraining, and what variables are key when designing distance learn ing courses. This review 
will revolve around these issues. 
What Technologies are Viable and Cost -cffecti "c~ 
Both lhe Navy and the Army have used video tcletraining to provide faster, more 
efficient, and more cost effective training. TRADOC (1987) supports the use of VTT and 
maintains that it is both an effective and cost efficient method for presenting instruction to RC 
forces. 
The Army has two VTT systems, the TRADOC Satelli te Education Program at Ihe U.S. 
Army Logistics Management Center (ALMC) at Fort Lee, VA and the T NET system operated 
by the Army Ex tens ion Training Directorate (AET D) at Fan Eustis, VA. The systems are 
different in that the former uses one-way, full motion analog video and the latter uses two-way, 
compressed digitized video. Training Srrategies/or the 90's (TRADOC, 1991) summarizes the 
studies that have been done on the two systems and states that both are cost and lea rn ing 
effective. The reports states, "VTI appears to be the solution to a myriad of problems involved 
in sllstaining a well-trained force . " 
The U.S. Navy CNET Electronic Schoolhouse Network (CESN) at the Fleet Combat 
Training Center, Atlan tic (FCTC,LANT) located in Dam Neck, VA, also uses compressed 
digitized video, however, it is only one of the VTI configurations the Navy has experimented 
with (Maloy & Perry, 1991). CESN interconnects major fleet training facilities, e.g., 
schoolhouses, rather than distributing training over a widely dispersed network. 
The Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) has conducted a series of studies that address 
different aspects of VTf (Bailey, et aJ., 1989; McDonald, et aJ., 1990; Sheppard, etal., 1990). 
In general, they conclude that VTI is a viable alternative for providing high quali ty and cost 
effective instruction to distance learne rs. 
In addition to VTT , the military services have developed and used computer-based 
technologies for distance education. SMART, System for Managing Asynchronous Remote 
Tra ining, was one of the successful systems developed to provide compute r- mediated instruction 
to reservists (Harbour, el al., 1990). 
What COlll'ses Should be Selected for Video Teletl'aining? 
The Naval Training Systems Center (NTSC) developed a course selection model fo r Navy 
video leletraining (McDonald, et aI., 1990) . The major recommendations from this study were: 
(a) select courses that have a high potential for savings, e.g., courses with high throughput and 
short duration, (b) an extensive rev iew of each course should be conducted before selection to 
insure that there is an appropriate mix of lecture and laboratory, equipment usage, and 
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curriculum modification requirements, (c) cou rses that are equipment intensive should be 
avoided, and (d) courses that require substantial curri cululll l11odification should be avoided 
because they arc very labor and time intensive and may not be cost effective. 
One reason the Navy's CESN two·way audio and video Icletraining network in Dam 
Neck, VA has been found to be both cost effective and efficient is because of appropriate course 
selection (CNET Handout, 1992). System utili zation has increased from 46% in 1989 to 90% 
in 1992. The fac tors that have raised the util ization rate are delivery of tcictraining courses that: 
1. are single sited (delivered from a single schoolhouse and only presented via 
CESN) 
2. have high demand (throughput) 
3. average about one week in length, and 
4. are designed primarily to address cognitive rather than psychomotor ski ll s. 
What are the Key Design Variab les for Distance Len ming Cou rses'? 
Studies conducted by the Army and the Navy conclude that distance education courses 
typically require more extensive planning than platform instruction. Haarland and Newby (1984) 
state Ihat the increases in student performance and satisfaction found in the research Illay be due 
to improved course design and teaching performance rather than as a function of a specific 
technology. TRADOC endorses the systems approach to training for the design of courses and 
states that effective course delivery must take into account proper management of the design, 
resourcing, development, production, distribution, and evaluation of VTT programs. 
In a comprehensive review of the literature on computer~mediated com municat ions 
(CMC), Well s ( 1990) for the U.S. Army Research Insti tllte for the Behavioral and Social 
Sciences (AR I ~Boise) discussed the factors relevan t for an instructor and course designer in a 
distance learning envi ronment. She states that (a) students and instructors must be provided with 
an orientation to CMC in order for a program to be effective, (b) instructors must playa 
motivational and facilitative role, including maintaining personal contact with students, (c) 
students must be provided with consistent and regula r feedback. and (d) interaction with olher 
students typically has a positive effect on completion rates and performance. 
In addition, Wells (1990) in discussing a particu lar distance education approach, states 
that (a) topics which lend themselves to discussion rather than rote memorization are best, (b) 
the first unit of a course should nOl be too long or more difficult than later units, (c) using a 
variety of media is important, (d) completion rates are generally higher when the instructor rather 
than the student sets the schedule and pace, and (e) a sllccessful CMC class is not dependent 








































In a di scussion of course design issues for VTI, NTSC (Bailey, et aI., 1989; McDonald, 
et aI., 1990; Sheppard , et aI., 1990) concluded the followi ng: (a) the role of group dynamics 
is very important in vn', (b) student involvement activities need to be carefu lly structured, (e) 
lecture segments should not exceed 20 minutes, (d) visual aids Illust be adapted for television 
viewing , and (e) careful planning is requ ired to handle student quest ions and discussions. 
Because military projects are often large , management issues when using VIT are of 
utmost importance. Maloy and Perry (1991) address the policy and management issues of a large 
Navy project. They fou nd that a large teletrain ing project requires a team approach . Some of 
the key team members to be included arc an educational speciali st (e.g., an inst ructional designer 
or eval uation expert), engineer, budget analyst, audio-visual specialist, security specialist, 
researcher/analyst, resource sponsor specialists (to provide support at the highest level ), and 
represen tatives from civilian personnel, neelS, training command , and reserves. 
Findi ngs from TNET Studies 
Several comprehensive studies have been conducted using TNET, the system selected for 
this project. A number of these have been conducted in conjunction with the Defense Language 
Institu te Foreign Language Center (DLlFLC) (Bramble, 1990; Bramble & Bauer, 1991, 1992). 
DLlFLC investigated the use of Computer Assisted Study (CAS) and Video Teletraining 
(VIT) to add ress the language training needs of practicing military intelligence (Ml) linguists. 
Three types of training technology were employed: CAS, VIT, and combined CAS/VITo 
Bramble and Bauer (1992) make the following general conclusion, "the pilot tests demonstrated 
the potential of the CAS and VTT technologies to provide outstanding resources for on-si te 
training for military linguists" (p. 103). 
The fmd ings from the DLlFLC German pilot lest (Bramble & Bauer, 1991) are indicative 
of the general fmdings regarding TNET when it is used for linguists training: 





Adequate training for site facilitators and instructors was necessary. This included 
both training in the technology, in new instructional techn iques, and for on-
camera teaching. 
The equipment and communications links were suffic ient to support VTT training. 
However, contingencies were needed in the event of equipment failures. 
Army National Guard MI linguists met the instructional object ives. 
Participants were highly sati sfied with the superior quali ty of the course and the 





The media available with the system provide an excellent media mix for language 
instruction. 
The accessibility of the traini ng to students was high. 
Results indicated that VTf has the potential \0 support nonresident mi litary 
language training. 
Another major study involved TNET instruction for the Basic Noncommissioned Officer 
Course (BNCOC) COlllmon Leader Training. This course was designed and delivered to the 
Kentucky Army National Guard. The purpose of the study was to determine if VIT was as 
effective as traditional instruction for the reserve components. The course was designed using 
the word picture approach (eyrs & Smith, 1990). One goal of the program was 10 fosler 
interaction between the instructor and students and to use a variety of in teractive and highly 
participative techniques, such as gro up exercises and role-plays. The PO I and tests were the same 
for all the groups. TRADOC (1992) concluded, "VIT worked, students liked VIT, instructors 
like VIT, VIT test scores were as good if not better than traditional test scores, and 
reconfigured materials produced higher post test scores than traditional materials." 
Summa ry 
In general, the military findings are compatible with the findings of non-military studies 
regarding the use of VTT (DeLoughr)', 1988; Fahl, 1983 ; Grimes, Neilsen, & Niss, 1988; 
Keene & Cary, 1990; Kruh, 1983; Partin & Atkins, 1984). Both students and instructors tend 
to li ke vrr inst ruction and students do learn from the courseware. Courses should be selected 
that are compat ible with VIT. Some researchers suggest that shorter, more cognitive courses 
lend themselves best 10 VlT. 
The military studies also address course design issues. Research states that VTI courses 
must be ca refully planned, provide for interaction and feedback, and must be motiva ting and 
appealing. Instructors and site facilitators are cri tical to successful VTT, as are well planned and 
well designed student materials. Key to the well planned materials are the visuals that are used 
in conjunction with the content presentation. A student study gu ide, preferably one that is 
interactive, is also required. 
Summary of the Rc,'icw of Lit erature 
The summary that follows lists the key factors gleaned from the research on distance 
educa tion , military research. instructional design, and media selection. as it pertains primarily 









































1. Shorter rather than longer courses are most appropriate. 
2. Courses that are cognitive are preferable to courses that have emphasis on 
psychomotor skills. 
3. Courses that have high throughput are desi rable because of Ihe extensive 
development costs. 
COllrse Design 
1. vrr cou rses must be morc highly planned, organized and delivered than 
traditional instruction. 
2. The systems approach to instructional design should be implemented. 
3. 
4 . 
The design of successful VT'T programs is often grounded in learning theory. 
Cou rses should include the following instructional techniques: involvement and 
motivational activities, in teraction with the instructor and other students, feedback, 
advance organizers, group and individual activities, and opportunities for students 
to ask questions. 
5. Courses should be divided into short segments of approximately 20·30 minutes. 
6. 
7 . 
A student study guide should be developed. It is preferable that this study guide 
facilitate interaction between the student and the instructional materials. 
Graphics and other visuals must be used to support the instruct ional message. 
They must be carefully designed to compliment the verbal and oral message and 
should be ~1Sy to understand. 
8. VTI courses should use a variety of media. 
9. Care should be taken to humanize the instruction. 
10. Courses should be pilot tested and the instructional materials validated . 
Course Implementation/ Delivery 
1. Instructors should make an effort to get to know their students and to reduce the 












Feedback and responses to students must be provided quickly and efiic ient ly . 
SlUden ts wi ll need to learn how to learn from a VTr course. 
Instructors will need to intentionally initiate interaction with remote studellls. 
VIT courses ohen take longer to present than traditiona l instruction and should 
not be rushed. 
Contingency plans must be made in the event of equipment failure. 
All personnel , instructors, site facilitators, and technicians must commun icate with 
each other to present effective instruction . 
It takes a team of people to design and deliver a good VTT course. These include 
a management team, instructional designe rs , graph ic artists, word processors, 
technicians. site faci litators, subject matter experts, evaluators, etc. A military 
train ing expert may be required when designing or converting military 
courseware. Care should be taken to select a team with the necessary skills to 
produce and deliver a course. 
The inst ructor is a key element in the success of a VIT program. He or she must 
have good on·camera skills , plus a willingness to spend ext ra hours in preparation 
for instruction. 
3. The site facilitator is a critical person in the delivery of instruction. The roles and 
responsibilities of this person should be carefully delineated. 
4 . All person nel associated with the design and delivery of the program should 
receive adequate training in the technology and in VTT instruction. Instructors 
should have ample opportunities to practice before presenting the instruct ion. 





Record-keeping procedures must be manageable and not too time consuming. 
Instructor and course certiiication are often required and these issues need to be 
addressed before course conversion beg ins. 
instruction needs to be carefu lly scheduled 10 meet all system requirements and 
to coordinate all personnel and students. 
in large scale projects, all the various management and organization functions 








































CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR T HE RECONFICURATIO N PROCESS 
The conceptual model developed for the FTP was based on the findings from the 
literature review on distance education, instructional design, military uses of video telctraining, 
and the SAT model. II was adapted specifically for use on this projecl. 
T his modified instructional design model, adapted frolll the Systems Approach 10 Training 
(SAT) model and formulated for use with TNET, was used to reconfigure five courses for the 
FTP. The adapted model is presented in Figure 3. It has six phases or functions: Analysis, 
Design, Development, Implementation, Revise Instrllction, and Management. All functions of 
the adapted model are based on learning and instructional theory. The Evaluation component 
suppons the model, but is not directly related to course reconfiguration. 
The model was adapted rather than originated, consistent with the recommendation of 
Andrews and Goodson (1980) that model evolut ion is preferable to model prOliferation. In 
addition, Andrews and Goodson recommend selecting or adapting a model that matches the 
dimensions of a project and one that is grounded in theory. The adapted model meets these 
criteria: (a) it was modified, based lIpon an al ready existing model, rather than developed, and 
is a model that has been used extensively to develop military courseware , (b) it fits the context 
of the reconfiguration component of the Flo rida Teletraining Project, that is, it includes all the 
components necessary for reconfiguring courseware and is appropriate for use with a large scale 
project, (c) it is grounded in systems, learning, and instructional theory, and (d) it is adaptable 
to any media including TNET. 
While the funct ions of the model are depicted as linear, the model, like all lSD models, 
is iterative. The model is read from left to right. The arrows linking the functions of the model 
are included to show that the components and processes are interrelated; it is based in systems 
theory. 
The model is based on four factors that influenced the reconfiguration effort. Each factor 





the instructional requirements of the five courses selected for delivery 
the characteristics and capabilities of TNET 
the key design variables required for distance learning instruction vIa video 
teletraining (VlT), and 
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Overview of Cou rses Select cd fo r Rcconfigurr. t io ll 
Five courses were selected by DITRA for reconfig uralion and were assigned to the project 
based on military needs. Course nominations were requested from the serv ices; from these 
nominations, five courses were selected. 
There were three U. S. Army RCJ MOS·awarding courses: 71 LlO. Administrative 
Specialist; 76YIO, Unit Supply Specialist; and 95810, Basic Military Police (MP). T hey were 
presented to Army National Guard and Army Reserve personnel. There were two special topics 
courses: Tota l Quality Leadership (TQL) and Handling Hazardous Waste--Activity Level 
(HazWaste). These were presented to personnel in the U.S. Navy, Army National Guard, Air 
National Guard, and U.S. Marine Corps. 
The 71LIO Unit Administrati ve Specia list course is a single-phase course that can be 
taught in either the Inactive Duty Training (lOT) Phase or the Active Duty Training (AOT) 
Phase (U.S. Army Soldier Support Center, 1991). This course was presented in an ADT mode. 
It was a 73-hour course and was presented during a two-week block from 17 October to 31 
October 1992. 
The Administrative Specialist is responsib le for the routine office administration of an 
activity. He or she works at various organizational leve ls throughou t the Army, from company 
through divi sion, installa tion , or higher headquarters. 
In order to achieve MOS qualification and to be able to perform required functions of the 
MOS during mobilization or national emergency, the 71 L1 0 student must master the critical tasks 
required of Administrative Specialists. Students must type straight copy, understand the 
provisions of the privacy act , prepare military correspondence, maintain a security container 
check sheet, request resupply of publications and blank forms , safeguard" For Official Use Only" 
(FOUO) material, type a memorandum, Iype a special purpose memorandum, type an 
endorsement to a memorandum , type a letter, assemble correspondence, type a joint 
messageform, receipt and transfer classified material, route incoming and dispatch ou tgoing 
distribution, and establish and maintain files. 
The 76Y10 Unit Supply Spec ia list course is a dual -phased (JOT and ADT) course (U.S. 
Army Quartermaster Center and School , 1989) . Only the Inactive Duty Training (lOT) phase 
was presented during the project. This phase of the course was 96-hours and was presented 
during a two-week block from 7 November to 22 November 1992. For MOS-award, the 76YlO 
student must also take the ADT phase. Arrangements for completing the ADT phase were made 
independently of this project. 
The Unit Supply Specialist performs unit and organizat ion supply procedures. These 
include the tasks of request, receipt, storage, issue and accountability of individual, 
organizational , installation, and expendable, durable supplies and equipment. 
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In order to achieve MOS qualification and to be able 10 perform requi red functions of the 
MOS, the 76YlO student must master the critical tasks required of Unit Supply Specialists. 
Students must understand unit and organization supply procedures, unit supply file procedures, 
use the Army Master Data File Retrieval Microform System (ARMS). request supply status for 
high priority requests. request for cancellat ion of supplies, maintain due· in status files, prepare 
and maintain hand/subhand-receipt , issue supplies and equipment to hand· receipt holders, obtain 
relief from responsib ility/adjustment documents. request, receive, SlOre. issue, account for, and 
preserve organizational clothing and equipment, prepare and process personal clothing requests, 
and prepare and maintain Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment (OCIE) records and 
determine serviceability of organizational clothing and individual equipment. 
The 95B10 Basic Military Police cou rse is also a dual·phase (lOT and ADT) course 
(U.S. Army Military Police School , 1991). Only the Inactive Duty Training (JOT) phase was 
taught during this project. This phase of the course was 66· hours and was presented during a 
two·week block from 5 December to 18 December 1992. The ADT phase was presented by 
USARF School at Camp Blanding, Florida in the summer of 1993. 
The 95B1O MPs are sold iers capable of performing the duties of entry-level mi li tary 
police. The entry level MP performs the tasks of apprehension and search, patrol and traffic 
operations, investigations, physical security, self-defense, and prepares and gathers military 
police information, report s, and forms. 
In order to achieve MOS qualification and to be able to perform required functions of the 
MOS, the 95BIO student must master the critical tasks required of the Military Police. These 
include understanding the history of the MP Corps, the MP Code of Ethics, using communication 
skills to resolve conflicts, determine if a search and seizure is authorized (and conduct one if 
necessary), determine who has authority for a lawful apprehension, use the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice (UCMJ), advise a suspect of Mi randa Rights, determine the level of force 
required, search a bui lding, search a vehicle , determine the type of search required, search 
suspects using stand up , pat·down, prone and wall searches. apply hand irons, transport 
offenders, interview suspects, fill out MP forms, record and report information, use proper hand 
and arm signals to control pedestrian and vehicle traffic, respond to threats including a bomb 
threat, an alarm, a hostage si tuation, and a domestic disturbance, protect a crime scene, identify 
evidence/contraband, collect and process evidence . identify and report suspected child 
abuse/ neglect, cont rol entry and exit from a restricted areas (nuclear physical security/terrorism), 
and use self·defense and MP club techniques. 
Total Qualit )' Leadership is the U.S. Navy's adaptation of Dr. W. Edwards Deming's 
approach to continuous qual ity improvement (Mr. Jim Miller, Total Quality Leadership 
Curriculum Developer, CNET, personal communication, June 2, 1993). A one·day course was 
presented to provide an introduction to and an awareness of the U. S. Navy's Total Quality 
Leadership (TQL) philosophy. This course was offered twice, once to the three Florida 
Teielraining Project remote si tes, i.e., Florida Community College at Jacksonville (FCCJ2), 








































1993, and once on 22 February 1993 to the three FTP sites and to one out-of-state TNET site 
at Camp Fogany. East Greenwich . Rhode Island. 
The topics covered during the course included the backgrou nd of TQL, TQL as defined 
by the Navy, basic principles ofTQL. methods and tools used in TQL. and how the Navy has 
implemented TQL. In addition , students participated in a simulation exercise, Life in the Red 
Bead Factory, that was designed to help students understand TQL concepts. 
Handling Hazardous Waste--Activit), Level is a U.S. Navy COlJfse specially adapted 
from the Hazardous Waste Coordinator course for the IT? The topics for the course were taken 
from among those taught in the Hazardous Waste Coordinator course. The one-day course was 
designed to give hazardous waste handlers the information necessary to make environmentally 
and personally safe decisions regarding the di sposal of hazardous and regulated wastes. This 
course was offered a total of three different times, twice 10 the FTP teletrain ing remote sites on 
27 January 1993 and 5 February 1993. It was offered one additional time on 25 February 1993 
to the three FrP sites and to two out-of-state TNET sites, Camp Fogarty, East Greenwich, 
Rhode Island and Ft. Taylor Hardin, Montgomery, Alabama. 
The HazWaste course topics included a review of pertinent laws and regulations and a 
discussion of the physical and chemical properties of hazardous materials. Personnel were shown 
the correct techniques for delivering and transferring hazardous materials at the hazardous waste 
collection site. Pollution and spill prevention, personal protection equipment utilization, and 
segregation of materials were emphasized. Contingency planning and spill procedures were also 
discussed. 
Critical tasks that students performed were evaluating information in the Material Safety 
Data Sheet (MSDS), stating procedures to follow when delivering hazardous waste. and stating 
his/her responsibility in a chemical spill situation. 
Overview or TNET Delivery System 
The second factor that infl uenced the reconfiguration effort and the development of the 
conceptual model was the characteristics and capabilities of TNET. TNET is the U.S. Army's 
Teletraining Network. TNET is a two-way audio-video transmission medium using Compression 
Labs, Inc. (CLl) GalleryTM 235 video teietraining (VTI) systems and Hughes Network Services 
(HNS) satellite communications. 
The Gallery 235 is a stand-alone, modular video conferencing system which houses much 
of the equipment (Figure 4 shows TNET from the classroom/ student perspective; Figure 5 shows 
TNET from the instructor 's perspective). The TNET system consists of: 
• An antenna and feedhorn (located on a satellite dish or Very Small 




1 Gallery 235 
2 COOEC 
3 IOU 
4 IBM/PC Network Computer 
5 Telephone 
6 ELMO - Graphics Stand 
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8 Aud io Controller 
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Figure 5: TNET Origination Si le 
1 Gallery 235 
2 COOEC 
3 IOU 
4 Multi-Media Graphics Computer 
5 Telephone 
6 ELMO - Graphics Stand 
7 IBM/ PC Network Computer 
8 Microphones 
9 Audio Controller 
10 Video Controller 









An IBM PC ded icated to communication 
Two 35-inch television monitors (one for vlewlllg Illation. one for 
graphics) 
A remotely controlled video camera mounted in the Gallery 
A unit for encodi ng and decoding the compressed digi tized signal 
(CODEC) (CLI' s Rembrandt 111061''') 
An indoor unit (IOU) to receive and process the satellite signal 
A desk-top control unit to handle transmission and reception 
Audio equipment including tab le-lOp microphones for student use 
A multi-media (graphics) computer (origination site only) 
• A graphics stand with camera (ELMO) 
• Two uninterrupted power supply (U PS) units 
The HNS TELEconferenceT." System provides a flexible facil ity for video teletraining 
using a permanently assigned satellite channel for management and a shared pool of satelli te 
channels scheduled to support v ideo and audio com munications among its users. The compressed 
and digitized signal is sent to SBS-5, a geosynchronous Ku-band satellite owned by Hughes 
Network System located above the Paci fic near Hawaii. The digital transmission rate used was 
256 kbps. TNET communicat ion capabi lities include: 
• 
• Two-way audio 
• Point to muhi-poi nt communications 
• Year-round, 24-hour-a-day availability 
• Interactivi ty among a maximum of eight sites (1 origination , 7 receive) 
During a teletraining conference, audio and visual i nformation is exchanged between two 
or more si tes. Aud io information is provided from microphones thaI pick up voice signals in the 
rOOI11. Visual information is provided from the motion camera in the Gallery, an auxiliary 
camera such as that on the ELMO, computer generated graphics, or from some other source such 








































be converted to digital form (i.e., digitized) in order to be compressed, combined into a single 
signal and transmitted. 
The two-monitor system allows motion to be seen on one monitor, graphics on the other. 
However, only a single visual signal may be transmitted each way at any given time. This is due 
10 the channel size. The visual signal can be the signal from the main motion camera, from the 
graphics camera , the multi-media camera, or from another peripheral video input device. 
Because only one signal can be transmitted at a time, the motion transmission is 
temporarily stopped when a graphic image is sent. This appears as a freeze of the image on the 
motion monitor that lasts approximately four seconds. Once the graphic is received and 
displayed on the static screen, the motion resumes on the motion monitor. 
The TNET audio system has been designed to eliminate the possibility of the room 
microphones picking up output from the speakers and creating an echo or feedback situation. 
This is accomplished through the use of an echo canceler or an echo suppressor. 
Another important feature of the audio system is automatic sound mixing. The audio 
system mixes the room sound picked up by the microphones before routing the audio signal to 
the CODEC for coding and transmission to the other end. With proper placement of 
microphones, audio in the teletraining room is heard at the other end as if it were taking place 
there. During teletraining, all siles can hear questions and responses from all of the other sites. 
The audio system also includes a feature called audio privacy that allows conference 
members to confer in private. This feature temporarily mutes the microphones so that the room 
sound is not transmitted. This privacy function is also referred to as the "master mute." 
Because all sites are identically con figured , any si te can serve as the origination site. To 
change the point of origination from one site to another, a procedure called "passing the balon" 
is performed using the IBM PC. It takes several seconds to pass the baton , but the procedure 
is useful if another site needs to become the origination site for an instructional activity. 
In the section below, the features of TNET as they relate to the delivery of instruction 
will be discussed. 
Implementing Instruction Using TNET 
I neluded in the discussion below are some of the key technological considerations that 
influenced the reconfiguralion of the five military courses for use with TNET. These plus the 
educational principles presented in the next section, formed the basis for the development of the 
adapted model. 
The three MOS-awarding courses were presented during a two-week block of inst ruct ion. 
Practical exercises and hands-on activilies had to be adapted to VTI. For example, typing 
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instruction was included in the 71 LI 0 course content and self·defense instruction and practice 
was incl uded in the 95810 course. The cou rses had to be designed to present the content and 
to provide time for SlUdenls 10 practi ce the tasks and receive feedback about their progress. 
Practice portions of the courses were completed off-line to give slUdents an opportunity for 
hands-on practice; these were built into the reconfigured course design. Similarl y, off-line 
activities had to be adapted for the two special topics COUTses, e.g., the Red Bead FaclOry (TQL) 
and use of the MSDS (HazWaste). 
The content included in these five courses contained extensive military information . 
Because similar courses taught at the community college do not have military content (e.g., 
criminal justice and leadership courses), extensive military expertise was needed during both the 
design and deve lopment phase of the cou rses and du ring cou rse delivery. Also , due to the 
military content, certification and accreditation agreements had 10 be made with key military 
organizations and wi th the participating community colleges for the MOS courses so that soldiers 
met the requirements for the MOS and so college course credi t could be provided to students. 
No course credit was given for the special topics courses because they were one-day offerings. 
Instruction is presented live. over TNET. Contingency plans had to be developed to give 
students the opportunity to make up any missed instruction. For example, students who missed 
instruction because of illness or for other reasons needed options to retake the missed instruction . 
In addition, TNET can be sensitive to atmospheri c disturbances (especially heavy rainstorms). 
Such cond iti ons can cause transmission failures. Equipment breakdowns are also possib le . 
Remedial and make-up activi ties were designed and ready for use to take into account the fact 
that instruction is presented live, that slUdent absences can occur, and that equipment failures can 
disrupt delivery. 
TNET uses compressed video; the transmission rate was 256 kbps. While appropriate 
for instructional purposes, video compressed at this transmission rate can be tiring to watch for 
long periods of time. Regular breaks were planned for and wrinen into the instruction. In 
addi tion, any video segments that were presented during instruction had to produced taking into 
account the compression factor. For example. a demonstration r.ape of an experiment or a typing 
procedure, had to be specially produced for use wi th TNET so that the compression factor did 
not detract from the learning objective of the video. 
The ability to view the students at multiple reception sites during instructional delive ry 
while using TNET required some accommodation. For example, the instructor can on ly see one 
remote site at a time while teaching via TNET (there are no students at the origination site when 
using the TNET system). To view the classrooms al the various sites, the instructor must switch 
from si te to site. In addition, the TNET audio switching is gated. When using gated aud io , only 
one person can talk at a time. Also, extraneous noise can disrupt the signal if a microphone is 
left in the on posi tion. Therefore, classroom protocols for asking questions had to be established 








































Key Distllilce Lea rning and Instructiona l Design Va riables 
Finally, the educational factors relating 10 ISO and VTI' also influenced the 
reconfiguration process and the development of the adapted model. One key factor of all 
distance learn ing courses presen ted using VTT is that they must be carefully planned and 
carefully designed (Atm.n, 1987; Barker & Platten, 1988; eyrs & Smith, 1990; Howard, 1987; 
McCleary & Egan , 1989) . 
Some of the olher key factors that influenced the design of the video tclctraining courses 
are presented below. The rationale for each of these factors has been previously discussed in the 
review of literature provided in an earlier section of this report. The factors are: 
• illleraction and student involvement with the teacher, other students, and the 
instructional materials 
• instructional feedback 
• mOlivational enhancement 
• short course segments 
• methods of orienting studems to the learning tasks, e.g., advance organizers 
• structured notes and outlines of the content 
• fast and efficient response time to student questions 
• allowing more time 10 present the con tent 
• personnel requirements, e.g., site coordinators and technicians 
• staff and personnel training, and 
• record keeping and o ther organizational tasks. 
In addition to these variables, reconflguring the five courses for TNET had to take into 
account other fac tors from instructional design and learning theory (Gagne, Briggs, & Wager, 
1989; Romiszowski, 1988): 
• general systems theory 
• the conditions of learning, i.e., how inst ruction should be designed for different 





the events of instruction, i.e. the internal and external processes of learning 
the selection and use of media including illustrations. graphics, audio·visual 
packages, and 
field testing and validating the instruction and the materia ls. 
Ada pt ed SAT Model for the Reconfig lll'at ioll P,'ocess Us ing TNET 
Based on the courses designated for delivery, the TNET equipment. relevan t distance 
learning and inst ructional design principles. and the SAT model, an adapted model was designed 
for use with this project. The adapted model is based on the following assumpt ions generic to 
all instructiona l design models including the SAT (Andrews & Goodson. 1980; Gagne, Briggs. 
& Wager, 1989): 
• Change in any component(s) of an ISD process requires a concomitant change in 






There are different types of learning, e.g., information, skills, attitudes, and 
motOr ski ll s; each one requires different conditions of learning for its 
development. 
Instruction should be designed to support the internal processes of learning. 
Objectives must be Stated behaviorally; they must be observable and measurable. 
Test items and performance measures must exactly match the objectives. 
Instruct ional strategies and media must be related directly to the stated objective. 





Learning is most effective when prerequisite knowledge and skills, as well as 
other studen t characteristics, are accoun ted for in the instruction. 
Student and environmental characteristics influence the types of instructional 
strategies and media selected for instruction. 
All students can achieve mastery of the objectives if students are given adequate 
time and opportunities, if the instruction is of reasonable quality, and if students 
are tested frequently so remediation can occur. 








































• Complex inst ructional design projec ts require design teams fo r the development 
and implementation of instruction. Depending on how the instruction is delivered 
(by an instructor, by a technological delivery system, or a combination) a design 
team usually includes at a minimum the following personnel: an instructional 
designer, a production/ media specialist, a subjec t matter expert, and an evaluator. 
Typically, the roles and responsibilities of the design team arc not exclusive. 
The adapted model is presented again in Figure 6. Figure 6 includes some of the key 
tasks that were performed during each phase of the rcconfiguration process of the FTP. The 
tasks presented are based on tile list above and arc illustrative, not inclusive. A complete 
description of the tasks will be presented in a later section of this report, Course Reconf'guration 
Process. 
Ana lys is 
The purpose of the analysis phase, or front end analysis, of the SAT model is to 
determine what is to be trained. The analysis phase is the cornerstone of all subsequent phases 
of the model. The SAT lists seven outcomes of this phase including perform needs analysis, 
select crit ical collecti ve and individual tasks, perform job or duty analysis, and perfo rm cri tical 
individual task analysis. 
In the adapted model, an analysis phase was included, however , project personnel did not 
perform a traditional needs analysis. All five courses were nominated by the services based on 
current military training needs. Final selections were made by TPDC and were assigned to the 
project. 
Design 
The purpose of the design phase of the SAT is to produce a blueprint or map of the 
training program that will be developed. There are five actions included in thi s phase: develop 
objectives, perform a learning analysis, develop test items, describe entry behavior, and 
determine the sequence and structure of training. 
A design phase was included in the adapted model. However, some of the tradit ional 
tasks of this phase were not req ui red for all five courses. For example, validated Programs of 
Instruction (POls) were provided for the three MOS¥awarding courses. Included in the POI were 
validated terminal performance and enabling learning objectives, validated test items and 
performance tests, and a veri fied training structure and sequence. 
The Army has stringent requirements for ce rtify ing soldiers in each MOS. Theobjectives 
and test items had been previously approved and accepted by the respective proponent schools 
and TRADOC. Therefore, no objec tives or test items could be changed for the MOS courses. 
Minor improvements to the wording of some objectives were made, but no substantive changes 




Sample Tasks in the Reconfiguration Process 
Ana lys is 
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The U.S. Navy provided course syllabi for the special topics courses, TQL and 
HazWaste. However, the IT? had some latitude to refine or alter objectives, test items and 
instructiona l strategies and media. Specific terminal and enabling objectives, test items, and a 
training structure and sequence were developed. 
During this phase, each objective was analyzed according to its type of learning outcome, 
e.g. , knowledge, concept, procedure (eyrs & Smith, 1990; Gagne, 1985). In addi tion, 
objectives were analyzed to determine whether or not they were appropria te for delivery over 
TNET or if they had to be delivered off-line. 
Development 
The purpose of the development phase of the SAT is to produce the training material s that 
will support the terminal and enabling objectives. There are five outcomes for thi s phase: 
review existing materials, revise or develop materials, validate training materials, obtain 
approval. and plan for staff and faculty training. 
During this phase, instructional materials and learning activit ies were produced that 
promoted interaction, provided feedback, were motivating, and that used a variety of media. 
Three different manuals were also developed for each course: an interactive student study guide, 
an instructional coordinator guide , and an inst ructor guide. 
In the adapted model, two activities in the development phase, validate train ing materials 
and obtain approval , were omitted from this phase and included as the major acti vities of another 
function, Revise Inst ruction. These act ivities were so extensive for this project that a separate 
phase was deemed necessary. The other three activities of this phase remained as in the original 
model. 
Implementation 
The implementation phase of the SAT involves the separate and related functions of 
preparing for and conducfing training. Conducti ng training is beyond the scope of the 
reconfiguration effor!. 
This phase of the adapted model add resses preparing to conduct training. It included 
specifying the roles and responsibilit ies of the personnel and training and preparing personnel to 
perform their roles during the deli very of instruction . It also included ensuring that all training 
support materials, e.g., military forms and manuals, and all training support equipment, e .g., 































The SAT includes a revise instruct ion or feedback fUllction in tile Development Phase, 
however, this function has been made an expl icit component of this adapted model. MallY lSI) 
models have a separate function for revision. For example, Dick and Reiser (1989) include 
Revise Instruction in their model for the purpose of revising instruction after it has been 
implemented. 
The primary purpose of this component in lhe adapted model was twe-fold: (a) 10 insure 
validation of the train ing materials as they were being developed and (b) to revi se the instruction 
after del ivery. Typically courses longer than two days cannot be tried out in thei r cllIirety prior 
to implementation (Brenneman, 1989); they must be pilot tested and validated in parts as they 
a re being developed. As the arrows included in the model depict, this was not a one time 
function, but an on-gOing process during reconfiguralion. Several revis ion cycles and 
developmental testing were included in the model to aid in the production of in structionall y sound 
materials. This is the component of the model that makes it most dynamic. 
Management 
There are several management systems that influence the SAT process, but there is no 
speci fic management component of the SAT. The complexity of thi s project, specifically the 
number and relationships among the various civilian and military groups and organizatjons (see 
Table 1), plus the complexity of the technology itself, prompted the inclusion of management 
as a specific component of this adapted model. Instructional design teams, delivery teams, 
technical teams, and production teams were all organized and coordinated for the reconfiguration 
effort. 
Eva lua tion 
The Evaluation component of the SAT refers to la rger project evaluation issues, for 
example, development of a general evaluation policy, conduc ting internal and external evaluation , 
and conducting evaluation follow-up. This phase is not directly part of the reconfiguration 
process. Evaluation, however, was included in the model to reinforce the importance of th is 




Summary of the Adapted SAT Model 
The instructiona l design model was adapted from the Army's Systems Approach 
to Trajning (SAT). II is a systems model. 
The model deals explicitly with course design, de li very, and implementation of 
the instruction. The model does not specifically address the evaluation component 
of the project. Evaluation will be addressed in a separate report. 











































Five courses were selected for the reconfiguration. Three were Army MOS 
qualifying courses and two were inter-service special topics courses. These 
courses werc selected on the basis of military service needs, not because of thei r 
compatibility with the delivery system. 
The delivery system, TNET, was selected for the project. Design and 
development of the courseware, including the media and instructional strategies, 
are based on the characteristics and constraints of the selected technology. 
A Revise Instruction phase was added to the adapted model. 
• A Management phase was added because management was required during all 
phases of course design , development, and deliverylimpJemcntation. This is a 
function of the fact that (a) this is a large scale distance learning project, (b) the 
milita ry is a many-layered organization with specific protOcols, and (c) TNET is 
a complex delivery system requiring a wide variety of personnel for operation. 
The adapted model, while based on learning and instructional theory, and findings from 
the distance education literature, is generic in the sense that it can be applied to any large scale 
project using any variety of media. Whi le the model was adapted for use with TNET and for 
the design of military courseware, it is applicable to any large VTf project. Decisions made in 
the context of the Florida Teletraining Project can be modified for use with projects using 




















COURSE RECONFIG URATION PROCESS 
In the previous sections of this report tile faclOrs that provided the basis for the 
reconfiguration effort were presented. The ph ilosophy and foundations of differenllheory bases , 
e.g., systems, instructional design, learning theory , and the result s of previous research were 
provided. The background of the project, the cou rses selected, the tclctraining network used, 
project participants, and project constraints were also described. These factors were used to 
adapt the Systems Approach to Training (SAT) model that was used to reconfigure courseware 
for the Florida Telet raining Project (FTP). 
In this section of the report, the decisions, processes , procedures, and personnel used to 
reconfigu re the five courses are described and discussed. This section is organized around the 
components or the adapted systems model presen ted in Figure 3. 
Analysis Ph:ls{' 
The traditional tasks performed during the analysis phase of the SAT, determining what 
is to be trained, were performed by the government rather than project personnel. The five 
courses that were to be reconfigured were then assigned to the project. 
The five cou rses, although selected by the government, were analyzed by project 
personnel to determine how appropriate each one was for presentation over TNET. This analysis 
was used to formulate design procedures for cou rse reconfiguration. Six factors (CNET 








be shoner rather than longer 
be primarily cognitive rather than psychomotor 
have high demand (throughput) 
be appropriate for V1T 
be appropriate for the expertise of the community college faculty, and 
have well -stated instructional cornponems, e.g. , goals, Objectives, and cri lcrion-
referenced performance measures. 
In general, each course met the criteria for the first three factors. Each course was 
considered a shon course and was primarily cognitive. Each course was also selected because 
it had high demand. For the MOS-awarding courses, more RC soldiers needed to be trained than 
there were avai lable slots at the proponent schools and at the USARF schools. The two special 
topics courses were also selected because a large number of students needed to be trained. 








































Shorter Rather than Longer 
Each course was considered a short course. The Navy prefers to present courses no 
longe r than one~week in length via its telctraining system (CNET Handout , 1992). The special 
top ics courses, HazWaste and TQL, were presented as one-day workshops. The three MOS 
courses were presen ted during a two-week. 80-llOur train ing period. 
Prima rily Cognitive 
All the courses were primarily cogniti ve. All courses were knowledge and skill based. 
Two of the courses, 71LlO and 95B10. had psychomotor componcills . e.g., typing. 
demonstrating MP search procedures, but this proved to be an asset from an instructional 
perspective rather than a liability. The psychomotor aspects of the course will be discussed in 
reference to the appropriateness of each course for VIT. 
High Demand 
The fi ve courses were selected because of high demand. The MOS-awarding courses 
were chosen because soldiers needed to be qualified in these particular MOSs to fulfill important 
military roles and functions within their assigned units. In addition, other factors were taken into 
consideration when these courses were selected. These included the expense involved in sending 
soldiers to proponent schools, RC soldiers' employment schedules and whether or not their work 
schedules would allow them to take an 8-10 week course, and when classes were scheduled at 
the local USARF schools, National Guard Academies and the proponent schools (e.g., some 
classes might not be offered until the following year). The Navy considered the content 
contained in HazWaste and TQL to be very important; the content was needed by a large number 
of personnel. The Navy courses were also selected because of their potential interest to multi-
service audiences. 
While each course met the requirements of the first three fac tors, instructional design 
decisions had to be made as a result of analysis of the olher three factors--appropriateness of the 
courses for VIT, expertise of the community college faculty, and the adequacy of instructional 
components included in the courseware . 
Appropriateness for VTT 
Two major factors were considered regarding appropriateness of the courses for VIT: 
( I) the number of off-line activities that could be designed and (2) the stability of the course 
content. First , the fact that the MOS -awarding courses were presented during a two-week block 
had the potential of being problematic because students could not be expected to attend to 
continuous televised instructi on for that length of time. However. twO of the courses, 95810 and 
71LIO, included psychomotor skills and all five courses had practical exercises (PEs) as required 
course components that allowed and sometimes required students to go off-line for hands-on 
practice for varying periods of time. Instructionally, thi s served two functions. Students did not 
receive VlT instruction for eight hours a day and students had the opportunity to interact with 


































The psychomotor ski lls and the PEs were analyzed to determine which could best be 
completed off·linc. Course developers read through each POI or syllabus and initially identified 
the learning strategies that were appropriate as off·l ine activities. They then did a simple count 
of the number of hours that wmlld be conducted orr~line. For example, the Military Police 
(95810) students were required to demonstrate mastery of a varielY of searches, e.g., a prone 
search; these were designated as off-line activities. Likewise. the Administrative Specialist 
(7ILIO) course had built-in, off-line content and/or practical exercises, e.g., typing practice. 
The other three COllfses, 76Y JO, HazWaste. and TQL, were also analyzed to determine which 
activ ities could be conducted off-line. 
It was decided, whenever possible, that students would be instructed in these skills on-
line, but would practice the psychomotor skills and OIher appropriate PEs off-line. This allowed 
instructors to bui ld variety into the instructional strategies. red uce the amoun t of time students 
were required to attend to the on-line instructor, and use the most effective methods , e.g., hands-
on involvement, for the psychomotor skills. The off-line activities were produced during the 
Design and Development Phases of reconfiguration. 
A second consideration concerning appropriateness of a course for VTI was the stability 
of the course content. For some of the courses, specifical ly 76YIO and to a lesser extent 7I LIO, 
the regulations learned in the course change from year to year , sometimes more often. Courses 
that have frequent content changes are not typically good candidates for VTr (or for any 
mediated delivery strategy) because the student, instructor, and site facilitator gu ides, plus the 
graphics and visuals become out-dated too quickly to make the design and development process 
cost effective. On the other hand. if student demand is high enough, the cost of revising the 
instruction is not as great a factor since a course(s) would have considerable use before it 
becomes out-dated. Therefore, stability of the content is an issue to consider when selecting 
courses for any kind of mediated instruction; it was addressed as a factor during this project. 
To rectify the problem of outdated regulations for 7lLlO and 76YIO, the ITP course 
developers omitted the regulation numbers and pamphlet numbers from the student guide and 
from the graphics, so that students could write in an updated version number as the course was 
presented. The instructor and the site fac il itator guides had regulation and pamphlet numbers 
printed in them so the instructors would have a ready reference. In this way, the graphics could 
be reused without being out-or-date and students had a visual cue that the regulalions may change 
(regulation number had [0 be written in). 
Expen ise of the Communit y College Faculty 
Each course was analyzed to determine if the community college faculty selected to teach 
it had the expertise to do so. The five courses selected for this project had a considerable 
emphaSis on military content. Most of this military conteO! was subject matter that a typical 
community college instructor would not and did not know. The most striking example was the 
Unit Supply Specialist course (76Y 10). There were no community college courses or programs 
that mirrored or even approached the content of 76Y 10. The COllrse developer could not proceed 








































The other four faculty had expertise in Ihe general content areas of the other fOllr courses. 
A facu lty member from the criminal justice program and a former MP (who had held the 958 10 
MOS years earlier) designed the MP course. An instructor from the office systems technology 
program designed the 71LlO course. She had expertise in typing and in busi ness forms and 
writing; she had previously taught a military business education course. With the assistance of 
an SME, her skills and knowledge were adaptable to the military cou rse. Likewise the HazWaslc 
and TQL faculty were content experts in their respec tive fields. 
Even though four of the five course developers had content expertise. none of them was 
fully able to reconfigure the mil itary courses without the assistance of a military instructor or 
SME. The military courses that were selected for the project by the government contained too 
much military content for tile typical community college faculty member to reconfigure the 
course without assistance. When selecting military courseware for reconfigu ration by non· 
military personnel , it is importam to pay attention to the degree of military content in each 
course and to the military expertise needed by the course developers . 
As a result of the analysis of the expertise of the course developers, a decision was made 
that military SMEs were needed to (a) assist in course design and development and (b) present 
some of the content on· line wi th the community college instructor and answer mi litary related 
Questions. The two instructors thus paired for course development were called respectively, the 
VTI Instructor (community college faculty) and the Military Instructional Assistant (MIA). As 
the courses were designed, the VTI and MIA had the option of designing "team" (both 
instructors on camera at the same time) and/or "turn" (one instructor or the other on camera at 
any given time) approaches to presenti ng the content. Typically, the instructors relied on a "tum 
teaching" approach, but "team teaching" was also used occasionally. 
In addition to content knowledge, anOlher area of expertise needed by the course 
developers was instructional systems design (lSD) skills and knowledge. This is actually a 
personnel selection issue rather than a course selection issue , however, the reconfiguration effort 
is made more diffi cult when the staff who are responsible for reconfiguring the courses have 
neither con ten t knowledge nor ISO skills. Community college teachers, as it turned out, were 
not trained in instructional design. Those without ISO skills had to be taught basic principles. 
They then had to apply them and also to learn mi li tary con tent during reconfiguration. When 
analyzing courses and selecting personnel to reconfigure courses, the course developers' levels 
of expertise regarding ISO skill should be addressed. If personnel do not have adequate skills 
additional time will have to be allotted fo r staff training. 
Instructional Components 
The Reserve Component (RC') courseware , including the practical exercises (PEs) and 
performance tests (PTs), were provided to 1ST by the Army proponent schools . 1ST reviewed 
these materi als, extracted the materials necessary to develop the courses , and forwarded them to 








































Each course was analyzed 10 determine whether or not the fo\1owing components were 
included in the courseware and whether the components were instructionally sound according to 
ISD theory and pract ice: 
• behavioral objectives. written to include correct action, conditions, and standards 
sta tements 
• criterion-referenced per formance measures tha t exactl y measured the behavioral 
objectives, and 
• practi cal exercises and content tha t matched the behavioral objectives and 
facilitated achievement of the performance measures. 
At this point in the process, the course developers were analyzing the courseware for 
correc t inst ructional components. The lack of content knowledge and ISO skill s of some of the 
course developers sometimes made tbi s analysis of instructional components difficult. 
Persoll nel Needed for the Ana l)'sis Phase 
The managerial and technical design direction for the project came from the Institute for 
Si nHllation and Training (1ST). This team consisted of ex perts in ISO , mili tary train ing, di stance 
education, and knowledge of TNET; they provided direction and assistance 10 FCCJ in course 
design and development. 
At FCCl , the personnel needed for th is phase were course developers (one for each 
course), an instructional manager, and a technical equipmenUdelivery expert. The instructional 
manager was tasked with coordinating the efforts of the key personnel involved in the analysis 
and subsequent phases of the reconfiguration effort. 
The key personnel needed during the Analysis Phase were: 
• an expert instructional designer, 1ST 
• a military training expert, 1ST 
• an instructional manager, FCCl 
• five cou rse developers, one for each course, FCCl 
• experts in the technology, 1ST and FCCJ 
Design Phnse 
The purpose of the Design Phase is to produce a blueprint or map of the course including 
specify objectives, perform a learning analysis, develop lest items, describe en try behaviors, and 








































military POls (MOS-awarding courses) and syllabi (special wpies courses) were analyz.ed to 
determine the adequacy of the course components. During the Design Phase, staff training was 
begun and the course developers began the actual design process. The following tasks were 
performed: 
• minor corrections were made 10 any objectives and performance measures that did 
not meet established instructional design criteria 
• terminal and performance objectives were analyzed to determine their type of 
learning, e.g., knowledge, comprehension, application, cri tical thinking, and 
psychomotor skills 
• the condi tions of learning and the events of instruction for each objective or group 
of objectives were specified 
• 
• 
global media selections and global instructional strategies based on the 
requirements of the objectives were made 
media mixes were chosen based on the learners, sening, learning tasks, TNET, 
events of instruction, and the conditions of learning 
During the Design Phase, staff training was conducted \0 teach instructional design skills, 
to explain the capabilities of the technology , and to describe video telelraining instructional 
activities and strategies, and to describe military training requirements. Group meetings were 
held so that course developers could share ideas, brainstorm strategies, and identify ideas that 
were likely and unlikely to work. 
These tasks and functions are listed in Table 11 as an overview and summary of the 
Design Phase, but are also described below. 
Objectives, Prerequisites, Performance Tests, Le~lrliing Sequences 
The objectives for each of the MOS courses were established by the respective proponent 
schools and were included in the POls. Project personnel were tasked with making minor 
modifications or corrections to improve learning objectives and performance tests, but did not 
alter the essence of the objectives. For the special topics courses, objectives and performance 
tests were developed or rewritten as necessary. 
Each modified and rewritten objective had the following components: 
• 
• 
An action statement with a measurable, observable behavior. 
A conditions statement including the tools, situations , and constraints under which 










































TAS KS P ERfORM ED DUR ING T I-IE DES IGN PH ASE 
Reco il figtl ri ng COlll"sC W:l ' "C 
• write or modi fy learning objectives and criterion refe renced tests 
• identify the conditions of learning and the events of instruction 
• specify med ia and instructional strategies 10 be used 
• select media mixes for a1l objectives or groups of objec tives 
• identify military forms and equipment needed to conduct in struction 
• determine student entry behaviors 
Course Developer and Instnlct iollnl Staff Tra ining 
• present overview of te]etra ining instruction and des ign strategies 
• present overview of military structure and training 
• inlroduce TNET and ils instructional capabilities 
• teach principles of instructional design and development 








































• A standards statement specifying how well and how often each learner had to 
perform the behavior to master the objective, that is, receive a "go" on the 
objective. 
Performance test measures were evaluated to insure thai each matched the objective. 
Performance items for the MOS courses could not be modified in any way other than simple 
word changes, so objectives were modified to match performance tests where necessary. New 
performance measures, based on the learning objectives, were written for the special topics 
courses. All changes and modifications were submitted to the appropriate government agency, 
e.g., the proponent school, for approval. 
Some enabling objectives (EOs) were deri ved from terminal objectives. Enabling 
objectives were included to break large segments of content down into more manageable skills 
and tasks. These EOs were written as behavior or action statements only and did not include 
conditions or standards statements. The enabling objectives were not used to define mastery of 
the final objective and therefore were not formally tested. Some in-process evaluation items in 
the form of questions or ungraded quizzes were presented to insure that students were masteri ng 
the content. These in-process evaluation measures directly matched the enabling learning skills. 
Learning sequences were established by the Army POls and the Navy course syllabi. 
These were not modified by the course developers. When enabling objectives were written, 
prerequisite relationships among the objectives formed the basis for the training sequence and 
structure among the tasks (see Gagne, Briggs, & Wager, 1989). 
Conditions of Learning 
In order to recommend instructional strategies and media for the objectives, each objective 
was analyzed to determine the instructional requi rements for the different types of objectives 
(Gagne, 1985; see Table 3). For example, concept and rule-using objectives (a subcategory of 
the type of learning called intellectual skills) require the provision of examples and non-examples 
to fac ilitate learning. These examples and non-examples were designed into learning activities 
to help learners distinguish key aspects of the concepts and rules to be learned. Each type of 
learning has different conditions of learning. These conditions of learning are presented in Table 
12. The names of the categories of objectives, e.g., Comprehension, were taken from Bloom 
(1956) and adapted by eyrs and Smi th (1990). 
During the next phase of course design, Development, these conditions of learning were 
translated into instructional methods and strategies. These conditions also provided direction for 
selecting appropriate media to support the instruction. This is a direct application of information 
processing theory and instructional systems design to course design and development (Gagne, 





































CONDITIONS OF LEARNING FOR OIFFEI!ENT TYPES OF LEARNING 
Knowledge Objectives 
• present an advance organizer to provide meaningful Context 
• provide increasingly morc distinctive cues to reduce interference of similar 
learning 
• provide opportunities for repetition 
• use mnemonics or mental images 





use an advance organizer to provide meaningful con tcx t 
provide spaced reviews of information 
help the learner paraphrase ideas and draw inferences and concl usions 
point Qut key differences in ideas, forms, techn iques, and procedures 





provide the learner with examples and non-examples 
present a broad range of distinctive examples 
point out key differences 
demonstrate the rule(s) 





help the learner break the problem down into manageable parts 
help the learner set the parameters for successfu l solutions 
help the learner group ideas into categories 
describe or demonstra te a strategy or solution 





demonstrate the procedure 
practice difficult part-skills separately 
practice the whole procedure 








































Events of Instruction 
A second application of information processing theory to the design phase of this model 
is the use of the events of instruction. The events of instruction support the internal processes 
of learning (Gagne, 1985; sec Table 4). They are presented to learners by either an instructor 
or by instructional methods and/or media. When designing a learning or instruct ional program, 
it is necessary to plan the events of instruction for each objective Of sct of related objectives. 
All nine events do not have to be planned for each objective (Gagne, Briggs, & Wager, 1989). 
Five key events of instruction were designed in to each lesson: 
• Event 3, Stimulating recall of prerequisites 
• Event 4, Presenting stimulus materials 
• Event 5, Provid ing learning guidance 
• Event 6, Eliciting performance 
• Event 7, Providing feedback 
Specifying Methods and Media 
The methods and media produced for this project were designed to be appropriate for 
video teletraining. TNET is a distance education technology system, that is, taken as a whole , 
it is a sophisticated audio-visual package (See Table 9 and 10). For example, it uses a two 
screen system that can use any combination of li ve presentation, video segments, prepared 
graphics, 3-D objects, slides, and computer animation. In addition, computer graphics can be 
displayed as instruction is occurring to make a specific point. Graphics can be generated by the 
mulli -media computer or projected over the ELMO (a graphics stand with a camera) . Graphics 
projected using the ELMO can be used as a presentation medium as the instruction is 
progressi ng. 
In addition to being an A-V package (Romiszowski, 1988), TNET also uses individual 
media, specifically illustrations and graphics, but the system also has the capabili ty of presenting 
video segments, slides, etc. Graphics and illustrations had to be designed to be effective as 
stand-alone media (see Tables 7 and 8) and 10 work in conjunction wilh the enti re system. 
There is general agreement among researchers that there is not one best medium for a 
given instructional task. Rather, there are a number of different media that can perform 
































The course developers used the following recommendations for making initial selections 
of media and methods (See Tables 9 and 10) (Barker & Platten, t988; Bramble, 1990; eyrs & 
Smith, 1990; Ostendorf, 1991: Romiszowski, 1988): 
A. General requirements for any distance lea rning PI'Og '"il lll 
I. Interaction and involvement techniques must be used. 
2. Highly motivating materials are necessary. 
3. Multimedia approaches are desirable. 
4. Feedback opportunities must be designed inlO lessons. 
5. Advance organizers and overviews are neces5<1.ry. 
6. Instruction must be personalized for remote students. 
7. Meaningfulness must be established for the learning tasks. 
8. Materials mUSt be designed 10 take into account (a) who will be administering 
them, i .e., the site facilitator or instructor , (b) where they will be used, e.g., a 
lab, at home, in a classroom, and (c) for what size group, e.g., individual, small 
group, large group. 
B. Specific "cQuirclllcnts for selecting media and methods for VTr programs : 







A student study guide is required. 
A site facilita tor's guide is necessary. 
Typically, questions that will be asked of students over the air should be pre-
planned , although spontaneous questions can also be used. 
Both oil-camera and off- l ine activities and st rategies must be designed. 
Contingency plans must be planned; these mayor may not require additional 
instruct ional strategies and media. 
Students need to be active learners, bu t must not take notes at the expense of 








































C . Specific l'cquirclIlcnts for selection and dcsign of visua ls . Gra phics a nd 








Support the tcxUinformation provided to the learners. 
Present only one or two ideas. 
Include essential and important information. 
Be logically organized to promote major points. 
Use short, concise, active language, especially key words and phrases rather than 
sentences . 
Use color to create interest. 
Use variations in size, shapes , brightness, color for emphasis and for motivation. 
Also use bullets, numbers, or white space to focus allention. 
D. Specific requirements for selecting and designing videotapes. 
Because TNET uses a 256 kbps transmission rate, videotapes had to be specially prepared 
for each course if they were to be used. Only one commercially produced video tape (a Public 
Broadcasting System tape previously developed by FCCI) was used in the HazWaste course. 
This video presented the Hipps Road chemical dumping site in Jacksonville, Florida and was 
suitable for presentation over Tl\'ET. Two videotapes were edited from tapes that were supplied 
with the courseware. One presented content in the 7 1 LI 0 course and the other was a segment 
of a presentation by the Chief of Naval Operations on the topic of TQL. 
The videotapes specifically produced by the FTP for the project were short, single-
concept videotapes , two or five minutes in length. They were produced to make a particular 
point or to demonstrate a single procedure when other materials did not exist or were inadequate 
for teaching the content. 
There were two primary reasons for producing a videotape; a third reason was deemed 
acceptable if one of the first two condi tions were met: 
1. 
2. 
A videotape was produced when it was more effective than a live presentation 
because a procedure could be shown from multiple angles, when the procedure 
would be shown more than once, or when a live presentation might fail or be 
done incorrectly, for example, an experiment. 
A videotape was deemed necessary in the case where an expert or a special selling 























eliminated the need to get a cast together all any panicul3r day for a live 
presentation, or \0 go 10 a particular location. 
Videotaped vigncllcs were developed for motivational purposes, for example, to 
illustrate consequences of incorrect job performance. 
M ilitary Form5 and Equipment 
During this phase of reconfiguralion, the course developers listed (III the military forms 
and equipment needed \0 support the instruction. This list was given to the Military Training 
Specialist at 1ST who was responsible for ordering all military support materials and equipment. 
Procurement of the materials was essent ial for conducting the courses and it was a difficult task. 
These procedures will be discussed in the Implementation Phase of this section. 
Describe E ntl'Y Bc h <l "io l'S 
In order to determine the entry behaviors of the students, a swdent background 
questionnaire was designed. Demographic information and course speci fi c in formation, such as 
prerequis ite skills and previous courses taken in the content area, were requested . The student 
questionnaire was mailed to each student who had pre-registered in the MOS courses. Other 
students completed the questionnaire du ring the first hour of these courses. 
Standard mil itary aptitude scores, such as the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 
(A$YA B) were also intended to be used to determine student entry levels. These were requested 
through the military command structure, however, they were impossible to obtain prior to course 
design. Course design and development were, therefore, based on general student descriptions 
derived from a T PDC database rathe r than on specific individual student data. 
Course Developer and lnstructional Staff Training 
The expert ise of the course developers was discussed in the Analysis Phase of this section 
of this report. Decisions about what to include in course developer training were based largely 
on the course developers' expertise or lack of it. The training for the FCC] course developers 
and the instructional team, e.g. , instructional manager, technical personnel, consisted of four 
two-ta-three day blocks of instruction. The first, second, and third training sessions were 
presented before the reconfiguration process was started; the final blocks of training were 
presented as the courses were being reconfigured. The purposes of the training were to 
accomplish the followin g: 
• provide an overview of video teletrain ing instruction 
• present strategies for reconfiguring courseware 











































teach the course developers the principles of instructional design and development 
introduce the TNET system and iI' s in structional and technical capabil ities 
provide an opportunity for the course developers, who also were the on-camera 
instructors, to practice teach ing in a te1etraining mode and \0 become familiar 
working with the TNET system 
The first block of instruction was presented by Dr. Thomas E. eyrs, New Mexico State 
University. His two-day workshop, Essenria/ Skills for Television Teaching: 771ere is a 
Difference, focused on how to design interactive learning strategies, prepare on-line and off-line 
questions for students, develop word pictures, and produce an interactive swden t study guide. 
He also described the components and processes needed to modify courses for television 
teaching, e.g., pre-planning, course design, and staff training , and he demonstrated how to 
present a positive image on television. 
The second and third blocks of instruction were presented by personnel from the Institute 
for Simulation and Training. The military training specialist presented a short workshop on key 
aspects of mi litary training, e.g., the difference between individual and collective training, and 
the training command structure. He also explained the Army's requirements for Reserve and 
Guard training, IDT vs. ADT, and explained the components of a standard Army syllabus, the 
POI. 
The ISD speciali st presented a series of short (half-day) workshops on basic principles 
of learning theory and instructional design. These included how to analyze and write an 
objective and the purpose and use of the conditions of learning and the events of instruction. 
Principles of media selection and utilization were also presented. Finally, an overview of the 
TNET system and its instructional capabilities was provided. 
Two additional blocks of instruction were presented by the Arm y Extension Training 
Di rectorate (AETD) and the staffs of 1ST and FCC) that (a) provided an in-depth technical 
ori entation to the TNET system and (b) provided practice presenting instruction over the system. 
Personnel from AETD presented a three-day workshop on the technical capabili ti es ofTNET and 
methods to provide quality instruction over the TNET system. The staffs of 1ST and FCC] 
presented a final workshop intended to help instructors "put it all together." During thi s 
workshop, FCC] course developers engaged in microteaching practice sessions. Each course 
developer presented a short segment of instruction in loopback mode (the instruction was not 
transmitted). FCC] personnel taped each presentation for review and critique. 
Personnel Needed During the Design Phase 
The following personnel were required to perform the functions and tasks during the 

































• an instructional designer, 1ST 
• a military training expert , 1ST 
• an instructional manager, FCCl 
• five course developers, one for each course, FCC] 
• five milita ry SMEs/Military Instructional Assis tants (MIA s) 
• experts in tile technology , 1ST and FCCJ 
For Staff Training 
• an inst ructional designer , 1ST 
• a military training expert, 1ST 
• an instructional manager, FCC] 
• a consu ltant in video tCletraining design strategies 
• experts in TNET capabilities and TNET course design stra teg ies 
Summary of the Design Phase 
Refer to Table 11 fo r the tasks included in the Des ign Phase of the adapted model for 
reconfiguration . 
Development Phase 
The purpose of the development phase of the SAT is to produce the training materials that 
will support the terminal and enabling objectives. There are five outcomes during this phase: 
rev iew exi sting materials, revise or develop materials, validate training materials, obtain 
approval , and plan for staff and faculty train ing. 
The SAT and the adapted model are iterative; that is , the fu nctions and processes do not 
occur in one stage only. In the Analysis and Design Phases, the course developers began 
rev iewing materials and planning for course rcconfiguration. Likewise, sta ff trai ning was begun 
during the Design Phase to prepare the course developers for the tasks they had to perform to 
ana lyze the mi litary courseware and to make in itial recommendations for reconfiguring the 








































staff and faculty training. While some validation of training materials was begun during this 
phase, a new phase was added to the adapted model to emphasize the importance of making 
course revisions, and pilot testing and validating the cou rseware. 
During the Development Phase the following key functions were conducted: 





Develop 1e..'1rning activities and strategies 
Produce media including graphics and videos 
Develop lesson plan s 
Develop surrounding materials, e.g .• introduction to tile student 
study gu ide, explanation of audio protocols used during instruction, 
etc. 
• Produce complete instructor guides, student interactive study 
guides, and site facilitator guides 
Obtain Initial Validation and Approval from the Proponent Schools 
Continue Staff Training 
• 
• 
Produce an in-house job aid, 17le Quick Reference Guide to Course 
Conversion for the course developers 
Conduct training for civilian and military si te facilitators and other 
community college personnel involved with implementation 
For each course, the following instructional materials were developed: 
• The Instructor Guide (IG) 
• The Instructional Coordinator Guide (leG) 
• The Interactive Study Guide (1SG) (the student manual) 
• Screen and print graphics, and word pictures 


























Lesson plans were included in the IG and the leG. The lesson plans were developed by 
each course developer . Each lesson plan was based on an objective or sel of objectives identified 
in the POI or syllabus. Included in the lesson plans were the learning activities and strategies, 
the practical exercises, and the graphics and word pictures. The lesson pl :llls included in the IG 
and fCG were identical (lesson plans will be described more fully in a later section). 
Each lesson plan was sc ripted. This enabled tbe instructional coordinators at each site 
to follow the instruction as it was being presented. This was one strategy designed as an 
instructional contingency plan. That is, if the re was an equipment failure , an instructional 
coordinator could present the instruction, reading from his or her manual and lI sing the ELMO 
to project the graphics. 
The process for developing the individual components of the courseware is desc ribed 
below . 
De\'clop Lea r'ning Actil'itics a nd Strategies 
Dllring the Analysis and Design Phases, objectives, learning activities, learning strategies, 
and med ia were reviewed to ascertain their appropriateness for VIT. Practical exercises (MOS 
courses) and suggested activities (special topics cou rses) were categorizcd. Three catcgori es 
emerged: 
• Appropriat e for presenta t ion ove r TNET. These objectives and activities were 
primarily cognitive, had visual media such as graphics , slides, and videotapes 
already produced, and relied on individual, rather than collective , learning 
strategies. 
• Appropriate for off-li ne inst ruct ion. These were objectives and activ it ies that 
had a psychomotor component, reli ed heavily on demonstration, andlor that 
required the use of off-line faCilities, e.g., a lab or a gym, to re.1ch the objective. 
Typically these Objectives could be taught over TNET, but students had to go off-
line to practi ce and demonstrate the skills. Such skills usually required direct and 
immed iate feedback from a si te coordinatOr. 
• Adnptable for TNET pl"csentat ion. Visual sUPPOr! andlor learning activities for 
these objectives was not availab le and had to be developed. 
Learning activities and strategies were developed or adapted using the following 
guidelines (Batey & Cowell, 1986; Cyrs & Smi th, 1990; McCleary & Egan, 1989; Stoffel , 
1987): 
• Practical exercises and other learning activities were redesigned 10 be interacti ve 











































materials (e.g., the ISG) and with other students and lor the instructor (e.g., group 
problem-solving tasks). 
Content present...'ltion and the lext of the POI or the syllabus was adapted fo r VIT. 
The content was scripted using the information from the 1'01 or syllabus. The 
course developers read each section of the POI or syllabus and broke the content 
down into small units (RomislQWski , 1988) called frames. A frame typically 
contained one key concept, one piece of information, or one key idea. Learning 
strategies were then designed to leach the information in a frame or a group of 
frames (See a discussion of the conditions of learning and the events of instruction 
in Gagne. Briggs, & Wager, 1989) and they were designed to promote 
involvement and motivation. 
Instructional feedback was planned (eyrs & Smith, 1990; Howard, 1987; 
McCleary & Egan, 1989; Stoffel , 1987). Students were given on-line quizzes and 
tasks that required students to perform certain skills. Questions and answers were 
wriuen that students would be asked and that related directly to the learning 
objectives. Instructors and site facilitators provided feedback by presenting the 
correct answers (or having a student give the answers) and then either the 
instructor or a student explained why a response was correct or incorrect. 
The following is a li st of learning strategies that met the above guidelines, and 















group work/cooperative learning sessions 
inquiry/discovery exercises 
individualized strategies (e.g., readings, workbooks) 
case studies (on-line and off-line) 
Produce Media Including G raphics a nd Videotapes 
Screen and Pr int Graphics. Three types of graphics were developed and produced for 
presentation . Graphics presented over the TNET system were referred to as screen graphics. 
Graphics presented in the student's interact ive study guide (ISG) were referred to as print 
graphics. 
There were two types of print graphics presented in the ISG: word pictures (Cyrs & 
Smith, 1990) and printed screen graphics. The word pictures were the same as the screen 

































I ! , 
missing words as the instruction progressed (two examples of word pictures are presented in 
Figure 7). Although there is no research thai specifies how often to use word pictures or how 
many words/ideas per picture to leave blank, one word picture was developed for each frame or 
group of frames. Pi lot tests performed during materials deve lopme nt of the word picture concept 
indicated that students could fill in only a few words, two or three, per graphic. Otherwise, 
students missed the instructional message while filling in the word pictures. 
The other type of print graphics was pri nted screen graph ics. These printed graphics were 
exactly the same as the projec ted screen graphics and were used when word pictures were not 






a concept was being bui lt over several frames and a word pictu re was presented 
in the tirst frame 
one sc reen graphic was presemed in several sequent ial frames 
a word piclUre was repeated as a printed sc reen graphic in a later fra me 
another type of visual, slich as a slide , was used on the sc reen 
the screen graphic was informational , e.g., direc ting the student to complete a PE 
or PT, complete an off-line task, take a break, etc. 
Graphics were used extensively in all the courses. The number of sc reen graphics used 
in each course is presented below. Graphics were presented at an average rate of approximately 
40/hour for the on-line VIT presentations for the five courses. Of the screen graphics 
approximately 85 % were a lso produced as word pictures. The other 15 % of the pri nt graphics 













Afler ini tial development, review, and revision of the sc reen graphics and word pictures, 
a production team created the tinal media for use during instruction. The team consisted of the 
course developer, a word processor, an instructional designer, and a graphic artist. 
The followin g ha rdware and software were used to c reate the graphics: 
Hardware: TNET Multi-Media Computer (CompuAdd 420'5) 
TNET ELMO 
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Software: CompuAdd TV 
Arts & letters Deciphcr4 




Freelance software was used to create tbe graphics with some clip art imported from the 
Arts & leiters Decipher4 program. The graphic images were then imported into Aldus 
PageMakc~ to print the student, instructor, and site fac ilitator guides. Media that were already 
produced and were to be printed in the instructional guides, e.g., 35111 111 slides and sti ll video 
images, were captured lIsing CompuAdd TV software, converted \0 bitmap (13MI') images using 
Arts & Letters Deciphe r®, and then imported into PagcMake~ . 
35JllIII Slides. In addition to the screen and print graphics and word pictll res, 35mm 
slides were used in 95810 and HazWaste courses. The courseware from the military contained 
slides that were instructionally appropriate for use. While these could have been projected usi ng 
the ELMO, having all the graphics together in the same computer file was seen as an advantage 
for ease of access, so each 35 mm slide was captured as a graphic image by using the ELMO 
connected to the TNET Multi-Media computer. Thi s was accomplished by putting the sl ide on 
the ELMO and capturing it as a computer file using the CompuAdd TV software program. The 
file was then converted to a "paintbrush" (reX) image using the Arts & Letters Deciphet!> 
software before importing it into the PowerPoinr' program. PowerPoin~ is the software that 
was used to create the "screen shows." The PowerPointl!> screen shows were used to display the 
graphics on the Multi -Media computers so that the instructor could send a graphic to the receive 
sites during inst ruction. This same process was used to capture some still images from video 
tape . The videotape player replaced the ELMO as the input device. 
The quality of the orig inal slides was directly related to the quali ty of screen graphics 
made from the slide. Poor quality slides reprod uce as poor quality graphics. Given poor quality 
slides, it would be best to redesign them as sketches or schematics rather than reproducing the 
slides for use as screen graphics. 
Videotapes. Two different kinds of videotapes were produced: video vigneltes and 
countdown tapes. Countdown tapes were made for each course. These were used to "count 
down" the amount of time given by the instructor to (a) work on off-line activities, (b) complete 
PEs or PTs, and (c) take a break or to have lunch. The countdown tapes were made in segments 
of 15, 30, 60, 120 minutes. 
Three types of video vignettes were made: (a) demonstration or how-Io tapes that showed 
a step-by-slep procedure, e.g., MP searches, (b) off-site si tuations where examples, materiaJs, 
etc. were not readily available or too dangerous or expensive to bring on-site, e.g., handling 
hazardous materials, and (c) motivation, e.g., to show the advantages of performing a procedure 








































except for three: an edited 25 minute tape on the Modern Army Record Keeping System 
(MARKS) used in the 71 LID course, a 19 minute tape of the Chief of Naval Operations for the 
TQL course, and a 2 minute Hipps Road Site. Jacksonville. Florida, videotape produced by 
FCC] for a PBS series, used for the HazWaste course. 
Video vignettes were taped al a location appropriate for tile scene being shot; for some 
scenes, the cantonment area at Camp Blanding Training Site. Florida, was used, e.g., barracks 
were filmed in the background of the 9SBIO tapes. scenes were filmed in a unit supply room for 
76YJO. Some 71LIO sequences were taped in an office on the FCC] downtown campus. The 
videos were shot and edited by the Television Production Department at FCCl. The production 
and editing equipment used to produce the videotape are housed in the television production 
offices and are listed below. 
The video vignettes produced were: 




















2 Sony M-7 chip cameras 
Sony SP portable record decks 
Lights, wireless microphones, and other standard ancillary field 
equipment, such as monitors 
• 
• 
Consumables, such as tape stock and batteries 
Teleprompter (in studio productions) 
The post-production equipment used for editing was: 
• Sony SP editor and decks 
• eEL for DVE (Digital Video Effects) 




Amiga 2500 (Toaster) for character generation and some animation 
Dubs were made on 112 inch VHS decks 






























Design Lesson Plans 
Before the final selection and production of the instructional strategies. media, and 
materials, the course developer wrote a lesson plan. The purpose of writing an initial lesson plan 
was to analyze each lesson before it was produced. 
Each lesson plan was evaluated to determine if (a) key instructional design components 
were included, e.g., objectives, practical exercises, performance tests, interactive and motiva ting 
activities, summaries and overv iews, and (b) if the components worked together 10 enable the 
learner 10 reach the specified objectives. 
Each lesson plan was also analyzed and evaluated to insure that the media selected (a) 
enabled the learner to complete the task specified in the objective (Reiser & Gagne. 1983), (b) 
was an appropriate audio· visual package (Romiszowski, 1988; see Table 9), and (c) used correct 
principles of graphics, illustrations (see Tables 7 and 8) and interactive television (see Table 10). 
Media revisions were made at this stage. 
Finally, each lesson plan was evaluated to determine if the instruction changed pace about 
every 20·30 minutes (Cyrs & Smith, 1990). Changes could be made in the type of instructional 
activity, e.g., from content presentation 10 an on·linc or off·line group or individual activity, or 
the instructor could give students a 15 minute break. Allhough the military usually gives 
students a 10 minute break every hour, the hourly breaks were modified to 15 minute breaks 
every 90 minutes. (This allowed all students at all sites an adequate break lime because some 
students had to go fart her to rest rooms and smoking areas; 10 minutes was not sufficient for the 
students at some sites.) 
A final lesson plan was made up of an objective or task or a group of related objectives 
and tasks. As a general rule, the objective(s) or task(s) that comprised a lesson plan came 
directly from the POI (MOS courses) or syllabus (special topics courses). The lesson plan 
included the followin g components: 
• objective(s) for the lesson 
• the text of the lesson broken down into frames 
• the interactive strategies and media that were designed 
• practical exercises and tests for the lesson 
• drafts of the screen and print graphics and word pictures 
• equipment and materials needed to support the objectives, and 








































In addition, an information sheet adapted from the ones presented in the Army POls was 
included al the beginning of each lesson that included the lesson litle, course name, where the 
lesson was found in the military POI or syllabus, c.g . , Annex A, the training aids and equipment 
needed to support the lesson, instructor's references nceded, the date the lesson was prepared and 
by whom, the objectives of the lesson, and other pertinent introductory information. An example 
of an information sheet is included in Appendix A. 
The text and the graphics that made up the lesson plan from the IG and leG were 
presented in a two~page spread and are read across two pages. An example of a two-page spread 
taken from the 71LlO course is presented in Appendix n. Referring to page one, the instructor's 
directions and Jesson plan are provided. Re.1ding across to page 1 A, the first column presents the 
information that is included in the ISG, in this case the learning objective, the second column 
specifies whether the instnlctor or some support media, e.g, a videotape, will be seen on the left 
or motion screen of the TNET system, and the third column shows the graphic or visual that will 
be seen on the right or static screen of the TNET system. Each section of the guide is called a 
frame and is numbered the same across the two-page spread. Referring to frame 3, the instructor 
was seen on the motion camera introducing the memorandum. Frame 4 also shows the instructor 
on the motion screen presenting content information. On the static screen the student would see 
the graphic. In their ISG, students had a word picture that corresponded to the graphic on the 
screen. 
Del'clop Int eractil'e Study Guide (lSG) 
The lesson elements of the ISG contained two primary elements: word pictures or printed 
screen graphics and a Notes column. The word pictures were the same as the screen graphics 
except that word pictures had key concepts and ideas omitted that students fi lled in as the 
instruction proceeded (sample pages from an ISG are included in Appendix C). 
Design and Development of a Prototype Unit 
A prototype unit was the first unit developed for each course. The prototype unit 
consisted of the lesson plan from the IG, the ISG lesson, and black and white copies of the 
graphics. The prototype unit was used as a model for the development of all other units. Its 
approval by the respective proponent school (MOS courses) or Navy unit (speciallopics courses) 
was essential. 
The prototype unit was developed in the follow ing stages: 
• 
• 
A first draft of the unit was produced by the course developer. 
An internal team of experts reviewed the unit. The learn consisted of the course 
developer, an instructional designer, a military expert , the FCCJ instructional 






































• The course developers and M IAs conducted initial pilot tests of selective 
interacti ve tasks and activities using simulated VTr equipment (the actual 
equipment had not yet been installed at FCCl). 1ST and FCCl staff acted as the 
students. 
• The unit was revised based on the expert review and the pilot test 
• A second review was conducted and corrections and adj ustments were made. 






The MOS prototype units were presented to the respective proponent school at the 
school headquarters (71LlO proponent came to FCC] for the review). The 
proponent school received the unit approximately one week before the visit. The 
Navy organizations tasked with reviewing the materials also had approximately 
one week to review the prolOtype unit. 
Each military group was asked to review the following: 
• the content and doctrinal correctness of the un it 
• the specific instructional strategies and methods that were 
incorporated 
• the graphics used 
• the presentation style presented, e.g., the use of humor, 
conversational tone, etc. 
After the independent review of the unit by the appropriate group. the 1ST/FCC) 
review team and the military unit SME conducted a frame·by·frame review of the 
prototype unit. In reference to the issues listed above (e.g., content, presentation 
style) specific decisions were made about how to develop the remain ing units. 
These specific decisions varied among the various military groups based on 
specific needs and requirements of the particular proponent or Navy organization. 
Changes specified by the proponent school were incorporated into the final version 
of the prototype unit. 
A proofreader made final editing changes. 
Final copies were produced, 
Design and Development of All Uni ts 
Once the prototype unit was developed and approved , all subsequent un its including the 








































Navy reviewers and the expert review team. Because different requi rements had to be met for 
different courses, the course developer for a particular course was charged with insuring that the 
military units' guidelines wefe met. For example, Soldier Support Center (71 L 1 0) requested that 
references to previous or subsequent units be omitted in the courseware so that the units could 
be resequenced or that a unit could be lIsed in another course. The 95810 proponent requested 
that jokes or humor be omitted from the course materials and the graphics, but they gave the 
course developer leeway to use humor during the course delivery. 
Each unit included the same basic components as the prototype unit. The same 
procedures wefe followed for development and review of each unit with two minor changes: 
• A checklist was developed (see Appendix D) and used by the internal review learn 
(lST/FCCJ) to evaluate each unit. The checklist was used to ensure that each unit 
included the necessary basic components: (a) for the lesson plan, e.g., 
objective(s), an introduction, a motivator, conten t frames, seques li nking frames, 
graph ics, word pictures, questions 10 be asked, involvement activities, a summary, 
practical exercises, and performance tests, (b) fo r the instructor's guide, e.g . , 
content presentation strategies and media opt ions, and (c) for the interactive study 
guide, e.g., word pictures and practical exercises. 
• Units were sent to the proponent school or Navy reviewers and were reviewed as 
they were received. A two-week turnaround time was allotted. Necessary changes 
were sent back to the course developer. These were incorporated into the course 
materials. 
Surrou nding Materials 
For each IG, leG, and ISG, a set of materials was needed that introduced all participants 
to the project, to the course, to course personnel, to the TNET equipment, and to the 
instructional processes used in the TNET delivery system. The surrounding materials were 
course specific and therefore varied in length. The surrounding materials for the MOS courses 
were approximately 100 pages long; approximately 60 pages long for the speciallOpics courses 
because the training schedules were considerably shoner for a one-day course. 
Listed below are the major categories of surrounding materials found in the instructional 
guides: 
• Overview of the Florida Teietraining Project 
• Introduction to TNET 
• Introduction to the IG , ICG, or ISG 






























• Introduction to the Course 
• Practi cal Exercises and Tests 
• Network/Technical Information 
• Training Schedule 
Table J3 lists both the categori es and subcategories of the surrounding materials and 
indicates which gu ide (Instructor Guide, Instructional Coordinator Guide, or Interactive Study 
Guide) contains wl1at information. 
Pcnctic:ll Exci-ciscs and PCI'fonllllnce Tests 
For the MOS -awarding courses, the Practi cal Exercises (PEs) and Performance Tests 
(PTs) were not designed or developed by project pe rsonnel. These were provided by the 
respect ive proponent schools to project personnel. The PEs and PTs were not al tered except to 
make minor modifications such as correcting typing errors . The 71 LI 0 proponent school did 
revise all existing PEs fo r the course as part of their scheduled revision cycle and sent them to 
the project for inclusion in the course materials. 
The special topics courses did not have PEs and PTs included in the course materials. 
Inc luded with TQL courseware was one learning activity that was used as an off~li ne exercise, 
The Red Bead Factory, but other activities were developed to match the learning Objectives using 
the procedures outlined earl ier. (The Red Bead Factory is a simulation exercise designed to 
demonstrate the need for TQL in the worJ...'place.) All acti vities were called PEs for consistency 
ac ross the courses. Mastery tests for these two courses, also called PTs for consistency across 
cou rses, were developed from the objectives and were subjected to the content and instructional 
design review procedures outlined earlie r. 
Design and Development of Complete Cour'sc Package 
Once all the units were developed, a complete course package was compiled. A complete 
course package included the follow ing: 
• Print mate rials: the IG, leG, and ISG. Each gu ide was bound in a 3 ~ring 
binder. The surrounding material was included in the fron t of the binder and 
separated by blue tabs. The lessons were incl uded in the next section separated 
by yellow tabs. The final section inc luded any handouts; appendices were 
separated from the lessons with green paper. The number of pages produced for 





















I TABLE 13 I 
I 
COM I'ONENTS INCLUDED IN TI lE SURROUNDING l\'lATERIALS 
10 ICO ISO I 
I Overview of the Florida Tc lct raini ng Project ./ ./ ./ 
Introduct ion to TNET ./ ./ ./ I 
I 
Introduction to the TNET System ./ ./ ./ 
A Brief history of TNET ./ ./ ./ 
Description of the System ./ ./ ./ I 
I Introduction to the 10 ./ Introduction to the ISO ./ 
How to Usc the instructor Guide ./ I 
I 
How to Use the instructor;!.l Coordinator Guide ./ 
The VTT I nstruClo r ./ ./ ./ 
The Military Instructional Assistant ./ ./ ./ I 
I 
The Instru ctional Coordinators ./ ./ ./ 
The Military Coordinators ./ ./ 
Flexibi lity in Inst ruct iona l Delivery ./ ./ 
Break Policy ./ ./ 
I 
I Introduction to the Interactive Study Guide ./ 
Welcome to the Q)urse ./ I 
I 
How to Usc the 1S0 ./ 
Implementing Inst ruction Over TNET ./ ./ ./ I 
I 
Roles and Responsibilities ./ ./ ./ 
Chart of Roles and Responsibilities ./ ./ 
Classroom Protocol ./ ./ ./ 
After Action Review (AAR) ./ ./ I 
I Make-up and Remediation Plans 
./ ./ ./ 
Contingency Plans ./ ./ I 
I 
Introductio n to the Course ./ ./ ./ 
Descript ion ./ ./ ./ 
Course Lesson Sequence ./ ./ ./ 
Course Object ives ./ ./ ./ 
I Netwo rk/Technical Information ./ 
Policies and Procedures ./ 
I 
Troubleshooting ./ 
Instructional Strategies ./ ./ 
I 
Practical Exe rcises and Tests ./ ./ ./ 
Administration ./ ./ ./ 
Checklist ./ ./ ./ 
Student Progress Chart s ./ ./ ./ 
I Training Schedule ./ ./ ./ 
Detailed Training Schedule ./ ./ ./ 
I 
Dates for Performance Tests ./ ./ ./ 
(MOS courses only) 
I JG is the Instructor Guide leG is the Instructional Coordinator Guide 
























Course lQ KQ !.S.G 
71LlO 1272 1272 602 
76Y I0 1179 1189 555 
95810 1161 1235 664 
HazWasle 303 309 166 
TQL 388 394 274 
Pract ical exercises (PEs) and any learning activities that could not be included in 
the ISG, e.g., role play activities, instructional games, and hands-on exercises, 
were packaged in individual manila envelopes. 
All support media, e.g., the computer di sks for the graphics and slides, 
videotapes, charts and posters (71 LlO and TQL), were produced and packaged as 
appropriate for the given media. 
All instructional support materials, e.g. military forms, military pamphlets and 
regulat ions, typing paper, and handouts, were packaged as appropriate , e.g. us ing 
shrink-wrap. 
Performance tests and scoring keys were packaged in individual manila envelopes. 
Checklists were developed for each course during this final production phase to insure that 
al\ the components necessary for implementing the course had been developed and were ready 
fo r use. 
Staff and Instructor T"aini ng 
Train ing for the course developers and FCCJ personnel was begun during the Des ign 
Phase of the project. The training included topics in instructional design, instructional techniques 
for telelraining, how to select and/or develop appropriate media and graphics, the capabilities 
of the TNET system, and teletraining techniques. During the Development Phase of the project, 
the course developers and the MIA s were ac tually producing units of instruction. Formal 
train ing was replaced with "on-lhe-job" training. Corrective feedback and remediation sessions 
were conducted individually as needed. Microteaching sessions were continued; the course 
developers and MIAs pract iced teaching units as they were developed in loopback mode using 
TNET. 
Each cou rse developer was also given a I3-page in-house job aid called nle Quick 
Reference Guide 10 Course Conversion to assist them in (a) developing the units of inst ruction 
and (b) producing the entire course package. The Quick Reference Guide was an abbreviated 
handout of key points and instructional ideas that should be considered when designing military 








































The Guide was used as a job aid or rcady reference for the course development process. 
Topics included in The Quick Reference Guide were: 
• the components to be included in a Jesson plan 
• ideas for designing the Jesson plans 
• guidelines for selecting and using media and instructional strategies 
• key conditions of learning for different types of objectives 
• the events of instruct jon 
• an outline [or converting a unit of instruction 
• 
Piiol Testing 
two checklists that specified the components that had to be included in the IG, 
leG , and ISG. 
A separate funct ion was included in the adapted SAT model that addresses revlsmg 
instruction. These functions will be discussed in more depth in the Revise Instruction Phase of 
this section of the report. 
During the Development Phase, two types of pilot testing and revision were conducted: 





assess tile viability of conducti ng some activities over TNET, for example 
instructional games that would require extensive use of the microphones 
tryout the word picture concept, specifically to determine how many 
words should be omitted from a frame, and 
determine the adequacy of the graphics in terms of color used, size of 
print, etc. 
A prototype unit was sent to each proponent school (MOS courses) or U.S. Navy 
































Personnel Needed Du ring the Development Phase 
The following personnel were required 10 perform the functions and tasks during the 
Development phase: 
• an instructional designer, 1ST 
• a military training expert, 1ST 
• an instructional designer, FCC)"' 
• a logistics manager, FCC) 
• an instructional manager. FCC) 








five military SMEs* (called Military Instructional Assistants-MIAs) 
expens in the technology. 1ST and FCC) 
graphic artists"' 
word processors'" 
an editor and proofreader'" 
TV studio personnel who ran the equipment during microteaching 
sessions· 
video technicians for shooting and editing the video vignettes and making 
the countdown tapes" 
The personnel above, who are marked with an asterisk, joined the project during this 
phase. An instructional designer was added to the FCC] team to review and revise course 
materials and to coordinate some efforts among the course developers, graphic artists, and word 
processors. The graphic artists, word processors, and an editor/proofreader were added to 
develop all the print materials and to produce the graphics. During the peak development phase 
(a two-mon th period), approximately eight full-time word processors and fOUT graphic artists 
were working on the project. Personnel were also added to produce the videotapes and to 








































Summar), of the Development Phase 
During this phase of the reconfigurat ion effort, the course materials were developed. 
Print materials, including Ihe IG, l eG, and ISG, were developed and produced. AJI media and 
support materials, including graph ics, videotapes, and learning activities were also produced . 
At the end of this phase of the project all the development and production work was completed. 
Table 14 summarizes the activities completed during the Development Phase. During the next 
stage, Implementation, the activities related to actually conducting the course were undertaken. 
Implementation Phase 
According to the SAT, implementation involves the separate and related functions of 
preparing for and conducting training. Since conducting training is beyond the scope of this 









acquiring military materials and equipment 
acquiring instructional equipment 
scheduling labs and facilities at the remote sites for instructional activities 
organizing for instruction, e.g., planning fo r contingencies, the After Action 
Review (AAR), and flexibility in presentations 
preparing paperwork and record keeping to be used during instruct ion, e.g., 
visitor's logs and TNET logs 
producing sufficient quantities of course materials 
delivering the courseware to the remote sites 
• staff training to prepare for implementation 
Acquil"ing Military Materials and Equipment 
During the Design Phase of the reconfiguration process, the military pals and syllabi 
were examined to determine what mil itary materi als and equipment were required to implement 
each course. The military materials were ei ther standard Army forms or publications, e.g., 
regulations and pamphlets. All the MaS-awarding courses required military materials. Only 
one course, 95BI0, required military equipment. One special topicS course, TQL, needed 

















I TASKS PERFORMED DURING THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE I 
I • Develop all learn ing activiles and st rategies I 
I • Produce all media including graphics, word pictures, and video tapes I 
I • Develop all lesson plans for the Instructor Guide (IG) and Instructional I Coordinator Guide (lCG) 
I • Develop the Interactive Study Guide (ISG) I 
I I • Develop a prototype unit for each cou rse 
I I • Obtain val idation and approval of the prototype unit from the appropriate 
I mi litary unit I 
I • Develop all units based upon military input I 
I • Write surrounding materials that were included in the IC, leG, and ISG I 
I • Prepare/Obtain all practical exercises (PEs) and performance tests (PTs) I 
I • Develop the complete course package of materials for each course I 



























During the Implementation phase. the materials and equipment were ordered. The initial 
list of materials and equipment was reexamined to determine if any modifications to the list were 
needed due to the adapt ion of the courseware for tcictraining, e.g., deletions or additions. Once 
a final list was compiled, the per student requirements of the mi lita ry materials were multiplied 
by the maximum number of students that could be accommodated per course to determine the 
total number of blank fo rms and publ ications required. 
The standard Army forms and publications used for instruction werc ordered directly from 
the U.S. Army Publications Distribution Center (USAPDC) in Baltimore, Maryland. The forms 
and publicat ions were ordered using the standard Army procedure outlined in Chapter 12, sect ion 
IV of AR 25-30, The Army Integrated Publishing and Printing Program. There were 25 
different forms and publications ordered for tile three MOS courses. 
The publicat ions and blank Army forms were ordered through DITRA. Following the 
third request for publications, the USAPDC made provisions to set up a special account fo r the 
project for future publications requests . 
Obtaining the ancillary course support materials proved to be a problem given the time 
constraints caused by the project's delivery schedule. However, provisions were made for the 
ITP to get special priority. Without thi s priority , and on a routine basis for other such course 
development projects for the military, obtaining the materials and forms would have been a 
significant problem. 
Publications that were out of stock or were not stocked by the USAPDC were locally 
reproduced if it was possible. When the length of the documents prohibited full document 
reproduction, the FCC} course developers and SMEsfMIAs reviewed the documents they had 
been using for course reconfiguration and extracted and reproduced necessary sections. 
In addition to military materials , Ihe 958 I 0 course required the use of military equipment 
such as MP clubs and hand irons. A list of these items, by National Stock Number (NSN) and 
Nomenclature , was compiled. The total amount of equipment needed and the amount needed 
at each remote site was included on the list. This list was given to the 81st Army Reserve 
Command (ARCOM), which was tasked by Second Army to provide logist ical support . The 81st 
ARCOM then tasked lhe 339 151 USARF Schools to obtain the equipment on hand receipt for the 
classrooms in their respective a reas of responsibility. 
The Practical Exercises and Performance Tests for the MOS courses were not developed 
by the project. They were obtained directly from the respective proponent schools. The PEs 
and PTs for 71LIO were sent directly to FCC] by the Soldier Support Center (SSe). These 
materials had been updated especially for the project to reflect proponent directed changes to the 
existing courseware. Sufficient copies were sent for all students. 
The PEs and PTs fo r the 76Y10 course were photocopies of the originals that were 



































shelf copies nor access to reproduction faci lities, FCCJ reproduced sufficient copies of the 
materials for student use. 
The 95B10 Proponent furnished FCCJ with sufficient copics of the written PEs and PTs 
for each student. Procedures for grading the PTs were ahered to accommodate the evaluation 
component of the project, e.g. , hard copics of all student tests and scores were needed , so 
add itional scoring sheets were reproduced. 
All PTs for Ihe MOS-awarding courses were locked in a metal cabinet provided at each 
site to insure test security_ The Military Site Coordinator (MSC) at each site was responsible 
for removing and administering each tes t and insuring that lest security was mainta ined. 
The only additional resource needed for implementation was for the TQL course. The 
U.S. Navy did not have enough copies of the Red Bead Factory exercise to lend them to the 
projecl. A private vendor was located; five copies of the exercise were ordered from Michael 
A. Johnson, Cupertino, CA. 
Acquiring Instructional Eq uipment 
Each remOle site was assigned the responsibility to acquire the ancillary instructional 
equipment needed for course implementation. The following equipment was needed for the 
duration of the project: 
• a bookshelf to house the instructional materials 
• access to a video tape player and monitor to show any tapes not presented over 
TNET (particularly for the purposes of student remediation and make+up). 
Additionally, course specific equipment was nceded. An equipment list was sent to each 
remote site and they were tasked with providi ng the equipment for the project. An example of 
the kinds of equipment needed foll ows: 




15 Electri c T ypewriters 
I + 2 Microfi che Readers (these were not included in the POI, but an 
activity developed by the course developer required students to use the 
readers) 
76Y IO, Unit Supply Specialist 








































• 951310. Military Police 
• Lockable Cabinet 
• 6 Gym Mats 
• Fire Arms Training System (FATS) (One si te, Valencia Community 
College did not have access to FATS; the video, "Deadly Force," from 
the FCC) audio-visual collection, was shown over TNET to Vee). 
Scheduling Labs and Facilit ies at the Remote SHes for lnstructional Acth'itics 
Additional space requirements were needed for the 95B10 course. For example, during 
the self-defense unit, students had to demonstrate MP search procedures (such as the prone 
search) that required more space than was available in the classrooms. In addition, an 
automobile was needed at each site for the vehicle search lesson. Each remote site designated 
space and resources for the practical exercises and for the performance tests for any unit that 
required it. Necessary scheduling arrangements were made by each site. 
Because typing instruction is included in the 7 1LIO course, a decision was made to use 
a typing lab for this instruction. This was not feasible because some sites did not have ready 
access to a typing lab. Each site, therefore, brought typewriters into the classroom; all practica1 
exercises and performance tests were conducted there. The 71 LI 0 POI specifies that typewriters 
rather than word processors are to be used when conducting the course. 
O rganizing for Instruction 
During this phase of the process, several plans were developed to insure that the 
instruction was continuous and effective in the event that forces outside of project control, such 
as equipment failures, transmission outages due to inclement weather, or student absences, 
occurred. While these plans were made primarily for the two·week MOS courses, they were 
modified and used for the one-day special topics courses. 
First, a series of contingency plans was established (see Willis, 1989). Nine specific 
contingencies were planned to accommodate events as varied as loss of audio at only one site to 
a long-term, system-wide failure. These contingencies were published in the IG and leG. In 
the event of a failure of any kind, the instructional coordinator at each si te knew precisely what 
to do to continue with the instruction. An example of the contingency plans used with the 9SB 10 
course is included in Table IS. The TNET system had an overall reliabili ty of 99+% for all 
five courses so the contingency plans were rarely used. 
Second, an After Action Review (AAR) was planned. It was scheduled at the end of each 
instructional day. The purpose of the AAR was to discuss what happened each day, specifically 
what went right, what went wrong, and what, if any, changes needed to be made in the 
instructional process or in the procedures. Also, preparations for the next day's instruction were 
































CO NTINGENCY PLA NS 
Ahhough every reasonable (and affordable) allempt is being made 10 ensure contInuous course dehve!,)' during 
instructional periods. contingency plans hllve been developed in elise of loss of power. network or equipment 
failures. II.nd other unforeseeable events. 
I . Origination Sile is down, 
2. FCCJ2 is down. 
3. Origination si te IlfId FCC12 are down , 
4. SPJC and /or Vee is do .... rn, 
S. A system-wide failure occurs. 
6. A long-term sile failure occu rs. 
7. Audio only (for any or all si tes), 
8. Graphics Computer failure. 
9. VTf Instructor absence. 
FCCJ2 will be used . (Instructi on will occur wilh srudents in 
the classroom.) 
Origination si te will be used. (Students will be moved \0 
the TV sludio.) 
Designated on-sile activities will be employed . 
Make-up videotapes of the instruction mi ssed will be sent 
via ovemight m:lil 10 that site. Conference lime (for 
questions and clarification of points) wi ll be sche()u led on an 
as-needed basis following instruction periods, or telephone 
instructions will be provided requesti ng on-site instructors \0 
proceed with printed or practice activities. 
In case of an extended disruption of the network, the 
procedures 10 number 5 will be used and , if needed . those 
wi ll be backed up by videotape . 
The Military Site CoordinAtor at each site wilt use the lesson 
materials in their guide to leach the lesson. The ELMO can 
be used as an overhead projector to display the graphics. 
The VTf Instructor wilt contact each coordinator by 
telephone to convey directions. 
A mili ta ry instructo r wi[[ be assigned or relocated at any 
given si te. to that site for on-site instruction. Videotapes of 
the telet raining will be provided the nex t day fol lowing 
instruction. 
Instruction continues wilh srudents following the sequential 
activities in thei r Interactive Study Guide. 
The site coordinators will use transparencies to continue 
instruction. 
Switch to back-up computer. 








































the instruction. The scheduled participants in the AAR were the instructional coordinators (lCs), 
the MSCs, the M IA. the FCCJ instructional manager, and chairing the conference, the VTI 
instructor. 
The procedures followed for the AA R were that the ICs were asked to follow the 
instructional text in their leG as the instruction was being presented over the network. Since 
the inst ruction was presented live and the text was presented rather than read exactly as it was 
scripted, the ICs were asked 10 monitor the alterations made during inst ruction and were asked 
to discuss the effect iveness of any changes made during the AA R as well as 10 discuss the 
instructional events of the day. 
T hird, procedures were formalized for any make-up and remediation that students might 
need. A make-up session was provided for students who were absent due to illness or an 
emergency. A remediation session was provided i f a student was having academic di fficulties. 
For example, back-up video tapes were made of each day 's lessons. These could be shipped 
overnight to the remote si te(s) if a student needed to view them. Other methods of make-up and 
remediation included getting notes from classmates to fill in the word pictures, reading the lesson 
plan in the Instructional Coordinator Guide (lCG), and scheduling a study hall and/or a 
teleconference with the video teletraining instructor. 
Finally, a detailed training schedule was developed and produced for inclusion in the ISG , 
IC, and ICG. It was developed by the military training specialist at 1ST based on input from the 
instructional manager at FCCJ. The final schedule was produced in fou r versions, one for each 
remote si te that i llcluded site speci fic in formation, e.g., room numbers, and one for the overall 
network. Included in each schedule was the lime allotted for: 
• each instructional lesson, including PEs and PTs, 
• military formations 
• network start-up 
• make-up and remed iation 
• the After Action Review (AAR) 
• breaks and lunch 
Prepare Record Keeping and Paperwork 
During instruction, records were kept on students for the military so thai students could 
be awarded the MOS or could attain a certificate of completion of a course. Records were also 
kept for the purposes of evaluating the project. All record keeping forms were prepared during 









































Attendance records and the in-class sign-in sheet 
Performance test achievement records 
Grading or scoring sheets not included in the courseware, e.g .• 10 record pretest 
scores 
• Military forms fo r tracking vi si tor's 10 the classrooms. i.c .. The USARF Visitor ' s 
Log 
• Logs 10 track the use and efficiency of the equipment, i.e., the TNET Log 
Producing nnd OeJi\'cr ing COIII-scware to the R(' lIIote Sites 
The maximum studCnI load per si te was established al 15 to insure a high level of 
inlcraclivity at each site and among students al the sites . This number was multiplied by the 
number of si tes (three for the MOS courses and three, fouf. or fi ve for the special topiCS courses) 
to determine how many copies of the ISG were needed. Two leGs were produced fo r each site . 
Several extra copies of the IG and l eG were also produced for each course. These were sent 
to the sites for visitor use. For anyone course, with three sites , a minimum of 52 copies of the 
ISG, 11 copies of the leG , and six copies of the Ie were produced. Also produced were copies 
of any PEs and all the forms and paperwork for each si te. 
In addition to the course materials produced for the sites, copies of the courseware we re 
produced for various govern ment agencies, e.g., TN ET, T RADOC, DITRA , the proponent 
schools, and for the project part icipants, e.g. , 1ST and the community colleges. 
During the initial stages of producing tile materials, a non-profit agency, PRIDE, was 
contracted to perform the tasks of xeroxing, collating, and binding the course materials. Th is 
proved unworkable due to the very tight product ion schedule so an in-house produc tion center 
was set up at FCCL Temporary personnel were hired to be in charge of the logistic of 
producing, boxing, and mailing or delivering the courseware to lhe si tes. 
All courseware was delivered to the remote si tes one week before the course began. A 
checkl ist of course materials was inc luded with each shipment. The Instructional Coordinator 
at each site checked the delivery to insure that all the matcrials were included. Any miSSing 
items werc shipped from FCC) to the site via one or two-day delivery. 
Staff Training 
Previous staff training was conducted primarily for the course developers, who were also 
the video teletraining (VTf) instructors, the SMEs (who became the military on-camera 








































were involved in the design and development of the courses, the use of the TNET system, and 
the on-camera presentation of the instruction. 
Duri ng the Implementation Phase of the project. staff training was conducted fOf all 
project personnel at the origination and remote sites (see the l ist in the next section, Personnel 
Needed Duri ng Implementation). There were two types of training. 
The first was large group training held al FCC) . The primary purpose of this train ing was 
to (a) explain the roles and responsibiliti es of all project part ici pants and to (b) have project 
personnel al each site work together to form a learn for implement ing the instruction. The large 
group sessions for all projec t participants were conducted on 3-4 August 1992 and on 29-30 
August 1992 . Two sessions were needed 10 allow for all project partici pan ts to receive the 
training. The agenda for this training was: 
• Welcome and Int roductions 
















Classroom Protocol and Practice 
Roles and Responsibilities Overview 
Policies and Procedures (e.g., for operating the network, for visitation and 
observation) 
Small group work by functional roles , e.g., technicians, site coordinators, etc. 
Overv iew and Demonstration of Instructional Strategies 
Overview of Contingency Plans 
Procedures fOT Make-up and Remediation 
Evaluation and Data Collection Responsib ilit ies 
Putting It All Together 
• The A fte r Action Review 









































The second type of training was Over-tile-Network Training. The purpose of this training 
was (0 have all project participants in place, that is at the origination and the remote si tes, to (a) 
plan for course and instructional delivery and (b) 10 practice technical and instructional uses of 
the system. 
A schedule was made for each Over-the-Network training session and was distributed to 
all projec t personnel. The instructional and military coordinators and the technicians at each site, 
the VTT instructor, the M IA, the instructional manager and the technical team from FCCJ, and 
the instructional design expert from 1ST were present at these sessions. There WCfC 
approximately ten sessions per course for the MOS courses; five for each special topics courses. 
During these sessions, project personnel were informed of any instructional changes, 
practiced using the equipment, practiced the classroom protocols set up during the group training , 
clarified roles and responsibilities, and in general prepared for course delivery. 
Tra in ing Techn ica l Personnel. The engineers and technicians received both formal and 
informal training in the operation ofTNET. First, a representative from AETDITNET presented 
instruction at FCCl after the ori gination site was installed. A two-day workshop on the 
configu ration of the equipment, its capabilities, and troubleshooting techniques was provided. 
Practice sessions using the equipment were provided and a TNET handbook with flowcharts of 
the troubleshooti ng procedures was given to each member of the technical learn at each remote 
site. 
Second, when the equipment at each site was installed, the installer worked individually 
with the technicians at each site to insure their ability to use the equipment. Personali zed and 
individualized practice wi th the equipment was provided. 
The technical pe rsonnel also attended the group training session on 3 - 4 August 1993. 
Personnel Needed D uring Implementa t ion 
During this phase of the project all personnel needed to cond uct the instruc tion and all 
personnel involved with the logistics of prodlJcing and deliveri ng the courseware were in place. 
The personnel requirements for this ph?se were extensive. 
The primary task of planning for implementation was to specify the roJes and 
responsibilities of various personnel for the de livery of instruction and to prepare them to 
perform thei r roles (See Table 16). The key roles of personnel included, at a minimum, the 
fOl lowing: 
lnstruction 
At {he origination site, the primary person responsible for content presentation was the 


































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -TABLE 16 
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
Origination Site Remote Silcs 
vrr Instructor Military VJT Instructor I nstructional Coordina tor Military Si te Coordinator 
Reconfigures milita ry 0 A~s isl s vrr instructo r 0 Directs all o n-site 0 Takes altcnd ancc 
, 
I 
courseware fo r VIT act ivi ties I 
0 Answers military 0 Contro ls studen t 
Serves as primary questions 0 Distributes handouts behavior 
instructor and materials 
0 Prese nts instruction as 0 Maintain visito r logs 
Prese nts co nt ent and requested by VIT 0 Directs/controls audio 
gmphi<;!; instructor at remote site 0 Updates remOle site 
trainin g schedule 
Directs VlT activit ies 0 G r;H.lcs tests and PEs 0 Coordinates questions 
as needed 10 origin:lIio n site 0 Participates d.1i ly 
Explains PEs and AAR 
p rovides fccdb.-.ck 0 Acts as co ntent expert 0 Leads discussio n 
groups 0 Identi fies stuuenls 
Paces instruction 0 Acts :IS NCO IC needing remcd i.1 1 help 
0 Participates in daily 
Conducts dai ly AAR 0 Di rect s remediat ion AAR 0 Monitors student 
plogress 
0 ik'COmes the vrr 
insl ructor when bato n 0 Assisls inst ruction:!1 
is passed coord in:nor in 
remediation, I 
0 Directs rcmed iat ion, makeups, and I 
makeups, and contingency plans 
conli nge ncy pl ans 
9SH ON LY 
0 DircctS/ev;\ lu:ncs PEs. 
0 Securcs government 
instruct io nal ! 
eq uipmen t 


















the M IA del iver some of the content. At each remote site, a community college site coordinator , 
the Instructional Coordinator OC) was needed as the instructor of record for each course. The 
Ie also per formed some of the off-line inst ructional roles. For the MOS courses, a MSC was 
also required. 
The MSC was responsible for record keeping, adhering to the off-camera course 
schedule, distributing and main taining inst ructional materials (c.g ., regulations, pamphlets), 
evaluating off-line exercises, sending course materials back 10 the VTr instructor, and conferri ng 
wilh the on·camera instructor, elc. For the 95BIO course, the MSC also performed some 
instr uctional roles and graded some off· line activit ies. The Ie performed these roles during the 
one-day special topics courses. In these courses, students were not being formally certified so 
the military role could be performed by community college personnel. 
Technic.'l l 
Technical personnel were required at both the origination site and at each remote site. 
At the origina tion site a team of engineers and technicians was needed who had direct phone 
access to TNET Network Control Center (NCC) and who were experts in the system as a whole 
and with TNET. They were responsible for insuring that the system was function ing prope rl y. 
At the remote sites, a technic ian and an assistant (as a backup) were required. Their purpose was 
to insure syslem viability at their site and 10 maintain contact with the origination site and the 
other remote si tes. 
Management 
Both civilian and military personnel were requi red to manage different aspects of the 
instruction. For the MOS courses, the MSC was responsible for taking attendance, and insu ring 
that appropriate forms were completed. The MIA graded the PTs for 71LlO and 76YIO; the 
MSC graded the PTs for 95310. An instructor of record from each community college, the 
inst ructional Coordinator (IC), was needed at each remote site. For the special topics courses, 
the IC performed the roles previously per formed by the MSC. 
The IC was responsible for insuring that the communi ty college standards were met. Thi s 
was specifically in regard to providing c redit, but this person also provided non· instructional 
support, e.g., opening the door and coordinating wi th the technical personnel. 
The community cotlege Ad ministrative Point of Contact (POC) was responsible for 
overseeing and coordinating the project activities at the remote sites with the lead institution, 
FCCl . 
A fac ilities coordinator was direct ly responsib le for the remOie site, e.g., scheduling and 
providing access to the designated classroom as needed during (he project The facilities 








































arranging for xeroxing to be done if it was needed, receiving and sending mail, insuring that a 
technician was at the sites, etc. 
The list below is a summary of the personnel needed during this phase of reconfiguration: 
• Origination Site (FCC)) 
• VTT Inst ructor 
• Military Instructional Assistant (MIA) 
• Network/Technical Personnel 
• Each Remote Site 
• Instructional Coordinator (Ie) 
• Military Site Coordinator (MSC) (MOS courses only) 
• Site Technician/Back-up 
• Facilities Coordinator 
• Administrative poe 
• Personnel Conducting Staff and Technical Training 
• Instructional Designer, 1ST 
• Mili tary Training Expert . 1ST 
• Instructional Manager, FCC] 
• Network Manager, FCC] 
• Chief Engineer and Network Technicians, FCCl 
• Logistics 
• Logist ics Manager, FCCJ 
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Summar)' of t he Implementation Phase 
During this phase of the reconfigurat ion process, the tasks associated with preparing for 
the delivery of the courses were performed. These tasks included ordering and acquiring military 
forms, materials, and equipmcni . acquiring instructional equipment, scheduli ng labs and 
facilities, organizing for instruction, including making contingency plans and preparing detailed 
training schedules, preparing all the paperwork and record keeping forms that were needed, 
producing and delivering of a1\ cou rseware 10 Ihe remote siles, and conducting staff training to 
prepare all project personnel for the delivery of the courses. Table 17 summarizes these tasks. 
R{' \'ise Insln lcl ion Phase 
The SAT includes a revise instruction function in the Development phase of the model. 
In the adapted model, Revise Instruction, was made a separate phase of the reconfigurarion 
process to high ligh t its importance. Several rev is ion and validation cycles were performed 
during the reconfiguration process. 
The functions of the Revise Instructi on phase are not discreet, but con tinuous. The major 
activ ities of Revise Instruction are presented within the context of other phases of the adapted 
SAT model. 
Analys is Phase 
During this phase, there was no revision of the inst ruction by project personnel because 
the five courses were assigned to the project. While instructional components of the courses 
were analyzed, no changes were made at this point in the process. 
Design Phase 
Dllring th is and the previous phase, the POI and syllabi were evaluated to determine if 
there was a match between objectives, test items, and instructional st rategies and media. For the 
MOS courses. minor modifications to the wording of the objectives. performance test items, and 
practical exercises were made, but no other revisions were allowed by the proponent schools and 
TRADOC because of certification issues. The 71 LI O proponent did revise their performance 
tests and practical exercises in part because of the analysis of the courseware performed by 
project personnel, 
For the special topics courses, the learning objectives, performance ilems, and global 
media and instructional strategy selections were wrillen, modified, and aligned as necessary to 
















































TASKS PERFORME D DURING TH E IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 
Acquire military materials and equipment 
Acquire instructional equipment 
Schedule labs and facilities at the remote sites 
Organize for instruction, e.g., establish cont ingency plans, plan the AAR, 
establish procedures for make·up and remed iation 
Prepare all record keeping and paperwork 
Produce and deliver all courseware to the remote sites 



































Most of the course revisions occurred during 1his phase and during the Implementation 
phase. A key strategy used when developing the instruction was to keep the instruction "Jean." 
That is, the instruct ion was developed in an abbreviated fashion so that it could be easily 
modified. For example, all graphics in Ihe review materials were first developed in black and 
white. This allowed revisions to be made before the expensive final color versions were 
produced. 
Major revisions to the courseware were made afler several rounds of feedback were 
obtained. This was also a cost effective measure. There were twO revision cycles. The first 
revision was made after the review by the expert review team (1ST and FCCJ) and after selected 
interactive tasks and activities were field tested. The second revision was made after the 
proponent school review. 
Two types of feedback were gathered: process and product. Process feedback included 
information about the readability and vocabulary level of the print materials, the adequacy of the 
graphics and their appropriateness in relationship 10 the lext , the appropriateness of the 
instructional strategies and media for the aud ience. content. and delivery system , the motivational 
level of the materials , elc. Product feedback included student performance measures or, stated 
another way, the ability of the courseware to produce the desired OUlcomes. 
The data collec ted during the Development Phase were process data; data were not 
collected from students because there were none available. Rather , ex pert reviewers evaluated 
the courseware and made suggested revisions. The reviewers were instructional design experts, 
military training experts, experts in the technology, and military SMEs. Since the complete 
courseware package was not pilot tested with sllldents prior to the first course delivery 
(Brenneman, 1989) , product (performance) data was not directly obtained; content experts did 
a "paper" evaluation of this aspect of the courseware during course reviews. 




All course materials were reviewed by two instructional designers (1ST and 
FCCJ), the course developer, the MIA, a military training expert, and a graphic 
artist. A large part of this review assessed the adequacy of word pictures. These 
were evaluated to dete rmine if too many were being used, if there were too many 
blanks to fill in, if students would miss part of the contenl while filling in the 
blanks, and if the word pictures adequately supported the conten t presentation. 
No modifications were made at this time. but the results guided the development 
of fu ture word pictures. Needed ch.tnges were made after later review cycles. 
As soon as the equipment was installed, selected instructional strategies such as 












































tried out to assess the viability of the strategies and media for use over the TNET 
system. These representative tasks were tried ou t with reviewers acting as 
students. 
Using firsl draft materials, the capabilities of TNET were also assessed. 
Questions such as how fast the graphics were transmilled, how difficult it was to 
focus Ihe camera on different size graphics, and how long it took the instructor 
to "pass the baton" and to go from one remote site to another were among the 
information needed to adapt good instnlClionai materials to TNET. 
After the initial review and first revision cycle, the prototype un it and then all 
subsequent units were sent to the respective proponent schools or Navy rev iew 
team for feedback. All comments were reviewed by the course developer and 
each inst ructional unit was revised. 
Concurrently with the print review cycle, the graphics were reviewed using 
TNET. Since the color palettes for the graph ics computer system and the TNET 
system did not correspond, each graphic was evaluated for color correctness. 
During this review, each graphic was also evaluated to make sure it was the right 
size for the TNET monitor. The graphics were corrected at this point. 
After both review cycles, the complete revised course package was sent to each 
of the proponent schools or the appropriate Navy unit for approval. The complete 
paCkage was also sent to DITRA and 1ST for review. The complete course 
package included the ISG, IC, ICG, all print black and whi te copies of graphics 
and visual materials, and any support media, e.g., videotapes. 
Final modifications of the courseware prior to course delivery were made at this point. 
Implementation Phase 
Plans were made for collecting data to revise or mod ify the courseware during course 
delivery. A pilot test site, called an Intensive Sile, was set up at the FCC] remole site. This 
site, called FCCJ2, was located upstairs in the same building as the origination site, called 
FCC] 1. Evaluators could move between the two siles in less than a minute. FCC]2 had a one-
way mirror that allowed evaluators to observe, evaluate, and critique the instruction. The benefit 
of the Intensive Site being at FCC] was that the course instructor could be immediately advised 
of any course revisions that were needed. 
Students at FCCJ2 were not shown the origination site. This was done to insure that the 
Intensive Site was exactly like the other two remote sites. 





































• To make im mediate changes 10 Ihe instruct ion and the delivery process as 
necessary 
• To gather data that could be lIsed 10 develop or modify the courses sti ll being 
developed . 
During thi s Phase, data were collected from both the students and the site coordinators 
during the MOS courses. Evaluators from 1ST also observed the instruction and collected data. 
Three types of student data were collected . Product or achievement data were collected 
after the students took individual performance lests (PTs) and after they performed on practical 
exercises (PEs). Process data were collected from all students. Each student tilled out a 
quest ionnaire and a random group of studCIlIS was interviewed. 
Each student completed the same questionnaire twice: once after the first lesson, and then 
again after the first lesson that included a PT or PE. Students were asked a series of questions 
about the written materials, e.g .. if the purpose of the instruct ion was clear, if the materials were 
at an appropriate reading level, if the directions were clear. if the word pictures helped them 
learn the content, etc. Students were also asked questions about the instruction as it was 
presented over TNET. For example, students were asked if they had a chance to in teract with 
the instructor and other students, if the interactive study guide (ISG) and the content presentation 
were compatible, i f the lesson presentation was at an acceptable quality level, if they were able 
to use the components, e.g., the microphones, and if and how well they liked or disliked the 
instruction . 
During the second administration of the questionnaire, the same set of questions was 
asked with the addition of questions specifically about the adequacy of the PEs and the clari ty 
of the directions given for the PT. The intent of these questions was to compare them to the 
product (achievement) data gathered at the end of the unit or lesson. 
Several students were also randoml y chosen to be interviewed . Each in terview was based 
on the student's responses to answers given on thei r questionnaire. Students were asked to 
elaborate andl or clari fy their respon ses. 
The instructional coordinators, both civilian and military, were also interviewed. The 
coordinators were asked if their roles and responsibil i ties were clear to them , if all the materials 
they needed were 011 hand, if they noticed any students having problems and what they did about 
that, if they had any suggestions for improving or revising the instruction, and what their 
assessment was of the components of the lesson, e.g .• the written materials, the off-line 
activities, interaction patterns, etc. 
In addition, an 1ST evaluator observed the instruction as it was being presented. Twenty-











































the number of on-line vs. off-line activities 
instructor lise of sound instruc tional principles. e .g . , content examples, 
summaries . lesson overviews 
• whether or not the instructor was able to operate the TNET equipment 
• the number of questions that were asked and to whom, e.g., student [0 instructor, 
student to site coordinator. instruclOr to student 
• student behaviors. e.g., enjoyment, excitement, confusion, puzzlement 
A frequency count with narrative summary or tile instructiona! events was recorded. This 
was used to discuss and modify, if needed. the instructional events of the lesson. 
Finally, an After Action Review (AAR) was held each day after the instruction was 
completed. The Ie and MSC at each of the three remote sites, plus the VTT instructor, the MIA 
and the Instructional Manager at FCCl met daily over the network to discuss the day ' s activities 
and plan for the following day. A simple one·page form asked the site coordinators to (a) rate 
the quality of the lesson each day, e.g., lesson presentation. student motivation, student 
interac tion with the VTT instructor, the instructor's use of graphics/chart s, wise use of available 
time, and classroom exercises and (b) to summarize an y comments they might have about the 
instruction. These were used to provide daily feedback to the VTT instructor and the MIA and 
to adjust the instruction as needed. 
Personnel Needed During the Revise Instruction Phase 
Personnel Needed to Deli ver Instruction During the Re\'ise Instruction Phase 
• Origination Site (FCC)) 
• VTT Instructor 
• Military Instructional Assistant (MIA) 
• Network/Technical Personnel 
• Remote Sites 
• Instructional Coordinator 
• Military Site Coordinator (MOS courses only) 





































Additionn l Persollilel Needed for Va lidat ing and Revising !\'J nter inls 
• Evaluation expert, 1ST 
• Instructional designer. 1ST 
• Military training expen, 1ST 
• Instruct ional Manager, FCC] 
• Network Manager. FCC] 
• Respecti ve proJX>nent school and Navy training representatives 
• Graphic artist, FCCJ 
• Word processors, FCC] 
Summa ry of the Revise Instruction Phase 
The Revise Instruction Phase of the reconfiguration effort was an on·going and continuing 
process. II was during the Development and Implementation Phases that the majority of course 
tryout and revis ion was accomplished. Table 18 summarizes this Phase. 
During Development, the course developers/Vrr instructors adopted a lean development 
strategy. Several cycles of process and product feedback data were gathered before the prototype 
and subsequent units were sent to the military for approval. A final round of revision was made 
after the appropriate mililary agency approved the courseware. 
During Implemenlation, a pilot testing site. the Intensive Site , was set up so that the 
instruction could be monitored and revised as it was being delivered. The feedback received 
from the Intensive Si te was used to immed iate ly revise the instruction that was currently being 
delivered and it was used to improve the development of units for later courses that were ofrered. 
Daily AARs were also held to monitor and modify the instruction as it was being implemented. 
Ma nagement Phase 
A Management component was added to the adapted SAT model because of the 
complexity of the reconfiguration process. This phase is presented in two parts: (a) personnel and 















































no revi sions made during this phase 
word changes and typing correct ion s were made 






instructional materials were developed "Jean " 
process and product data was gathered from the expert review team; 
no student data was gathered 
two revisions cycles: 
• after the development and tryout of word pictures, graphics, 
selected instructional strategies, and the capabilit ies of TNET 
• after the military review 
• final modifications to the courseware were made at this point 
Implement a t ion Phase 
• an intensive sile was set up to collect data during delivery (MOS 
courses only) 
• process and product data was gathered from students and from the 
instructional coord inators 
• data was gathered using twO administrations of a questionnaire; a 
random group of students was inlerviewed 
• data was used to modify courses as necessary and to provide input 
for the development of the courses still in designed 
• 1ST evaluators collected data for the evaluation of the project, but 
data was also used to modify the instruction 








































Personnel and FUllctiona l GI'OUPS 
During reconfiguration. the two mOSl important tasks 10 be completed were (a) the design, 
development, and production of the courseware and (b) training project personnel. The 
personnel needed and tasks performed in each phase of the project were listed previously and are 
not repeated here. As a review and [0 provide an overall perspective of the management 
component of this aspect o f the project, a list of [he Icarns needed for the design, delivery, 
production and staff training during the reconfiguration effort is included. These will be 
discussed in more depth in a later part of this section. The teams were: 
• instructional design tcam 
• deiiverylimpiemenullion team 
• production team 
• technical team 
• review and validati on team 
• staff training team(s) 
In add ition 10 the teams lisled above, two other primary groups had to be coordinated and 
thei r efforts managed in order to implement the courses. 
Milit ary O rganiza tions 
A military training specialist was hired to insu re that all appropriate military groups were 
involved in the project (See Table I) and that the training met military standards. For the MOS 
courses, some key mi li tary groups included TRADOC, the proponent schools, USARF schools, 
Forces Command (FORSCOM), Second Army, 81st ARCOM (Army Reserve Command), 
Florida Army National Guard (FLA RNG), and United States Army Reserve Command 
(USARC). For the special topics courses, the U.S. Navy identified key military command 
groups to work with project personnel. These included: Chief. Naval Educa tion and Train ing; 
Naval Training Systems Center; Commander, Naval Aviation Activities. Jacksonville; Orlando 
Naval Training Center; and Naval Air Station. Cecil Field , Jacksonville. 
These groups had primary responsibility for insuring that the courses met military 
standards, that instructors were approved, and that students would be certified. if necessary, as 
per military requirements. The military groups also assisted with the select ion and identification 









































Community College O rga nizations 
Three commun ity colleges were involved in the project. While FCC) was responsible 
for the design, development, and implementation of tile courseware. and providing one remote 
site, two other community colleges werc involved in the project , Valencia Community College 
(VCe) and St. Petersburg Junior College (SPJC). FCC] provided the lead in making sure that 
organizational decisions regarding the community colleges were made. These included decisions 
regarding (a) selecting the site for the satellite dish and TNET equipment (b) selecting the 
classroom to be used for instruction, (e) identifying instructional and technical personnel , and 
(d) organizing the resources for instruction. Subcontracts between FCC] and the two other 
community colleges were signed specifying the terms of their agreements. 
A project manager at FCC] and the .logistics manager were primarily responsible for 
insuring that the subcontracts for the project were in place. At each community college an 
administrat ive POC was the prime contract for all negotiations made between the lead institution 
(FCCl ) and each community college. 
Management of Proj ect Tasks 
One of the most complex and important components of the reconfiguration process was 
the management of the various teams and their tasks. Teams of people had to be organiz.ed as 
did a communication flow that allowed all the various tasks to be accomplished. In the section 
below. key groups and tasks thai were coordinated during the three major phases of the 
reconfigurat ion effort are described. 
Pre-cou rse Development 
For the military and directly related to course development, DITRA and TRA DOC were 
chiefly responsible for insuring that the proponent schools cooperated with the project and that 
they provided the necessary course materials. The materials needed were POls (MOS courses) 
and lesson outlines or syllabi (spec ial topics courses), military reg ulations and other reference 
materials, and military equipment, e.g., hand irons. Procurement procedures for these materials 
were previously described. 
In addition, a Memorandum of Understand ing (MOU) with AETD regarding TNET was 
negotiated. These agreements had direct impact on the reconfiguration effort. Decisions related 
to exactly what equipment was included with the system, how many systems would be provided, 
when they would be installed, etc. were made. DITRA took the lead in working with AETD. 
Another military group that played a significant role in the process was the USARF 
schools. These schools, 3388th USARF (rampa) and 3391st USARF (Jacksonville), were 
ultimately responsible for providing students to take the courses and for providing SMEs for the 







































Other groups, such as 81st A RCOM, FORSCOM, and Ihe U .S. 2nd Army. etc. also had 
a direct interest in the project, specifically the purpose of the projec t and how it was being 
implemented. DITRA took the lead role in establishing reJaiionships with these groups and 
keeping them informed. 
The major civilian groups involved in pre·course deve lopment were 1ST and FCC]. The 
1ST team had the major responsibili ty for designing the conversion model, establi shi ng the 
procedures for reconfiguration, and design ing the evaluation plan. FCC] had major 
responsibili ty fo r selecti ng course developers, establishing ag reements wi th the vee and SPJ C, 
and setting up development and production procedures for the courses. 
Course Des ign a nd Devclopmcnt 
During th is phase of the project, un its of instruction were designed and developed, and 
app roved by the appropria te agency. Some of the tasks iden tified in the pre-conversion phase 
cont inued, e.g., selecting students, getting materials, and establishing ag reements with 
participating community colleges. However, the primary task of this phase was to produce and 
ga in approval for the instructional packages. 
Three major groups participated in th is task: 1ST. FCCl. and the proponent school or 
U.S. Navy organization responsible for the special tOpics courses. 1ST provided tech nical 
Sllpport and expert ISD and military rev iew for each unit of instruction. 
FCCl was charged with detailed development of the courses, including the design of the 
graphics and support media. In addition to the course developers who produced the materials, 
other personnel requi red fo r this phase were word processors , graph ics designers, and 
proofreaders. A development and production tracki ng worksheet for the 71LlO course is 
included in Table 19. This shows the production tasks required to get the course ready for 
implementation. 
Different courses were organized differently and that influenced timeJines for completing 
course materials. For example, the MP course was organized by tasks, whereas 76YlO and 
71LI O were organized by uni ts. The ti melines established to complete the course developmen t 
process had to take these diffe rences into account. In genera l, a first draft of a un it took about 
two weeks to develop, another week for internal review, and another week for corrections before 
it was sent to the proponent school. 
The third group wi th a pri mary task to perform in this phase of the project was the 
military review. Each proponent (MOS courses) and U. S. Navy group (special topics courses) 
ag reed to review and provide comments about each uni t with a one to two week turnaround. 
Since these courses were being developed during the summer months. the sched ules of a ll 
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AETD was essential to the success of thi s phase. As the course ma terials were 
developed, they were pilot tested. The equipment had to be installed and operational before the 
actual pilot tests were conducted. While the technicians at FCC] were able to simulate a TNET 
system for this purpose prior 10 TNET being installed, the actual equipment provided the best 
avenue for review and revision of the courseware. Also, AETD was responsible for providing 
both equipment and instructor training over the system. This required the coordina tion and 
scheduling of several different meetings with ~ number of different groups. e.g., AETD technical 
personnel, FCCl technicians and instructors, USARF instructors, etc. 
Lmplcmcnta t ion 
While many of the tasks were previously addressed in the Implementation Phase of thi s 
report , some of the key management tasks are presented again. During delivery of the 
instruction it was necessary to coordinate: 
• the students, e.g., billeting 





facilities at both the origination and remote sites, e.g., classroom space, 
labs , dining and sleeping facilities 
the data co llection effort, e.g., interviewing students 
the record keeping function 
the network to insure proper functioning and maintenance 
Summary or the Ma nagement Phase 
A Management function was added to the adapted SAT model because of the complexi ty 
of thi s project. In addition to the instructional design, delivery, and production teams, two other 
primary groups, community colleges and the numerous military organi zations played key roles 
in the reconfiguration process. Their efforts were organized by the 1ST project director and the 
DITRA project manager. 
During the three primary phases of the reconfiguration process , a number of tasks and 
personnel had to be organized and coordinated. The 1ST project director, in conjunction with 
the DITRA project manager, had primary responsibility for insuring all tasks were completed in 









































Summa r-), of the Coul"Se Rcconfiguration Process 
The Florida Teietraining Project used a modified SAT model to reconfigure five military 
courses. The adapted model made explicit two components of the model that were of vilal 
importance to insuring that the courseware was designed and developed according to military 
requirements. The added components were Revise Instruction and Management. With the 
exception of the Evaluation component of the SAT thaI will be addressed in a separate document, 
the other components of Ihe adapted model and the functions performed during each phase of the 
model were consistent with the components of the SAT. 
The key tasks performed during each phase of the reconfiguration process were: 
Ana lysis Phase 
Five courses were assigned to the project; traditional analyses to determine what courses 
should be selected for delivery were conducted by the government. The courses assigned to the 
project were analyzed to determine how appropriate each was for TNET delivery based on six 
factors : length, a cognitive rather than psychomotor course, throughput, appropriate for video 
teletraining presentation, appropriate for the expertise of community college faculty, and the 
inclusion of well stated instructional components. In general, the rlrst three criteria were met, 
but design decisions were made based upon the other three . These decisions included the need 
to design off·l ine activities for video leletraining, secure the services of subject matter experts 
to assist in the design, development, and implementation of the courses, and provide instructional 
design training to the course developers. 
Design Phase 
During this phase of the project two primary types of tasks were performed: tasks related 
to reconfiguring the courseware and tasks related to staff training (see Table 11). In order to 
begin reconfiguring the courseware, course developers wrote or modified objectives and 
criterion·referenced tests, identified the conditions of learning and events of instruction, speci fi ed 
the media and instructional strategies to be used, selected media mixes for objec tives or groups 
of objectives , identified all the military materials and equipment needed to conduct the 
instruction, and determined student entry behaviors. 
The staff training conducted during thi s phase prepared the course developers to develop 
the reconfigured courseware. Course developers were instructed in principles of instructional 
design and development, were presented an overview of TNET and its instructional capabil ities, 
and given an opportunity to practice teaching using the TNET system. 
De,'eJopment Phase 
The major actIvitIes of the Development Phase were to develop and produce the 








































The following instructional materials were developed: the Instnlctor ' s Guide (lG). the 
Instructional Coordinator's Guide (leG), the Interactive Study Guide (ISG) (the student manual), 
screen graphics and word pictures, suppOrt media. e.g .. videotapes. charts. In order to produce 
these guides, lesson plans had 10 be developed and surrounding Illaterials. e.g., introductions to 
the guides and classroom protocols, had to be wrincn and produced. 
Also during th is phase, initial pilol testing of the courseware was conduc ted and validation 
and approval of the courseware from the military uni t with responsibility for providing approval 
was obtained . Staff Training was also continued; il was primarily on-Ihe-job training. Course 
developers were provided with a rererence ror the development errort, The' Quick Reference 
Guide, and were given individual gll idance and feedback as necessary ror course development. 
Implement;ltion Phase 
During this phase, preparations ror implementing the courses were made (see Table 17). 
The tasks perfo rmed were: acquiring military materials and equipment, acquiring instructional 
equipment, scheduling labs and racilities at the remote sites ror instructional activities, organizing 
for instruction, e.g., planning ror contingencies, Ihe After Action Review (AAR), and for 
flex ibili ty in presentations, preparing paperwork and record keeping to be used during 
instruction, e.g., visitor's logs and TNET logs, producing sufficient quantities of course 
material s, delivering the cou rseware to the remOte sites, and training the staff to prepare for 
implementation, e.g ., explaining the roles and responsibili ties of the implementation staff and 
providing opportuni ties prior to implementation for personnel at each remote site to work 
together as a team. 
Revise Instruction Phase 
Revise Instruction was a function of the reconfiguration process that was added as a 
separate component to the adapted SAT model. The tasks in this component were conducted 
throughout the enti re process (see Table 18). The twO mOSI complex tasks were performed 
during the Development and Implementation phases of reconfiguration. During Development, 
the courses were validated and revised to prepare for implementation. Dllfing Implementation, 
a test bed site, called the Intensive Site, was set up at FCCJ2 for the purpose of revising the 
instruction as it was conducted and to provide feedback to other course developers who were still 
developing courseware. 
M anagement Ph ase 
This component was also added to the adapted SAT mode! because of the complexity of 
the project. Three primary groups of people with a web of complex relationships among them 
had to coordinated for the success of the project. These groups included: (a) the design, 
development, production , and implementation teams, (b) the military organizations and groups 








































Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) and the project manager at Defense Institute for 
Training Resources Analysis (DITRA) were responsi ble fo r these tasks. 
Evaluation Plmse 
This component of the SAT and the adapted SAT refer 10 broad issues of evaluation 
related to establishing a general project evaluation policy and are not directly related to 
reconfiguralion. However, a considerable amount of data was collected during delivery of the 
courses. One of the roles of project personnel, specifically the ICs and MSCs, was to collect 
data from students. Data were collected from all project personnel, e.g., the VTT instructors, 
MIAs, the administrative poes, at each remote site, the ICs and MSCs, and from many of the 
key military organiz.a tions involved in the project. These activities will be discllssed in depth in 
the tina! project report. The Evaluation component, however, is included in the adapted model 








































SUMM ARY Of T il E RE PORT 
Oven ricw of the Scope a nd Purpose of the Proj ect 
The 000 was directed by Congress in the FY 199 1 Defense Appropriations Bill to 
conduct a pi lol lest project to determine the feas ibility of using civilian personnel to deliver 
military programs of instruction to the armed serv ices. TNET, the Army's tclctraining network , 
was selected as the delivery system. TNET is an interactive two-way aud io and video distance 
learning system. The video is compressed and digitized. The system was designed to simulate 
face-to-face Jive instruction. 
The purpose of the Florida Telclraining Project was 10 assess the feasibi li ty of using 
professors and staff at three community colleges in Florida 10 offer a total of five military 
courses via TNET. Three MaS-awarding cou rses and two special IOpics courses were 
reconfigured and delivered to military personnel. 
The three MOS-awarding courses were reconfigured using U.S. Army Reserve 
Component Confi gured Courseware (RC3). These courses were delivered 10 Army National 
Guard and Army Reserve soldie rs who were seeking to be reclassified in the MOSs. The three 
courses were: 
• 7 1 LI D, Administrat ive Specialist, a 73-hour course presented in the ADT mode 
from 17 October to 31 October 1992 
• 76Yl O, Unit Supply Specialist (lOT Phase), a 96-bour course presented from 7 
November 10 22 November 1992 
• 95BI O, Mi li ta ry Police (lOT Phase), a 66-hour course presen ted from 5 December 
to 18 December 1992 
The IWO special topics courses were reconfig ured using U.S. Navy courseware. These 
courses were made available to the personnel in the Army National Guard, Ai r National Guard, 




Total Quality Leadership, a one-day course prescllIcd on 30 January 1993 and 22 
February J 993 
Handling Hazardous Waste--Activity Level, a one-day course presemed on 27 
January 1993. 5 February 1993, and 25 February 1993 
Overall project management was performed by the Defense Institute fo r Training 
Resources Analysis (OITRA). The Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST) at the Uni verSity 








































technical, design, and evaluation tasks for the project. 1ST subcontracted with the Florida 
Community College at Jacksonville (FCCJ) (0 serve as the lead community college for 
developing and offering instruction over TNET. FCC) subcontracted with two other community 
co lleges to provide the instruction. The three communi ty colleges in volved in Ihe project were: 
• Florida Community College at Jacksonville, the lead 
instilUtion 
• S1. Petersburg Junior College, SI. Petersburg 
• Valencia Com munity College, Orlando 
SUlIlmary of the Course Reconfigurn lion Model a nd Pla n 
The course reconfiguration mode! and plan was based on an analysis of (a) reviews of 
literature and results of research conducted in the areas of di stance learning, inst ructional systems 
design, media selection, interacti ve television , and the use of video teletraining in the military, 
and (b) the context of the projec t. As a resu lt of th is analysis, the following guidelines were 
used to reconfigure the fi ve courses: 







Distance education courses and programs must be ca refully planned. 
Instructional systems design (ISO) is a viable method for planning and designing 
instruction and should be used for course reconfiguration. 
Design of successful video lelelrain ing courses and programs should be grounded 
in learning Iheory. 
Good instruction is the same whether presented face-to-face or at a distance. 
Distance courses, like face-Io-face instruct ion , should include the following 
instructional techniques: involvement and motivational activities, interaction with 
the instructor, site facilitator, and other students, feedback , opportunities for 
students to ask questions, advance organizers and summaries, and group and 
individual activities. 
VTT courses should be presented in short segments, use a variety of media and 
instructional strategies, and use graphics and other visuals. 













































Contingency plans should be developed . 
All personnel, e.g.. instructors . site facil ita lOrs, and technicians , must 
communicate with each other to present instruction. 
Teams of personnel are required to design, deli ver, and manage good VTT 
in struction. These include a management team , an instructional des ign team 
(including course developers, mi li tary tra ining experts, subjecl matter specialists) , 
a production team (including graphic art ists. word processors), and an evaluation 
learn. 
The VTT instructor is a key element in the success of a VTT course. He or she 
must have good on-camera skills and must be prepared to expend extra time and 
energy in the design and delivery of the disLa.!l cC course. 
• All personnel involved in the design and de li very of the VTT courses must have 
adequate tra ining in the technology and in VTT instruction. 
• Management issues for the classroom , e.g., record keeping and scheduling, and 
for the larger project, e.g., roles and responsibilities of all project personnel, need 






An ISD model should be adapted rather than developed for a project. The 
Army's Systems Approach to Training (SAT) model was adapted for use in the 
ITP. 
A large number of military and civilian groups had to be coordinated. The 
management team was instrumental in insuring that all the necessary groups were 
organized and cooperated. 
The technology used for the project, TNET, is a comprehensive audio-visual 
system. Media had to be designed to use the capabilities of the system as a 
whole, that is, as an audio-visual package. The individual components of TNET 
had to fu nction effecti vely as stand-alone media. 
Mil itary instruction typically occurs in a highly structured envi ronmenl. The 
courses designed for this project had to take into account the context of (a) 
mi li tary instruction , such as, manda lO ry break periods, roll calls, uniforms, Army 
physical readiness traini ng. and (b) the requirements of the community college 






































The adapted SAT model used for reconfiguring the five courses is iterative and has six 
functions: Analysis, Design, Develop, Implement, Revise Instruction, and Management. An 
Evaluation function was included with the model to show its importance as a component of the 
larger project, but Evaluation was not directly related to the reconfiguration process. The 
adapted model is gene ri c in the sense that it can be applied to any large scale project using any 
variety of media. 
The key tasks performed during each phase of the model were: 
Analys is 
The five courses assigned to the project were analyzed \0 determine thei r appropriateness 
for VIT. Course design decisions were made as a result of this analysis based on the 
appropriateness of the courses for VTf delivery, the experti se of the community college 
faculty members, and the completeness of the cou rse materi als received from the Army 
proponent schools and Navy agencies. 
DeSign 
Ini tial reconfiguring was begun by applying ISD and learning theory to each course, e.g. , 
modifying objectives and criterion-referenced test items, ident ifying and specifying 
condit ions of learni ng. and selecting media and media mixes for each objective or set of 
objectives. 
Staff training was conducted to prepare the course developers for the reconfiguration 
tasks, e.g. , principles of ISD and learning theory were presented, an overview ofTNET 
was presented , and microteaching practice sessions were held for the course developers. 
Development 
All instructional materials were developed, including the IG. leG, ISG, word pictures, 
screen graphics, lesson plans, and surrOlmding materials. Init ial pilOt testing of the 
courseware was conducted. On-the-job staff train ing was Llsed during this phase. 
1m plementat ion 
Preparat ion for conducting the instruction was completed. All materials and equipment 
were ordered . produced and /or acqui red , a ll scheduling was completed, and all tasks 
related to organizing for instruction were completed , e. g. , planning for contingencies, 
the AAR, and record-keeping. 
Staff training for all personnel related to course delivery (e.g., the instructional 









































Thi s component was added to the adapted model bccau~~ o f its importance and because 
of Ihe complexi ty of this phase of the project. The tasks in this phase were performed 
throughout the reconfiguralion process, however , the most complex rev ision tasks 
occurred during the Development and Implementation phases of reconfigurat ion. During 
Development, tryout and revi sion of the cou rseware was conduc ted prior to 
implementa tion. During Implementation, a pilot lest si te was established for the purpose 
of revising the instruction during delivery. 
Ma nagemenl 
This component was also added to the adapted model. The complexity o f the design and 
development effort plus the coordination of personnel, resources, and (asks required a 
rnanagernenl learn 10 insure that all tasks related to the reconfiguratioll were completed. 














































The quality of a POI (U.S. Army) or military syllabus (U.S. Navy) has an 
important effect on the amount of time and effort it takes to reconfigure 
cou rseware. POls and sy llabi that have clearl y defined objectives, criterion-
referenced performance tests, and a variety of learning activities and strategies 
(PEs) are morc easily reconfigured than those that are less complete, requi re 
significant modification, or a rewrite prior to reconfiguration. 
Cou rses that have already developed materials, such as practical exercises, 
performance tests, and military forms, cost Jess to reconfigure than courses where 
these components must be developed. In addition , cou rses that have stable 
content and can be presented for several iterations without significant changes in 
the materials are more cost effective to reconfigure than are courses that must be 
continually updated. 
The extent of military content knowledge of the course developers is a factor that 
directly relates to the time needed and the cost of course reconfiguration. When 
course developers are not content experts, subject matter experts (SME) need to 
be included in the conversion process, or the course developers will have to learn 
the subject matter prior to or during reconfiguration. Either option adds to both 
the cost and time needed for VTT conversion . 
• Proponent school SMEs, rather than USARF SMEs, should work closely with 
course developers [0 reconfigure courses for VTT because the proponent school 




The SAT model, an instructional systems design (ISD) model, is requi red in the 
design of all military instruction. It is an effective approach for designing VTT 
courses and programs and it should be used to reconfigure military VTI 
courseware. 
ISO is both a process and a set of procedures that can be applied in a variety of 
ways and in differing degrees of depth and completeness. It is not known how 
much ISO is needed to make a quality vrr product, that is, how much ISO is 
enough? For example, to what ex tent is the application of instructional theory 
(e.g., the conditions of learning) or the revision of courses at the development 












































Coupled with the above, shortcu ts and time-savers using ISD for VIT course 
development arc needed. For example, parallel development of some components 
of courseware, e.g., objectives and cri terion-referenced evaluat ion measures , can 
be accomplished. These can increase the cost effec tiveness of any VIT project 
ISD expertise is needed on VTT projects. If cou rse developers aTe not familiar 
with ISD procedures they will have to be trained, or an olltside expert will be 
needed . Presumably an ISO expert with both breadth and depth of the processes 
and procedures is needed; the question is whether each cou rse developer has to 
be an ISD expert or if the necessary ISO skills and tasks can be taught so they C.111 
be applied during the design and development phases of the project. 
A course wi ll be designed differently if it is presellled in all intensive period of 
inst ruction (for example, during a two-week block as was done in the Flo rida 
Telelraining Projec t) versus a cou rse presented in a di ffe rent timeframe, e.g., two 
hours once a week or weekend trai ning . Different course schedules require 
courses that are designed differently, for example, the inclusion of more or less 
off-line activities and/or the inclusion of more or less interaction with the 
teleteacher or other students at remote si tes . 
Course Development/Revise Instruction 
• Initial development of the courseware should be produced in a "lean " mode so 
that it can be tested out and modified with minimal init ial production costs. 
• An interactive study guide is needed for all VTT courses. However, methods 
other than the word picture approach should be investigated. These methods will 
probably va ry with certain student characte ristics. That is, students who typically 
perform in more professional roles may find that the word picture concept is less 
effective and engaging than students who perform technical roJes . 
Implementation 
• The need for both a military and a civilian instructional coordinator (M SC and IC) 
was unnecessary for some cou rses. Orten the MSC and Ie performed sim ilar 
roles . The MSC was req ui red for the MOS-courses to satisfy the testing 
requirements for military certification; the IC was req uired because communi ty 
college cou rse c redit was offered. The need for both coordinators is expensive. 
A way to streaml ine personnel requirements is needed; for example, the 
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I AC RONYMS I 
I AAR A fIef Action Review I ADT Active DUlY Training 
AETD U.S . Army Extension Traini ng Directorate 
I ALMC U.S. Army Logistics Management College I ARCOM Army Reserve Command 
ARI U.S. Army Research Institute For the Behavioral and Social Sciences 
I ARMS U.S. Army Master Data File Retrieval Microfilm System I ASYAB Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 
~ 
BMP Bitmap 
I BNCOC Basic Noncommissioned Officer Course CAS Computer Assisted Study 
I 
CD Compact Disk 
I CESN CNET Electronic Schoolhouse Network 
CLI Compression Labs, Inc. 
I 
CMC Computer-mediated Commllnications 
I CNET Chief of Naval Education and Training 
CODEC Coder/ Decoder 
• DITRA Defense Institute for T raining Resources Analysis I DLlFLC Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center DOD Department of Defense 
I 
DYE Digital Video Effects I EO Enabling Objecti ve 
FATS Fi re Arms Training System 
I FCCl Florida Community College at Jacksonville I FCCl l Florida Community College at Jacksonville Televi sion Production Studio 
FCCl2 Florida Community College at Jacksonville Remote Site 
I FCTC,LANT Fleet Combat T rain ing Center, Atlantic I FLARNG Florida Army National Guard 
FM&P Force Management and Personnel 
I FORSCOM U.S. Army Forces Command I FOUO For Omce Use Only 
FTP Florida Teletraining Project 
I HNS Hughes Network Services I IC Instructional Coordinator 
ICG Instructional Coordinator's Guide , lOT Inac tive Duty Train ing I IOU Indoor Unit 
I 
IG Instructor's Guide 
ISD Instructional Systems Design I ISG Interactive Study Guide 
I 
1ST Institute for Simulation and Training 
I MEDIA Med ia Elimination & Design Intelligen t Aid 




I MI Military Intelligence I MIA Military In structional Assistant 
I 
MOS Military Occupational Specialty 
MOU Memorandum of Understanding I MP Military Police 
I 
MSC Military Site Coordinator 
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet I NCC Network Control Cenler , TNET 
I NSN 
National Stock Number 
I NTSC Naval Training Systems Center 
OASD Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense 
I OCIE Organizational Clothing and Individual Equipment I PE Practical Exerci ses 
POC Point of Contact 
I POI Program of Instructi on I PT Performance Test 
RC Reserve Component 
I RC' U.S. Army Reserve Component Configured Courseware I SAT Systems Approach to Training 
SEP Satellite Education Program 
I SMART System for Managing Asynchronous Remote Training I SME Subject Matter Expert 
SPJC 51. Petersburg Junior College 
I SSC Soldier Support Center I TNET U.S. Army's Teletraining Network 
TPDC Training Performance and Data Center 
I TQL Total Quality Leadership I TRADOC United States Army Training and Doctrine Command 
I 
UCF University of Central Florida 
UCMJ Uniform Code of Mili tary Justice I UPS Uninterrupted Power Supply 
I 
USAPDC U.S. Army Publications Di stribution Center 
USARC United States Army Reserve Command I USARF United States Army Reserve Forces 
I 
vce Valencia Community College 









































































































DEPA RTMENT OF THE ARMY 
U.S . Ann)' Soldier Support Center 
Fon Benjami n Harri son , In diana 46216-5590 
LESSON PLAN 
TASK/SUBJECT: Type a Memorandum 
TASK NUMBER: 121-004-1202 
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION (POI): 
121 -71 LI 0 (RC), Administrative Specialist Course 
121 -75B 1 0 (RC), Personnel Administration Speciali st Course 
121 -75CIO (RC), Personnel Management Specialist Course 
121 -75EIO (RC), Personnel Actions Specialist Course 
PROGRAM OF INSTRUCTION (POl) FILE NUMBER: 
121-71L10 (RC) 
121 -75BIO (RC) 
121 -75CIO (RC) 
121-75EIO (RC) 
COURSE MANAGEMENT GUIDE(S) AND RELEVANT APpENDIX(ES): 
Program of Instruction (POI) 
Course Management Plan and Instructor Guide (CMp) 
Interactive Study Guide 
SECURITY CLASSIF1CATION: Unclassified 
A. TERMINAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE mOl: 
CONDmONS: Given handwritten or typed draft memorandums and 
access to ARs 25-50, 25-55, 310-50, a dictionary, a 
typewriter or word processor, and standard office 
suppli es, 
ACTION: the student will prepare rypewritten memorandums 
STANDARD: lAW AR 25-50. 
I Les.o;on Plan. 71L- 121-004-1202 ·VTI 
B. ADMI NISTRATI VE INFORMATION : 
I. METHODS OF INSTRUCTION : 1.5 bours Video Teletraining, 1.5 
hours Practi cal Exercise, and 1.0 Examination . 
2. NUMBER OF CLASS PERIODS: 4 
3. PERSONNEL TO BE TRAINED: Reserve Component students enrolled 
in th e following courses: 
121-7 1 LI 0 (RC), Administrative Speciali st 
121-75B 10 (RC), Personnel Administration Specialist 
121-75CIO (RC), Personnel Management Specialist 
121-75E10 (RC), Personnel Actions Speciabst 
4. TRAINING AIDS , EQUlPMENT AND STUDENT REFERENCES: 
a. EQUIPMENT: TNET, eraser and typewriter or electronic text writer 
(word processor). 
b. OTHER MEDIA: Elmo display and computer graphicS. 
c. HANDOUT: 54th Inf. Div. letterhead and 3 sheets of plain bond 
paper per student. 
d. PRACTICAL EXERCISE: Trainer copy of Practical Exercise 
Booklet (PEB) located in Appendix A. Student copies (I booklet 
per student) are furni shed separately. Practical and Self-Evaluation 
Exercise Answer Keys, located in Appendix B, may be used as 
overlays or overhead transparencies. 
e. STUDENT REFERENCES: ARs 310-50 (I per 2 students) and 25-
50 ( I per student), dicticnary ( I per student). 
5. STUDY ASSIGNMEl'rrS: As assigned by instrUctor. 
6. EXAMINATION INFORMATION: ACADEMIC SECURITY 
a. TITLEJNUMBER: Type a Memorandum PTII21-004-1202/CMF 
71 (RC). 







































b. LOCAT ION OF EXAMINATION MATERIALS : Trainer copy of 
Perfomlance Test located in Appendix C. Instructional Coordinator's 
copy in Instructional Coordinator's Gu ide Supplement. Student 
copies furnished separately. 
c. ADMINI STRATOR: Military Site Coordinator. 
d. SCORER: Instructors and Military Instructional Ass istant. 
Performance Test Administration and Scoring Guide located in 
Appendix D. Memorandums may be used as overlays to expedite 
grading. Use trainer discreti on when evaluating student ability. 
7. DEVELOPERlTRAlNER REFERENCES: 
a. ARs 25-50, 25-55 , 310-50, STPs 12-7 I L12-SM, 12-75B 12-SM, 12-
75CI2-SM, and 12-75EI2-SM. 
b. Course converted to video teletraining by Kerry 1. Gambri ll , Florida 
Community College at Jacksonville, Jacksonville, FL., as part of the 
Florida Teletraining Project. 
c. Course content reviewed by Mr. Robert Ripperger, COM 317-542-
4292, and Mr. Donald Hesselton, DSN 699-4968, COM 317-542-
4698. 
8. NOTES TO INSTRUCTIONAL COORDINATOR: 
9. 
a. The Performance Test and its scoring guide are contained in the 
Instructional Coordinator's Guide. Remove both documents prior to 
publi c display (i.e., visitor books/folders) of this lesson plan. 
ACADEMIC SECURlTY is applicable. 
b. Practical and Self-Evaluation Exercise Answer Keys may be used as 
overlays or they may be locally reproduced and dist ributed to 
students as additional study/self-check references. 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: None. 
10. THREAT: Discussed previously. 
I I. AIRLAND BATTLE: Discussed previously. 
Les~n Plan , 7 1L· l ::!l·004·1 202·VlT 
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Lesson : Type a Memorandum. 71L- 121-004-1202-VTT 
Lesson outline: (pre-class. housekeeping), objectives. Questions. content presentation. leaminJ! activilies 
I Introduction I 
Tills lesson provides you with all the infonnati on you need to type a 
memorandum Typing a memorandum is not difficult, but you must pay 
attention LO detai I. Please feel free to ask questions. When you complete this 
lesson, you wi ll type a memorandum in accordance with AR 25-50. 
I I 
I Motivation I 
It is extremely important that you master the skills in thi s lesson. 
Correspondence is the backbone of any organization - nnilitary or civilian. 
Remember, the product you produce reflects directl y back lO you and your 
superior; therefore. correspondence must not only be correct, but it must also 
look absolu tely professional. 










































Lesson: Type a Memorandum. 71L·121 ·004·1202· VlT 
1 
Stud)' Guide TNET TV Screens 
Main Objective 
• _ ,,,. ",Id., .. IU 
'l'P< ' mo rnon n6um;" 
. cc .... d. "'e ... ~ AR 
2~ · !Kl • 
Absolutely __ _ 









Lesson: Type a Memorandum. 7 1L-121-004-1202-VTI 
Lesson outline; (pre-class. housekeeping ), objectives. questions. content presentation. learning activi ties 
Content 
The memorandum is the Army's version of the business letter. Use the 
memorandum when you want to write to other military organizations outside 
your own headquarters or within a headquarters. 
3 I 
The Army uses five types of memorandums. They are the: 
I . Formal memorandum; 
2. Informal memorandum; 
3. Memorandum of Understanding - the MOU; 
4. Memorandum of Agreement - the MOA; 
5. Memorandum for Record - the MFR. 
The last three are special purpose memorandums and are not covered in thi s 
lesson. 









































Lesson: Type a Memorandum. 7 1 L-121-004-1202-VTT 2A 
Study Guide TNET TV Screens 
con (Motion) RiChl (S tatic Graphic) 
instructor 
Memorandum 
TIIot Army ', .ersio~ at. ____ ' Memorandum 




5 Type or Memos 
• fonnal 
5 Type of Memos 
• Inf,,",,"1 • Fonn>.l 
• I"'Iorrc> of UnOC ...... nClir'( L-..J • l'*-'mal 
• 1"10 ..... 01 "'_ ..... m L-J • MunC! d Unc:Ientandin, {MOU} 
• ..... m:> 10 , fi.cc Q«! l-) • Memo d "'~t (MOA) 
• /"'Iemo for Record (t'I'R) 
Lesson: Type a Memorandum. 71L-1 21 -004-1202-VTT 
Lesson outline: (pre·class. housekeepin~.), objectives. questions, content prcscnullion, learnin g activities 
This lesson focuses on preparing and using formal and informal 
memorandums. 
Fonnal memorandums are written communications to anyone outside of your 




Wonnal memos, on the oiher hand, are used to communicate within ihe 
headquarters, ihe command, or similarly identifiable organizati onal element. 
I 
I 























Lesson: Type a Memorandum. 71 L-121-004-1202- VTT 3A 
I Study Guide TNET TV Screens 
I Left (Motion) Richt (Static Graphic) 
I instructor 
Formal Memo Formal Memo 
I .. .. 
I """ ..... ~ Outside your headquarters 






InfO<mli I"erro Informal Memo 
I 
I 
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I Type a Memorandum 
I 71L-121-004-1202-VTT 
I 












TERMlNAL LEARNING OBJECTIVE 
CONDITIONS: Given handwritten or typed draft 
memorandums and access to ARs 
25-50,25-55, 310-50, a dictionary, 
a typewriter or word processor, and 
standard office supplies, 
ACTION: the student will prepare typewriuen 
memorandums 
STANDARD: lAW AR 25-50 












































" ... the soldier wi ll 
type a memorandum in 
accordance wi th AR 
25-50." 
Abso lute ly 
2 




















5 Type of Memos I 
• Formal 
• Info rmal I 
I • Memo of Understanding ( ) • Memo of Agreement ( ) 
• Memo for Record ( ) I 
4 I 
I 






















D 0'0 [] 
Il 00 Il 
Formal Memo 
___ your headquarters 
I nformal Memo 
____ _ your headquarters 
ISG. 71L · l :!1 .~-I:!02.VTI 
Notes 
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FTP Checklist: Lesson Eicments For 
1. Included? 
4. Content Presentation 
5. 
•• 
d. Minimum of olle Involvement 
Included? 
1. Indi vidual 
2. G 
b. Not Includ ed? 
a. Includ ed tn this lesson? 
ror the E lmo 
hour? 
A. Content Presen tation be Included to In crease 
2. Instructional Games 








3. Print materials 
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